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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Logistics is viewed as "an ancient art and an 

erging science [22:18]."  The mixture of art and science 

varies with the area of logistics in question and its 

relative stage of development. 

The word logistics was first used by the Romans and 

the Byzantines, who gave the title "Logista" to military 

administrative officials.  One of the first serious 

attempts to develop a precise definition for logistics, 

and to establish the role of logistics in warfare, was 

made by Baron Antoine Henri Jomini.  He divided the art of 

warfare into five branches: strategy, grand tactics, 

logistics, engineering and minor tactics (11:2.97-2.98). 

The last thirty years have seen considerable 

attention paid to the development of an accurate under- 

standing and definition of logistics.  The Society of 

Logistics Engineers (22:19) calls logistics both an art 

and a science at the same time: 

Logistics is the art and science of management, 
engineering, and technical activities concerned with 
requirements, design, and supplying and maintaining 
resources to support objectives, plans, and operations. 

The Air Force Logistics doctrine concurs with defining 

logistics as both an art and a science (11:2.99). 
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Logistics is also considered by many as a recog- 

nized science.  For example, Webster defines it thus: 

Logistics: . , . military science in its planning 
and handling and implementation of personnel (as in 
classification, movement, evacuation) and material 
(as in production, distribution, maintenance) and 
facilities (as in construction, operation, distri- 
bution) and other related factors [39: 1331] . 

Whether science, or a blend of art and science, 

logistics today is recognized as a valid and important 

element in the carrying out of both military and business 

management tasks, taking its place alongside strategy and 

tactics.  As one text puts it: 

The three fundamental elements that provide 
military capability or potential are strategy, tactics 
and logistics.  All three must be adequately provided 
if a military organization is to be successful. 
Logistics is the source of power; the resource which 
permit tactics to be employed to accomplish the goals 
of strategy.  Logistics is the creation and sustaining 
of military capability to effectively serve our 
National objective [11:2.12-2.13]. 

Today, the Department of Defense (DoD) and the 

United States Air Force (USAF) face a challenge of unprece- 

dented magnitude in the area of logistics.  Some of the 

factors contributing to this challenge are: 

1. The diversity of weapon systems and equipment 

that are either in the inventory or in the developmental 

stages. 

2. The number of aircraft and other systems that 

must be supported presently and in the future. 



3. The number of "customers" that the logistics 

system has to deal with. 

4. The increasing sophistication and complexity 

of weapon systems coupled with the ever increasing demand 

for better and faster support. 

All of these factors combine to make the U.S. 

DoD's logistics mission one of the largest and most 

expensive of its many functions. 

An increasingly important part of the logistics 

business of the United States Department of Defense is 

the' support provided to the military services of other 

countries.  Tracing its current history from the "Lend- 

Lease" policies of the Roosevelt administration in 7/orld 

War II, almost every succeeding year has seen an increase 

in the size and scope of this "International Logistics" 

effort.  Changes in administration, program changes, a 

shift from the "free" Grant Aid supplies, to our war 

impoverished allies and developing nations to the "pay- 

as-you-go" Foreign Military Sales portion of the Security 

Assistance Program—all, regardless of intent, have taken 

place with little impact on the continual growth of inter- 

national logistics (9:64-70).  By 1979 the USAF's portion 

of this program dealt with every aspect of logistics 

from routine supply of simple spare parts, to major weapon 

system acquisitions with total dollar values in the 

billions of dollars.  Specific growth of the Air Force 



effort in international logistics is shown in Table 1 and 

Figure 1. 

TABLE 1 

OVERALL GROWTH OF USAF FMS CASES WITH A 
VALUE GREATER THAN S100,000 

FY 1968-1978* 

Year No. of 
Cases 

Year No. of 
Cases 

1968 159 1974 389 

1969 155 1975 375 

1970 192 1976 451 

1971 350 1977 ¥39 

1972 270 1978 461 

1973 284 

*AFLC HO 51. .NH5C Data System 14 July 1979 

By 1979, the actual number of aircraft being supported 

in allied air forces exceeded those supported in USAF (30) 

Each of the actions needed to establish and con- 

tinue the support to the allied nations required multiple 

transactions.  Each transaction involved communication. 

Due to the complexity of logistics itself, 

combined with international considerations, this commu- 

nication involved a variety of types of documentation at 

varying levels of difficulty.  Beginning with the basic 

international agreements expressed in Memorandums of 
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Understanding and Letters of Offer and Acceptance, and 

continuing through the increasingly detailed and techni- 

cally complex financial reports, requisitioning guidance, 

status reports and detailed procedures, each document 

represents an effort to communicate.  Some of these 

documents, in turn, created a need for, or were intended 

to cause, other communications/documents to enter the 

channel.  These included forms, technical orders, proce- 

dures and policy statements, automated system interfaces 

and outputs, all in an ever increasing number and level of 

complexity.  By 1979, the Air Force Logistics Command alone 

employed some four thousand people to manage and support 

this effort (2Zf). 



The area of international logistics shares the same 

functions, problems, and expectations as that of U.S. 

Department of Defense logistics.  It has, however, certain 

dimensions peculiar to itself.  These dimensions add to the 

complexity of international logistics planning, programming 

and implementation and therefore require further study and 

analysis. 

In international logistics, USAF has to deal with 

many different nations. Each nation has its own peculiar 

environment. Understanding the different elements that 

constitute this environment contributes to the continued 

friendly cooperation and the spirit of good will.  Cooper- 

ation is important for the U.S. and its friends and allies 

in logistic support, in establishing and maintaining a 

standard of support that is acceptable to all parties. 

The different cultures, languages, disciplines, 

and technological backgrounds are areas that must be 

considered.  Unfortunately there is not a.single rule of 

thumb that will apply to all these countries at all times, 

Logisticians in both USAF and the allied countries must 

be aware of cultural differences and levels at an early 

stage in their relationship,  A mutual understanding of 

the basics, whether they are common or different, will 

greatly assist in the execution of logistic support.  The 

necessity of attaining this understanding has been stated 



not only in various studies but expressed as a goal (albeit 

in more limited terms) by the U.S. Congress (10:3^,35; 

19:2-7). 

Communication is the central core used to imple- 

ment the various logistics transactions.  Lack of clear 

communication, or ambigious communication, vail, as in 

any business situation, ultimately result in loss of time, 

money and effort (17:111).  Unfortunately, as a review of 

the area, or discussions with managers in international 

logistics demonstrate (32), such misunderstandings have 

occurred far too often.  Several specific instances will be 

discussed later in the Literature Review, 

Statement of the Frobiem 

The use of conventional, narrative English is 

causing difficulties in international logistics support. 

The problem is the lack of correct understanding of the 

meaning of the English terms and narratives both in and 

out of context.  This problem is occurring at all levels 

of documentation, from the initial Memorandums of Under- 

standing and Letters of Offer and Acceptance (DD Forms 

1513) down through, and including. Technical Orders and 

Job Instructions.  The importance of the problem is 

increased by the fact that these misunderstandings and 

misinterpretations are occurring, not only among indi- 

viduals, but also among nations. 



Scone 

As noted above, there are many types of inter- 

national logistics documents and communications, each with 

its attendant level of technical and interpretational 

difficulty. 

This thesis concentrates on the underlying commu- 

nication principles common to these documents.  A systems 

view has been taken.  The problems with each of the 

various documents were viewed, not as independent in their 

own right, but as multiple symptoms of an underlying, 

common communications problem. 

The scope, therefore, is restricted to the proposal 

of a foundation that can be used to develop a truly inter- 

national logistics language to resolve this basic problem. 

The importance of this restriction is critical in under- 

standing that the thesis does not propose to develop a 

complete, ready-to-use tool, but only the foundation 

for the further development of such a tool. 

That foundation will be sought in two specific 

approaches to communication. 

These approaches are briefly set forward here and 

developed in more detail in Chapter II and Appendicies 

A and B. 

The first approach is based on advances made in 

the past few years in the development of automated data 

systems.  One of the critical problems experienced in 
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systems development has been the adequate communication 

of system user's needs to the systems designer/developer. 

The most successful solution to the problem has been in 

the use of a technique known as "structured analysis," 

This technique combines several simple tools to produce 

documents that are non-ambiguous, non-redundant, maintain- 

able, and far more accurate than any produced in the past. 

The tools used are: 

1. A picture, or diagram, (called a Data Flow 

Diagram or DFD) that presents a visual overview of the 

procedure/process that the document covers. 

2. A detailed narrative, of the processes shown 

on the overview diagrams, written in a special restricted 

format known as "structured English." 

3. A dictionary that defines each term used, in 

both diagrams and narrative, to guarantee common under- 

standing. 

The second approach is based on recent development 

in industrial communications by international corporations. 

Some of these firms face similar problems to the DoD in 

that they are involved in the ongoing distribution, main- 

tenance, and service of equipment in the international 

market place.  A break through in communications in this 

area was made by the Caterpillar Tractor Company in the 

development of "controlled English."  This is a special 

version of the English language that: 



1. Uses a restricted, defined vocabulary of eight 

hundred to twelve hundred words, plus technical terms, in 

which all manuals are written, 

2. Uses simplified grammar and syntax to further 

reduce ambiguity and clarify meaning. 

Research Objective 

The objective of this study is to determine if a 

basis and foundation for an international logistics lan- 

guage, including grammar, syntax, and vocabulary, may be 

found in the techniques of structured analysis and/or 

"controlled English." 

Research Questions 

The following questions were directed at accom- 

plishing the objective of the research: 

1. Does the application of state-of-the-art 

structured systems analysis techniques, developed in 

support of computer software requirements determination, 

improve the level of mutual understanding (both within and 

among the allied nations) of international logistics 

communications? 

2. Does the application of "controlled English," 

as a vocabulary control mechanism, improve the level of 

mutual understanding of international logistics communi- 

cations? 

10 



Assunrptions 

In the development of this thesis the following 

assumptions were made: 

1. International logistics support will continue 

for the foreseeable future to be an important portion of 

the overall U.S. DoD logistics support mission. 

2. The English language, in some form, will 

continue to be the basis for international logistics 

communication. 

3. Interchangeability of technical data and 

technology transfer will continue to increase in importance 

in international logistics. 

4. International co-production agreements and 

Cooperative Supply Support Logistics Agreements will 

continue their increase and their resultant increasing 

requirement for standardized data. 

5. The current trend to automate business/logis- 

tics communications and decisions will continue, again 

increasing the need for standardization to allow for 

automation of these processes. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PERSONAL INTERVIEWS 

In the available literature, there is both a 

scarcity and an abundance of resources.  As in any effort 

that is attempting to establish a new principle or basis 

for further effort, there is practically no material 

directly related to the objective of establishing the 

foundation for an international logistics language. 

Contrariwise, there is an abundance of information indi- ' 

rectly related to the objective and expanding on the 

related areas of: 

1. general communications concepts ana problems, 

2. structured systems analysis techniques, and 

3. controlled English. 

Topics will be treated in the above order. 

Communication and communication problems have 

become an increasingly studied subject in both the business 

and military fields during the past several years.  It 

is well understood that "Communication is the binding 

agent of all social systems and subsystems [if 1:3],"  Unfor- 

tunately "Communication failures are perhaps more frequent 

than communication successes in the lives of all of us 

[^1:3]." 

12 



Difficulties in communication, regarding the 

meaning of words and terms, is well documented in such 

studies as Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum's The Meaning nf 

Meaning (28) that discusses the development of distinc- 

tions among the various attempts to define "meaning." 

Noting the confusion among lexical, semantical, 

and psychological definitions (28:3-30), the work proposes 

a new quantitative measurement of meaning, called semantic 

differentiation, and establishes a scale to actually 

measure levels of understanding.  Of importance, is the 

appearance of the term "referent meaning," which estab- 

lishes that the understanding of a term, in its context 

and referent surroundings is the preferable goal or 

measurement index to establish that "meaning" is mutually 

attained between the message sender and the message 

receiver/interpreter (28:321), 

As Bernice Fitz-Gibbons has stated: 

Psychologists have discovered that we think with 
words.  We don't have thoughts and then seek for 
words to express them.  We have to have the words 
first.  Then we can think the thoughts [16:19]. 

And of words, there is no shortage in English, as there 

are over i+50,000 words in a single dictionary and more 

could have been included (39:5a).  The ever changing 

context of English language technological terms continues 

to bring in new words and terms e.g., television, etc. 

13 



It is, in fact, precisely in this wealth of words 

and their use, whether in international business communi- 

cations, military oriented documents, or requirements 

determination for software systems, that contemporary 

studies identify the problem. 

In international business communications an 

American Management Association study (15) noted many 

misinterpretations and communication failures caused by 

differentiation of background and perception of the 

"referent meaning."  John T7. Enell, MA Vice President for 

Research (15:5) noted in the study: 

Man has broken the sound barrier and has crossed 
many hurdles, but he has not yet learned to overcome 
the greatest barrier of all—his limited ability to 
exchange ideas with his fellow men.  He tends to be 
short sighted, resistent to unfamiliar concepts, 
skeptical and on occasion irritable.  These reactions 
are intensified by distances, language and cultural 
differences, economic variables and many other factors. 

The study concluded, from its survey of 11+3 

executives in fifty-five companies, that communication 

continued to be a major problem in international business. 

A similar observation is made by Haney regarding 

the difference between progress in the technological 

aspects of communication vs. improvement in the communi- 

cation of meaning. 

Quantity, speed and coverage, hov/ever, are not 
the only requirements of communication.  It is also 
imperative that we communicate clearly and nrecisely. 
But progress toward greater understandibility has 
come much more slowly than the technological imnrove- 
ments [18:5] . 

14 



The problem of adequate and nonambiguous communi- 

cation of technical and scientific data, with a proposed 

solution, is discussed at length by Dr. Russell L. Ackoff 

in Designing a National Scientific and TechnoTngi r.^1 

Communication System (1).  The effort, sponsored by the 

National Science Foundation, contains among its concluding 

recommendations that an international, common language 

be developed.  Dr. Ackoff cautions that without such an 

international communication medium there could not be an 

effective international technological communication 

network (1:101), 

In documents oriented to military ends, there are 

also continuing problems,  A thesis by Berry and Peterson, 

dealing with the international logistics agreement to sell 

RF-Zf aircraft to the Federal Republic of Germany, noted 

confusion over the Memorandum of Understanding wording 

on contract types: 

... the agreement used incongruous, non quan- 
titative parameters, such as 'best effort by . . .,' 
'competitive,' 'support as far as possible,' 'prefer- 
ably,' and 'willingness,' in establishing the 
policies [2:35-36]. 

The incident of the RF-Zf is not isolated, however, and 

similar terms and misunderstandings can be found in more 

recent documents, such as the Memorandum of Understanding 

on the F-16 (36). 

Problems are not isolated to the international 

environment.  The U.S. Army, for example, is experiencing 
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difficulties in producing adequate manuals (i.e. under- 

standable directions).  Their studies (42:6) have iden- 

tified the narrative English text as the main problem 

and they (42:9) have concluded that "literary writing is 

not capable of describing a technical object,"  To date, 

they have not developed a solution.  They are using "cut 

and try methods," to develop readable technical manuals. 

These methods require elaborate readability controls, 

involving numerical criteria for word and sentence lengths. 

Still, they have not been able to produce predictable 

results (42:9).  This is similar in approach and results 

to the Air Force "Fog Analysis." 

Frank J. '.Yojcicki, C.P.L., Supervisor of Technical 

Logistics Data Quality Assurance at Headquarters USAF, 

(^2:15) notes that what is needed is "... a recognized 

defined basic word dictionary and a formalized rigorous 

industrial engineering method approach to task definition 

and performance." 

He further states (42:9) "to change the reader to 

fit the technical manual is a monumental problem.  There- 

fore the technical manual must be changed to conform to 

the reader's capability." 

Attempts to simplify and standardize the military 

vocabulary, whether for specific technical applications 

or for general logistics applications are part of the 

ongoing effort to improve communications.  Perhaps the 
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principle work in the standardization of overall logistics 

terminology is that done by Frederick Gluck (Col. USAF, 

Ret.), whose Com-pendium of Authenticated Logistics Terms 

and Definitions gathers together over eight thousand 

terms and three thousand abreviations that the DoD uses 

in logistics (17),  This is a long way, though, from the 

goal of an eight hundred word model, to be used in pro- 

cedurally structured sentences, with graphics assistance, 

called for in the prior cited work on Army publications 

(42:13). 

Nowhere, perhaps, is the exploration of this 

communications problem area more evident than in the 

discipline of software research and development.  For 

years both business and military have been experiencing 

both cost overruns and outright failure in the development 

of software systems (35:1).  The use of ambiguous lan- 

guage, the inability to communicate, and basic misunder- 

standings of- words and terms are seen as the principal 

causes of the difficulties (35:1,5,8; 13:10; 27:10,11; 

40:26-34). 

Stephens and Tripp (34:101), writing on means of 

expressing requirements state: 

Words, graphics and mathematics are widely recog- 
nized as the basic elements of communication.  Words 
alone offer a poor choice for portraying the struc- 
ture of relationships present in client needs and 
wants. 
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Victor Weinberg (40:48) states, "As the logical 

rules increase in complexity, English narrative description 

becomes less acceptable as a specification tool." 

And Tom DeMarco (13:11) agrees on the problem, 

and states: 

. . . factors contributing to the communication 
problems of analysis are: 

1. the natural difficulty of describing procedure 
2. the inappropriateness of our method (narrative 

text) 
3« the lack of a common language . . , 

In response to these difficulties, the software 

industry developed a technology that has come to be known 

as Structured Analysis and Systems Design.  The evolution 

of this development is described in detail in the works of 

E. Yourdon and L. Constantino (43:3-15), Victor '.Veinberg 

(40:10-34), Tom DeMarco (13:3-35), and Kenneth T. Orr 

(27:1-35). 

Central to the solutions developed was an 

increasing awareness of the importance of defining process 

inputs and outputs (27:13-22) and the combination of 

graphics, definitions, and use of defined terms, in what 

is called a "structured narrative," all three of which 

are essential if full understanding of a document is to 

be an attainable goal (13:31,32), 

An expanded examination and explanation of the 

tools and principles of Structured Analysis is found in 

Appendix A. 
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In brief, structured analysis requires that: 

1. Principal processes and information flows be 

graphically shown in what is called a "data flow diagram." 

2. Actions are shown in a hierarchic (or "top- 

down") fashion beginning with the general and proceeding 

to the specific. 

3. The most specific action shown is then des- 

cribed using only 1) a controlled, modified form of 

English known as structured English, 2) decision tables, 

or 3) decision trees. 

4. All terms be rigidly defined, in a specific 

manner that eliminates ambiguity and redundance (13:30ff, 

129-147,169-226; 27:107ff; 40:150-167). 

The goal is to produce a document that is, 

according to DeMarco (13:32), "graphic, partitioned, 

rigorous, maintainable, interative, logical, precise, 

concise, and readable."  Users of the structured tech- 

niques have been unanimous in their support of its claimed 

benefits both in the United States, as in Boeing Company's 

use of structured technique to develop its Systematic 

Activity Modeling Method (SAMM) (34), or overseas, as in 

the case of A/S Kongsberg Vapenfabrikk A.A., of Norway 

(29:90), where the company stated:  "There are many cases 

where specification omissions or ambiguities, which would 

have given rise to costly reprogramming after installation, 

have been caught early." 
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It is in the area of definition of terms and use 

of structured English that the theories and applications 

of structured analysis can be seen to overlap and blend 

with both contemporary psycholinguistics and the develop- 

ment of what is coming to be called "controlled English." 

In structured analysis, according to DeMarco 

(13:84)? "another problem, though, is that unstructured 

English or any other natural language, is simply not a 

good mechanism for expressing complex logical thought." 

In response, the software industry, in structured 

analysis, developed structured English, using only the 

three grammatical constructs of Boolean Algebra: sequence, 

decision and repetition (13:18if). 

In a very real sense, this parallels contemporary 

emphasis in psycholinguistics, and the philosophy of 

language, on the critical relation of structure and 

meaning (31:99).  First, there is the recognition that 

every sentence has two structures, "one in virtue of which 

it qualifies as a sentence, the other in virtue of which 

it has meaning [31 : 100] ." 

Next, it is an accepted aim to improve and 

systematize structure, to make it more apparent, to aid 

understanding and the accurate transmittal of meaning 

(31:106-m). 

This is precisely what structured English does. 

In the emphasis on definitions, noted above, one can find 
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in the structured analysis approach a definite subscrip- 

tion to the linguistic/philosophical tenets of Witt- 

genstein:  "If there did not exist an agreement in what 

we call 'red,' etc. etc., language would stop [38:xxxiii] ." 

Simultaneously, with these developments in soft- 

ware technology and linguistics, the commercial equipment 

world, as typified hy Caterpillar Tractor Company, was 

experiencing similar problems.  Their problems centered on 

transmitting technical instructions and information in 

the service and maintenance area to international customers 

and subsidiaries. 

In response. Caterpillar Tractor Company (23:38) 

developed Caterpillar English as "a basic language that 

enables a company to produce Just one English version 

of much of its documentation."  Composed of 784 key, 

defined words, plus technical terms and illustrations, 

researchers discovered they could express all their 

maintenance and service information with this vocabulary 

alone, as long as it was used in a carefully controlled 

range of simple grammatical structures (23:38). 

Benefits experienced by Caterpillar included not 

only improved understanding but also reduced language 

training costs.  In thirty to sixty hours. Caterpillar 

(23:39) stated they could train "operators who previously 

knew no English to recognize the meaning of documents 

written this way." 
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The effort at Caterpillar was so successful that 

"Caterpillar English" is now commercially marketed as 

ILSAM (International Language for Service and Maintenance) 

and, in a slightly different form, as Basic 800 (23:38). 

Research is being continued in this area by the Commu- 

nications Studies Unit of the University of Wales Insti- 

tute of Science and Technology. 

A similar effort, which evolved from the Cater- 

pillar endeavor, was that made by the National Cash 

Register Corporation (NCR) in the development of NCR 

Fundamental English.  NCR "had reached the point that you 

had to be a technical expert to read our documentation and 

if you were, you didn't need the document (!+),"     The 

principal problems were: 

1. multiple names for the same thing, 

2. jargon that was understood only by the initi- 

ated few, 

3. coined words that were given vague and inexact 

meanings, 

if. normal English words given different, technical 

meanings, 

5. use of nouns as verbs, and 

6. use of American idioms not understood outside 

the U.S. (25:1). 

NCR also prepared a dictionary, unique both in 

that the definitions themselves are written in controlled 
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English, and in that the dictionary is tailored to their 

specific business efforts. The actual vocabulary was 

reduced to 1350 words (plus technical terms),  NCR has 

prepared their new technical manuals using this vocab- 

ulary.  The results in the field have been highly satis- 

factory (i+). 
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CHAPTER III 

xRESEARCH DESIGN 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to set forward the 

design used to answer the research questions stated in 

Chapter I, and thus satisfy the basic research objective 

of the study.  This chapter will specifically describe 

the control- and analytical methods used to identify and 

explore variances in understanding among different ren- 

ditions of basic Foreign Military Sales documents. 

Following this introduction, the chapter will define and 

describe the universe and population under study; the 

sample and its relation to the population; the experiment/ 

data collection instrument; the variables being analyzed 

and their corresponding measurement methods; control of 

bias and related invalidating elements; data collection; 

the statistical techniques employed in the analysis; and, 

finally, the assumptions and limitations in the research 

design. 

Description of the UnlvRrsp 

The applicable universe for this study is the 

body of personnel directly related to the U.S. Government, 

DoD Foreign Military Sales (FMS) program, and those who 
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use FMS documents in the performance of assigned jobs, 

either as direct instructional aids or as reference 

material.  The universe includes both U.S. and allied, 

military, and civilian personnel who perform these tasks. 

Description of the Ponulatinn 

The population investigated in this study con- 

sisted of allied officers assigned to Wright-Patterson 

AFB as Liason Officers to the Air Force Logistics Command, 

allied and U.S. officers and civilians enrolled in the 

Logistics or International Logistics curriculum at the 

Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), students at the 

Defense Institute of Security Assistance Management 

(DlSm)f and Spanish Air Force personnel assigned to 

Project Peace Sigma at Sacramento ALC, McClellan AFB. 

This target population is both a convenience and a 

judgemental sample.  It represented diversity of parent 

language, varying degrees of comprehension of the English 

language, varying degrees of logistics expertise, and 

varying levels of command/management authority in the 

FMS program. 

The Sample 

The sample drawn from the population consisted 

of twenty Allied Officers from the sources listed above 

and a random sample of twenty U.S. military officers and 
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civilian personnel enrolled in graduate logistics manage- 

ment programs at AFIT for a total of forty tested par- 

ticipants.  Countries participating numbered fourteen 

and are listed in Table 2, 

TABLE 2 

COUNTRIES REPRESENTED IN THESIS TESTING 

Australia 
Bahrain 
Canada 
Sgypt 
Indonesia 
Japan 
Jordan 
Korea 
Norway 
Pakistan 
Spain 
Taiwan 
Turkey 
United States 

The test sample represented fourteen countries 

(including the United States) and presented a truly cross- 

representative sampling of the characteristic logistics 

knowledge.  (Specific demographic data is presented in 

Chapter IV.) 

Data Collection Instrument 

The data required for this investigation was 

generated by means of an experiment.  The choice of an 

experiment is due to the basic advantages and power of 

such a method in determining relationships, particularly 
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casual, between variables (14:302).  The following sub- 

paragraphs deal, in turn, with the description of the 

procedure used, variable definitions, and the reliability 

and validity of the test instrument and collection tech- 

nique. 

Description of the Procedure 

First, a representative selection of FMS documents 

was made.  This selection was made with the assistance 

of DISAM and AFIT staff personnel to assure that documents 

selected were representative of various levels of diffi- 

culty of FMS documentation and were considered "good" 

documents.  Documents identified were the proposed Foreign 

Military Sales (FMS) Customer Guide (Nov 1979 Draft); 

the proposed revision of Procedure for Reporting Discrep- 

encies Against FMS Shipments (Oct 1978 Draft); AFM 67-1, 

Air Force Supply Procedures; and a Maintenance Technical 

Order for the F-5 aircraft.  Documents are contained in 

Appendix C, 

Second, with the assistance and advice of these 

same staff personnel, a specific section, paragraph, 

direction or information entry was selected as represen- 

tative of the document contents. 

Third, in addition to the narrative version, three 

new versions of these sample documents were prepared, 

one in structured analysis technique, one in controlled 
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English and one using both controlled English and the 

structured analysis technique.  (Reference pages 9 and 10 

for a short definition of the two techniques and Appendi- 

cies A and B for a fuller treatment.)  (Versions are 

contained in Appendix C, following their respective, 

original version.) 

The structured version was prepared in accordance 

with the guidance of Tom DeMarco's work (13).  The con- 

trolled English texts were developed using the vocabulary 

and guidelines of the Caterpillar Company (5, 8).  All 

test documents were prepared using the same typewriter and 

format to prevent any confounding effect from this source. 

To assure that documents were prepared accurately, 

and that the techniques were not misrepresented, the 

controlled English version was reviewed by the Service 

Training Division of Caterpillar Tractor Company and the 

structured version by the Yourdon Company. 

Neither had major suggestions for improvement. 

Indeed, the Training Materials Editor for Caterpillar 

Tractor Co. stated "the controlled English version was 

very good" and he wished others could do as well (20). 

Fourth, a criterion test was developed, consisting 

of ten multiple choice questions for each sample document, 

seeking specific information about that document.  The 

purpose of the test was to determine if basic under- 
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standing of each document was achieved.  (Test questions 

are contained in Appendix D.) 

Each complete test consisted of: 

1. Introductory questions to obtain demographic 

information, 

2. One of the above identified documents in its 

original narrative form. 

3. One of the documents in "structured analysis" 

version. 

4. One of the documents in "controlled English" 

version. 

5. One of the documents in a version using both 

sturctured analysis and controlled English techniques. 

No test contained more than one version of the 

same document nor more than one example of each version. 

Table 3 illustrates the sixteen possible combinations of 

the test documents that yielded four complete test 

versions. 

6. Criterion test (ten multiple choice questions) 

for each document, 

7. Following the multiple choice portion, the test 

contained ranking questions that requested that each 

subject rate the author's competence as a writer and then 

rate each author's knowledge of the subject matter on 

nine noint scales. 
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TABLE 3 

TEST VERSION 

Random Treatment Allocation to Tests to Allow Two-Factor 
MOVA 

Version (Factor A) 

Document 
(Factor B) 

Narrative Controlled Structured Structured/ 
English Controlled 

FMS Customer 
Guide 

SAAC 
Discrepancy- 
Procedures 

AFM 67-1, RIW 
Procedure 

F-5 T.O. 

Where: a 
b 
c 
d 

c 

d 

d 

c 

b 

a 

a 

b 

Version and document in test series I. 
Version and document in test series II. 
Version and document in test series III. 
Version and document in test series IV. 

8. After all documents had been read and the test 

completed, subjects were requested to indicate their pre- 

ference for the four different types of documentation 

presented, i.e. to rank them from most liked to least 

liked. 

Fifth, sample population personnel were contacted 

and briefed on the purpose and nature of the experiment. 

This briefing included essential guidance on how to read 

structured and controlled English documents.  Briefing 
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contents were identical for all personnel.  The initial 

briefing was attended by the thesis advisor to assure 

that the briefing was purely factual and informational in 

nature and would not tend to bias results. 

Sixth, document versions were randomly assigned 

to sample personnel only assuring an equal number of tests 

for each test series. 

Seventh, personnel were provided the test and 

answer sheets and the test administered under controlled, 

timed, monitored conditions.  The time required for each 

subject to read each document was recorded in minutes. 

The criterion for the measurement of the effect- 

iveness of the various versions consists of the four 

measures of: 

1. Results of the multiple choice test on comp- 

rehension. 

2. The time measurements. 

3. The judgment of the author's competence as 

a writer. 

if. The judgment of the author's knowledge of the 

subject matter. 

The criterion for measuring the acceptability/desirability 

of the various versions consists of the final ranking of 

the documents at the end of the test. 
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Variable Definitions 

There are two dependent variables.  The first, 

related to the objective multiple choice portion of the 

test, the timing, and the judgments on the author's 

competence and knowledge, is understandability/degree of 

understanding, measured/shown by the test.  The second is 

related to the preference question at the end of the test 

where the participants ranked each of the documents as to 

acceptability. 

The independent variables for the first portion 

of the test are 1) documentation version and 2) document 

identity/subject matter.  The independent variable for the 

ranking and preference portions is the subjective rating 

of the subject. 

Validity and Realiabilitv 

The following steps have been taken to enhance 

the validity and reliability of the experiment: 

1. The original narrative version is in the test 

as a control treatment since the general effect of the 

new treatment is unknown (26:673) and to assure that the 

tests were truly comparative (26:105), 

2, To protect against bias, the assignment of 

treatments to experimental units was made in a random 

fashion determined by their uncontrolled pattern of entry 

to the test room. 
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3. A complete multi-factor study was chosen to 

gain knowledge of interactions, strengthen validity and 

permit valid inferences about the primary factors over a 

wider possible range (26:551-552). 

k» Equal sample sizes were selected for each of 

the factors to maximize the precision of comparison for 

each pairwise comparison (26:492). 

5. All documents used were selected in coordin- 

ation with, and reviewed by, AFIT faculty and DISAM 

personnel, to eliminate or reduce personal bias and to 

assure context validity of the test material (14:120-). 

6. The use of a statistically large sample (>30) 

allows, not only the testing of the normalization of 

response error factors but a consistency of results test 

to allow determination of reliability (14:123).  Addi- 

tionally, the administration of four separate tests to 

the sample forty people yields a duplication of ten for 

each test.  With ten questions for each of the four 

documents and four versions this will yield a total of 

forty responses per version and per document and ten 

overall scores per individual test response cell.  In 

testing normality of residual error distribution, nor- 

mality can be assumed.  This is because factor level 

sample sizes can be combined for all treatments.  The 

^j (residuals) for all treatments can be combined into 

one, larger group and treated as a sample size of forty 

(26:506). 
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7. Test data, in addition to being randomized, 

were blocked, to match equal numbers of personnel with 

English as their native language and allied personnel 

with a native language other than English (twenty each) 

with each experimental treatment applied randomly, to 

eliminate unwanted sources of variability and assure 

inferential validity (26:722-725; 3:102-106,208). 

8. Emphasis was placed on the experimental design 

so that unequivocal answers, with minimal impact of 

experimental error could be obtained.  This will signifi- 

cantly decrease the difficulty in analysis and make many 

conclusions evident from simple data inspection (3:7). 

Data Analysis 

This section provides details of the basic approach 

to the analysis of data generated by the experiment design 

which was just described.  The experiment produced several 

distinct data groupings for analysis.  The first of these 

was the results of the multiple choice testing.  These 

data were in a form allowing application of two way, 

multi-factor, analysis of variance techniques.  The 

choice of this specific analysis technique was due to: 

1) the well documented acceptance of the block design, 

multi-factor ANOVA in statistical studies of this type 

(12:153; 26:551-552; 3:208-241) and 2) the robustness of 

the model (26:501).  This latter point assures that. 
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even though steps were taken to assure compliance with 

the model assumptions of normality, independence and 

equal variance of the error terms (through use of a large 

sample with addable error terms and independent test by- 

random assignment), the analysis would still be valid 

if these steps had not been taken or were not done as 

correctly as possible.  This is due to the fact that: 

1) for the model, lack of normality is not an important 

matter and the point estimates of factor level means 

and contrasts are unbiased whether or not the populations 

are normal (26:513) and 2) if error variances are unequal 

the test for equality of means is only slightly affected 

if all factor level sample sizes are equal (26:514) as 

is being done in this case.  The second group of data, 

responses to the judgment questions, on the author's 

competence and judgment, will be analyzed by simple 

analysis of variance. Next, the timing data, analyzed 

by simple analysis of variance, will be used to further 

analyze the results of the above two types of data and 

the following preference data.  Finally, responses to the 

preference question will be analyzed using Kendall's 

coefficient of concordance.  The two-way MOVA and the 

Kendall's coefficient techniques are treated, in turn, 

below. 
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Two   Wav  Analysis  of Varlannfi 

Answers  to   test  questions will be  arranged in a 

complete multifactor  two  way analysis of variance table 

with multi-cell  entries representing the  scores of  each 

test participant  for  each  type  and version of document. 

The model used  for  this  analysis is a mixed  effect model 

with  equal   sample  sizes    n     for  each  treatment,   and is 

formulated  (26:618): 

where 

?±ik   =    M..    +*.+/?..    +     (Q^) + 
jk 

M.. is a constant 

a i are constants subject to Ea. = 0 and are the 

main effects for factor A at the i'th level 

/3i are constants subject to Etf- = 0, are the main 

effects for factor B at the j'th level and 
p 

are independent N(0, a   ) 

(o!^)i. are constants subject to E(Q!/3). . = 0, and 

are N(0, ™^'<ra0)f   represents the interaction 

between A and B at the i'th and j'th levels 

respectively, 

€ijk are independent N(0,(T2) and independent of 

(3.   and (a/?) 

^and (Q!^)1 J are independent. 
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for 

is 1, 2, . . ,, a. 
J 

3= ij2j . . ,,b. 
J 

k=1, 2, ,,,,n 

The mixed model was selected as the experiment 

involves one factor (the four versions) with fixed effects, 

as interest centers on the versions and it is about the 

versions that inferences will be made.  This is contrasted 

with the other factor (the documents) the levels for which 

may be viewed as random since any inferences here will be 

made about the population of documents of which the four 

used in this study are a sample. 

With this model, with the versions (Factor A) with 

fixed effects and the documents (Factor B) with random 

effects, the «. effects will be constants and the B 

effects and the interaction effects (c^). . are random 

variables.  This model will allow the following testing 

to take place (all a  levels will be set at 1 - a = .90): 

1* Test for interactions.  To determine if there 

is an interaction between the two factors being studied 

the following (26:624) will be tested: 

Cp: cr2 ^ 0 2 "ap 
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The F* statistic, where F* = ||||S wm be used 

for this test.  The test is: 

If F» s F(1 -a; (a - 1) (b - 1), (n - 1) ab), conclude C, 

If F* > F(l -a; (a - 1) (b - 1), (n - 1) ab), conclude C,, 

where 

C^ = no interaction 

C^ =  interaction 

2- Test for Factor A (version difference s£££Sl&, 

To determine if there is an effect the factor level means 

test will be used (26:580) expressed as: 

cr ^ = ^2=^3 = Lik 

C2:   not  all  p  are  equal. 

Again the F*   statistic  will be used where 

v*  - MA 
'     " MSAB 

where 

If F*s F(1 -a; a - 1, (b - 1)) conclude C1 

If F* > F(l -a ; a - 1, (b - 1)) conclude C2 

3. Test for effectiveness.  If C2 is concluded 

in the Factor A test, the difference in the mean under- 
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standability of the version will be determined by sequen- 

tially testing, in pairs, each of the versions by (26:626) 

a. Developing a point estimate of L = M, - Mp as 

/\  —     — 
L = Y1   " Y2 

b. Estimating the variance as 

S2(t) = 2M§AB 
bn 

c. Constructing the confidence interval as 

^ - t(1 -a/2, df) s Ml - M2 s ^ + t(1 - a/2, df) 

^f* Test for Factor 3 (level of documentation) 

effects.  As for Factor A, except that 

E* = j^jTg  and  the  comparison  statistic  is 

F  (1   - a;   b -   1,   (n -   1))   ab. 

Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance 

To determine the actual preference of versions 

(N) among tested individuals (K), the measure will be 

based on the linear function of the average ranking of 

all participants.  The procedure (33:229-239) is: 

First: Display individual rankings, as in Table 4, 

a table of K x N dimension. 

Second: R., sum of ranks for each entity, is 
vJ 

computed. 
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Third: Compute the mean of R.; express each 
u 

individual R^ as a deviation from that mean.  Square the 

deviations and sum them to obtain the test statistic "s." 

Fourth: Compute the test statistic IV according to 

 S W = 
1/12 k2 (N3 - N) - kST 

(for a large number of ties) 

when 

T =  —y^F  » t s number of ties. 

Fifth: Interpret W, as the degree of variance 

among participants in the ranking and obtain the ranking 

itself by a direct comparison of the R.'s from Table 4. 

The lowest R^. sum (i.e. that closest to the number of 

participants, K) is the overall preference. 

Assum-ptions and Limitati nn.q 

The research design necessarily includes a number 

of assumptions and limitations essential to the conduct 

of the experiment, follow-on analysis and the develop- 

ment of conclusions. " 

Assumptions 

1. The underlying axioms and assumptions of 

statistical methods used are valid. 

2. Use of the random sample and random assignment 

of test versions to the participants assures that the 



TABLE 4 

RANKING OF VERSIONS 

Version 

Participant # 1 

2 

3 

sum ifO 

Sum 

^C ̂  /> 
^ 

<5.      <5/ 
^     '% 

^ v.. *% Z 
^ 

^v 

^ "^ 
'^. % 

^ ^ 
^ ̂  
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results are representative of the population and the 

universe. 

3. Participants are honest in their replies to 

both objective and subjective portions of the test. 

Limitations 

1. The overall effectiveness of versions of the 

documents is subject to the particular technology used and 

cannot be extrapolated to other "structured" techniques 

or limited vocabulary approaches. 

2. Inferences of improved understandibility 

beyond the scope of the logistics area can be surmised 

but is not intended nor demonstrated. 

3. Data could have been collected from Allied 

personnel, in country, but, due to time and monetary 

constraints, it was not. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS 

The following sequence of data presentation and 

analysis corresponds to the order of the data gathered 

in the experiment. 

First, the demographic data on test participants 

will be presented and analyzed. 

Second, the data on the criterion test, on the 

various versions, will be presented and analyzed. 

Third, the data on timing and the ranking of 

author writing and technical competence will be presented 

and analyzed. 

Fourth, the data on version ranking (order of 

preference) will be presented and analyzed. 

Demogranhics 

General 

The overall test participants included twenty 

native English speakers and twenty speakers of other 

languages.  Overall, test participants had five plus years 

of experience in logistics with five claiming one year 

or less experience, nine claiming two to four years, 

three claiming four to five years and twenty three over 
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five years.  Logistics disciplines/fields represented, 

and the number of each are shown in Table 5, 

TABLE 5 

LOGISTICS FIELDS—NUMBESS IN 
EACH FIELD 

Field Number with 
Experience* 

Maintenance  11 

Transportation   2 
Storage ,,• # L 

Requirements ...   9 
Engineering  3 

Acquisition/Contracting   10 

Technical Documentation   .... L 
Automated Systems .   7 

Base Level Supply   g 
None  £. 

♦Numbers total over forty as some participants identified 
two or more fields. 

English Speaking 

Among native English speakers, the average 

participant had four to five years logistics experience 

with three claiming one year or less, five claiming two 

to four years, two claiming four to five years and ten 

claiming over five years. Logistics disciplines/fields 

represented, and the number of participants in each are 

shown in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6 

LOGISTICS FIELDS—NATIVE ENGLISH SPEAKING, 
NUMBERS IN EACH FIELD 

F:Leld Number with 
Experience* 

Maintenance   g 

Transportation , # Q 

Storage   1 

Requirements ,  L 

Engineering   T 

Acquisition/Contracting   3 
Technical Documentation   2 

Automated Systems   ••••••♦ 1 

Base Level Supply .....,,,.,,,.,, h 
None ,, ,,,,,., 3 

♦Numbers total over twenty as some participants identified 
one or more fields. 

Other Native Language 

Among participants with other than English as a 

native language, the average time for length of logistics 

experience was over five years with two claiming one year 

or less experience, four claiming two to four years, one 

claiming four to five, and thirteen claiming over five 

years.  Logistics disciplines/fields represented, and the 

number of participants in each are shown in Table 7. 

As to the degree of English language proficiency 

among those with a native language other than English, the 
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TABLE 7 

LOGISTICS FIELD—OTHER NATIVE LANGUAGE PARTICIPANTS 
NUMBERS IN EACH FIELD 

Field Number with 
Experience* 

Maintenance , ,, 5 

Transportation  .   2 

Storage   3 

Requirements  .......   .... 5 

Engineering   ....... 2 

Acquisition/Contracting   7 

Technical Documentation   2 

Automated Systems ,  6 
Base Level Supply .....   2 
None  ."  1 

♦Numbers total over twenty as some participants identified 
one or more fields. 

average length of time that participants had known/used 

English was five to ten years with five to ten years also 

being the average time in the past that they had studied 

English in school.  Related to their understanding of 

specific American idioms, as determined by their length 

of stay in the U.S., the average participant had been in 

the U.S. about two years with five having been in the U.S. 

for two to three years and only two having been in the U.S. 

over three years (total). 
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Demograrihic Analysis 

An analysis of Table 5, on the general data for 

all participants, indicates a predominance of experience 

in the Maintenance and Contract/Acquisition area.  The 

presence of this knowledge would indicate that partici- 

pants would be anticipated to have an easier time with 

any documents related to these areas.  Specifically, 

this would be anticipated to influence reaction to, and 

understanding of, the F-5 T.O.  Although, from the U.S. 

point of view, no documents relates specifically to U.S. 

acquisition/contracting, from an FMS point of view, i.e., 

looking at the documents from an allied officer's view- 

point, the section from the FMS customer guide must be 

judged as related to this area.  As can be seen by com- 

paring Tables 6 and 7, the majority of those claiming 

acquisition/contracting experience are allied personnel. 

It could also be anticipated then that this could impact 

scores achieved on that document, by allied officers. 

Lastly, Table 7 indicates that a majority of personnel 

claiming experience in automated systems are allied 

personnel.  Specifically these represent the Spanish 

Peace Sigma personnel who have been working with struc- 

tured analysis for about one year.  It can be anticipated 

that this experience would impact their understanding and 

ranking of structured documentation versions. 
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As will be seen in the analysis of the test data 

below, the first of these anticipated impacts was, in 

fact, able to be verified to some degree.  No major 

impact occurred, though, due to the randomization pattern 

of document subject and document versions.  Specific 

impacts that did occur are discussed in the sections on 

the criterion test and rankings.  The second anticipated 

impact (Spanish experience with structured analysis) 

occurred only in the rank preferences and not in level 

of understanding data reflected in the criterion test. 

Criterion Test 

General Data 

The basic data for the criterion test are dis- 

played in Table 8.  Numbers displayed at each Factor 

intersection are the average scores (X) (i.e. the specific 

M-y) for that cell.  It is the ii±.   for the ten indivi- 

dual test scores composing that cell. 

From this data the specific factor effects can be 

obtained.  These data are shown in Tables 9 and 10. 

The treatment means in Table 8 indicate the level 

of understanding (as expressed by the criterion test 

score) was not the same for each document or version. 

This can also be seen in the row and column averages. 

When the specific and main understanding effect 

by version was measured in Table 9 it can be seen that the 



TABLE 8 

CRITERION TEST DATA 
TREATMENT MEANS 

Factor A—Version 

Factor B 
Documents 

3 = 1 
Narrative 

d = 2 
Controlled 
English 

d = 3 
Structured 

d = ^ 
Structured 
Controlled 

Row Average 

i 

■p- 

FMS Customer 
Guides, i = 1 

^n, ^9(M  ) «((.15) ^V w-5^.) 
vO 

SAAC Discrepency 
Procedures, i = 2 

^(.21) 55(.22) 23(^' ^C,,) ^^.) 

AFM 67-1, RIW 
Procedures, i = 3 

57("3.) 
6V32) ^(.33) '^"34' 

39.75()J j 

F-5 T.O., i = Zf 
"(M,,) 

M 

6V^) 5^3' 75<''M(' 
6V) 

Column Average 
55-5^,) 58^.2) 

^(,,3) 57-75(..,) ''6-8125(...) 



TABLE  9 

SPECIFIC/MAIN  FACTOR  EFFECT 
FACTOR  A—VERSION 

o 

i = 1 

i = 2 

i = 3 

i = 4 

Column Average 
Main Effects 

i = i J = 2 

-0.5 
^2(1)) 

+k 
^1(2)) 

+ 21 
^2(2)) 

+17.25 
('31(3)) 

+24.25 
/32(3) 

-1 
^Kif)3 

8.6875^) 

o 
(^2(If)

) 

11.1875 
(^) 

j = 3 

-6.5 (/? 

-11 

3(1) 

(/W 
-15.75 

(/33(3)) 

-10 
(^3(/t)

) 

-10.8125 
(^3) 

d = k 

•7.5 (^(i)5 

-14 (\(2)) 

-25.75 
(^(3)) 

+ 11 
(^(4)) 

-9.0625 i\) 



TABLE 10 

SPECIFIC/MAIN FACTOR EFFECT 
FACTOR B—DOCUMENT 

j = 2 0 = 3 J = k Row Average/ 
Main Effects 

i =   1 

VJ1 

i = 3 

+ 8.5 
(a1(l)) 

-17.5 
(Qi2(2)) 

+ 1.5 

+7.5 

(a;3(1)) 

(%(1)) 

-9 

-3 

+6 

(Q!1(2)) 

(a2(2)) 

(a3(2)) 

+6 (^(2)) 

+ 7 
(Q;1(3)) 

13 

-12 

(Q!
2(3)

) 

(o;3(3)) 

+ 18 
(%(3)) 

+4.25 
(a.(4)) 

-17.75 

■23.75 

+37.25 

(a2U)) 

(a3(4)) 

-l.5625(a  j 

-12.8125(a2) 

-7.0625(Q! ) 

+17.l875(a   ) 



effect of controlled English, overall, as expressed by 

^2 is superior to all others.  This is supported by the 

Table 8 column average ^ ^     Following controlled English 

in order are: the narrative English, structured/controlled 

and structured techniques. 

The specific and main effects of the different 

documents, indicated by a^/.^ and a. , respectively, 

are shown in Table 10.  According to the data presented, 

the most understandable of the documents was, by far, 

the T.O.  This, also, is suDDorted by the u, . and u, 

data in Table 8.  Following the T.O., in order of under- 

standability, were the MS Customer Guide (significantly 

below the T.O.), the AFM 67-1 HIV/ Procedure and then 

the SAAC Discrepancy procedure. 

Interaction 

The presence of interaction between the treatment 

factors is determined by examining if all \x . .   can be 

expressed (26:561) as: 

If not, then there is interaction.  Such interaction is 

denoted as (o^).  and is defined as 

M/i3  f*ij  ^i.  ^.j  ^.. 
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Interactions, in accordance with this definition, 

are shown in Table 11, 

TABLE 11 

INTERACTIONS 

j = 1     j = 2     j=3   3=4    Raw 
Average 

i = 1 5.8125 -11.6875 4.3125 1.5625 0 

i = 2 -4.6875 9.8125 -0.1875 -4.9375 0 

i = 3 8.5625 13.0625 -4-9375 -16.6875 0 

± = i+ -9.6875 -ri.1875 0.8125 20.0625 0 

Column 
Average     0 0 

The interactions depicted in Table 11 may be 

interpreted as the difference between the specific effect 

of the versions (Factor A) at the i'th level, for a 

type of document (Factor B) at the i'th level (a.,..) 
1(3) 

and the main effect of the version at the i'th level. 

The divergence of the figures from 0 in Table 11 

shows that some interactions are taking place.  The greater 

the divergency from 0, the greater the interaction.  The 

greatest interaction, overall, takes place in the T.O. 

when in the structured/controlled version.  In general, 

the interaction indicator can serve as a guideline as 
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to where the maximum benefit from adoption of one version 

vs. another may be experienced (26:551-552),  As to how 

significant the interaction, as to its impact on the over- 

all effect, this will be tested in the following section. 

From the above data, particularly Table 8, the 

essential statistics for the balance of the analysis is 

obtained.  Specifically, it may be calculated (26:619): 

2. 
MSA = a2 + nba

a_x1 + ncr2^ ; df = a - 1 

MSAB = a2 + n<T20; df = (a - 1)(b - 1) 

MSE = a2; df = (n - 1) ab 

MSB = cr2 + na<7| ; df = (a - 1)(b - 1) 

as follows, with 

SSA = 2,066.688 

SSB = 1598.688 

SSAB = 1,502.191 and 

SSE = 13,527.081 

The AMOVA data is as in Table 12. 

From Table 12 come the F* statistics for: 

1. the test to determine the significance of the 

interaction (the existance of some interaction has 

already been shown in Table 11, above), 

F* _ MSAB _ 0 Qq 
~ MSE - u'yyy 
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TABLE 12 

ANOVA TABLE FOR VERSION DATA 

Source of Variation      SS      df     MS      F* 

Factor A (Version) 2,066.688 3 688.896 4.12? 

Factor B (Document) 1,598.688 3 532.896 3.191 

AB interactions 1,502.191 9 166.910 0.999 

Error 13,527.081 81 167.001 

with the decision rules 

F* s F(1 - a; (a - 1) (b - 1), (n - 1) ab), = C. = 1.63 = 
no significant interaction ' 

F* > F(1 - a; (a - 1)(b - 1), (n - 1) ab), = C- = 1.63 = 
significant interaction d 

As F* s F,C1 is concluded, interaction is not a 

significant factor, even though it is occurring.  This 

can also be seen from the presence in Table 10 of both 

positive and negative interaction figures that, by and 

large, tend to cancel each other.  (This allows the 

possibility that the improved understanding, seen in 

Tables 8 and 9 data, was due to interaction vs the action 

of one of the factors, to be dropped from consideration.) 

2. The test to determine if Factor A, the versions, 

did have a significant effect on understanding. 

"   MSAB " *•**■* 
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and the Decision Rules for Factor A (Versions) having an 

effect 

F* s F(1 - a; a - 1, (a - 1)(b - 1)) = F(.95;3,9) = 
2.81, conclude C- = effect 

F* > F(1 - a; a - 1, (a - 1)(b - 1)) = F(.95;3,9) = 
2.81, conclude Cp  = no effect 

As F-* > F, C2 is concluded, the versions did have 

a significant effect on the understandability of the 

documents.  This, of course, was also obvious from 

inspection of the data in Tables 8, 9 and 10 i.e. there 

is a definite impact of the various versions on under- 

standability, with controlled English having the greatest 

positive impact as seen in Tables 8 and 9. 

To validate that, in fact. Tables 8 and 9 do show 

controlled English has a significantly greater impact 

(visually confirmed by the higher M o in Table 8 and /3, 

in Table 9),  The confidence interval can be constructed 

thus: 

L-t(1 - a/2; df)(sL)<: ^2 - ^ sL-t(1 -a/2;, df)(sL-) 

which computes to 

2.5 - (1.263)(.914) * M#2 " n.! ^2.3 + (1.263) («91^) 

1.337s M#2 - M>1 ^3.763 

As the confidence interval does not include 0 and 

JJ P - n i = 2.5 it can be concluded that controlled 

English is more effective than narrative English. 
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Structured Technique Results 

One of the results that might have been antici- 

pated, as noted above, was that the Spanish personnel, 

who had worked with the structured materials for over a 

year, would have scored higher in that area.  Such was 

not the case.  Once again the ranking was controlled 

English first, narrative second and the structured tech- 

niques a distance third and fourth. 

An analysis was made to determine why the struct- 

ured techniques scored significantly lower than the other 

versions.  Surprisingly, seventeen of the forty parti- 

cipants had higher scores in the structured versions than 

in the other versions.  This would seem to argue that the 

structured version should have scored higher than the 

others.  That they did not was traced to the fact that 

the other twenty-three participants who had higher scores 

in the narrative and controlled English versions had 

exceptionally low scores in the structured techniques; 

while those who scored higher in the structured techniques 

scored moderately well in the other versions.  Of those 

who did score well on the structured documents, only two 

{11.8%)   had maintenance backgrounds.  Compared to the 

relatively high percentage of test participants with a 

background in maintenance (28%—the highest percentage 

of all the logistics fields represented) this is some- 

what surprising as the second highest group (acquisition/ 
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contracting) with 23%  of participants claiming experience 

in that area, representing k7%  (eight of seventeen) of 

those who did well on the structured techniques.  Of the 

Spanish Air Force participants, from the Peace Sigma 

project, 30%  (five of ten) scored higher on the structured 

techniques. 

All test participants were observed during the 

test.  It was noted that approximately 30%  (twenty-one) 

did not follow the recommended procedures for reading 

structured documents (reference instructions on front of 

test in Appendix'D, instruction #3).  This was in spite 

of the earlier briefing on the proper technique and the 

instruction itself.  Those who did not follow the instuc- 

tions were observed to exhibit signs of agitation and 

frustration during this portion of the test and were 

apparently "lost" in the document, flipping pages back 

and forth (a definite indication that instructions are 

not being followed) and frequently looking back at the 

document text while answering the questions.  Eight of 

these documents were able to be identified after the 

testing to the test participant (by information volun- 

teered by the participant) and they were among the lowest 

scoring in the structured techniques.  It might be 

assumed that the other low scores belonged to the other 

participants who exhibited like behavior.  The longest 
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time in reading the documents, shown in the next section, 

was also exhibited by this group. 

Time Factor 

Basic data for time analysis is shown in Table 13, 

TABLE 13 

READING TIME DATA 

Versions 

Statistics Narrative  Controlled Structured Controlled 
English Structured 

X 7.2? 7.26 8.92 9.34 
a 3.421 4.54 4.0781 4.78 

<£ 11.703 20.62 16.63 22.88 

As can be seen, there is no significant difference 

between narrative and controlled English,  There is a 

significant increase, however, between these two versions 

and the structured version.  Among those who scored higher 

in the structured than in the narrative, the figures are 

quite different, with all figures falling between 8.1 and 

8.8 minutes.  This group took less time than the overall 

average on the structured documents and more on the nar- 

rative and controlled English versions.  This first (taking 

less time) is judged as being due to their following the 

prescribed procedures.  The latter (increase in time on 
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narrative and controlled English) is reflected in their 

scores.  As stated above, though their scores on structured 

documents were better than the other two versions, their 

overall average, even in the narrative and controlled 

versions is higher than the general average. 

Rating of Authors 

Rating of the authors as to competence and know- 

ledge, when all participants were included, showed that 

narrative English was assigned the highest overall ratings, 

averaging 6.52 and 7.53 respectively.  Total ratings are 
■ 

in Table 14. 

TABLE 14 

AUTHOR RATINGS 

Ra ting 

Version Competence Knowledge 

Narrative 6.20 7.59 

Controlled 
English 5.6 7.29 

Structured ^.97 7.13 

Controlled/ 
Structured 5.59 7.13 

The situation changes radically, however, when 

one looks at the ratings assigned by the allied officers. 

These data are shown in Table 15. 
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TABLE 15 

ALLIED RATINGS OF AUTHORS 

Rating 

Version Competence Knowledge 

Narrative 6.52 7.53 

Controlled 
English 7.00 8.00 

Structured 6.06 7.62 

Controlled/ 
Structured 6.29 7.3k 

Among the group noted earlier, that scored high 

with the structured documents, they assigned the highest 

ratings to the structured/controlled version with ratings 

of 7.25 and 7.92 for competence and knowledge, respect- 

ively. 

Preference Ranking for Versions 

The basic ranking data is displayed in Tahle 16, 

From this table it can be seen that the overall choice is 

controlled English, with the lowest R. sum.  The degree 

of agreement is determined by the statistic W, with 1 

being perfect agreement and 0 being no agreement.  As 

there are only two participants with ties (#4 and #8), 

the impact is negligible and may be dropped from the 

equation. 
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TABLE 16 

RANKING OF VERSIONS 

Version Narrative Controlled Structured Structure d/ 
English Controll ed 

Participant 

#1 2        1 3 4 
2 1        2 3 4 
3 2      4 3 1 
k* 2        2 1 3 
3 2        1 3 4 
6* 1        2 3 4 
7* 2        1 4 3 
8* 2        1 2 2 
9* 2        3 1 4 

10 4        2 3 1 
11* 4      3 2 1 
12* 2        1 4 3 
13* 2      3 4 1 
14* 2       3 4 1 
15* 3       4 1 2 
16* 4       1 3 2 
17* 4       1 2 3 
18* k                 3 2 1 
19* 4       1 3 2 
20* 1       2 4 3 
21* 1       3 2 4 
22* 3       2 4 1 
23* 4       2 3 1 
2if* 3       4 1 2 
25 2       1 4 3 

* Allied Offi cers 
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TABLE 16—Continued 

Version Narrative Controlled Structured 
English 

Structured/ 
Controlled 

Participant 

#26 1 2 3 4 
27 3 4 2 1 
28 4 3 1 2 
29* 2 3 1 4 
30 3 2 1 4 
31 2 1 4 3 
32 1 2 •  3 4 
33 1 2 4 3 
34 1 2 4 3 
35 2 4 3 1 
36 2 3 4 1 
37 4 3 1 2 
38 2 1 4 3 
39 1 2 4 3 
40 

ER. 

1 

93 

2 

89 

3 

in 

4 

102 

^Allied Offi cer Sum 395 

*a 2.325 2.225 2.775 2.550 

So, one is left with 

w =  ^S    = .5439 
k2(N3 - N) 

From this it can be seen that a majority of the 

raters agree with that ranking.  The significance of that 
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agreement can be determined from the Friedman test for 

ranked data or the "Q" test of Neter and Wasserman 

(26:747-749).  For the "0" test, the test statistic Q is 

Q = K(n - 1)W  (This is equal to the X^ of the 

Friedman test.) 

Here Q = 65.268 

The distribution of Q is approximated by Chi square with 

n - 1  degrees of freedom.  This yields an asymptotic 

approximation of the P-Value.  As this is less than .001 

(1 - Q; > .999)  it can be concluded that the ranking 

relation is statistically significant. 

For the Friedman test, at 90 percent confidence, 

x2(.90; 3) = 6.25 

as 65.268 > 6.25 it can likewise be concluded that there 

are significant differences in the ranking expressed 

between the versions. 

This is in accordance with the accepted fact that 

as the S and W statistics become large, there is increasing 

agreement on the ranking (26:747).  As S in the above 

formula for W is equal to 4351.2, it can be concluded 

that there is a good degree of agreement, i.e. it is 

statistically significant. 

As to the number and source of the various rankings 

the following data is offered.  Only ten participants 
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ranked narrative English as their first preference and 

of these only three were allied officers, the target 

population for FMS documents.  Over half of all partici- 

pants (twenty-four) ranked controlled English as their 

first or second choice.  The Spanish officers split 50/50 

between preferring structured or controlled English 

documents for their first choice.  Of the two structured 

styles, the controlled English/structured version is 

generally preferred by all participants over the uncon- 

trolled versions.  The Spanish officers preferred the 

controlled English version four to one over the regular 

structured version. 

Of special interest, however, is the ranking 

assigned by the target population for FMS documents, the 

allies.  Their preference is different than the overall 

ranking.  It is: first, controlled English; second, 

controlled/structured; third, structured; and fourth, 

and last, narrative English.  Thus, although there is some 

disagreement on how far down narrative English ranks, 

between the total participants and just the allies, there 

is agreement on the first preference, controlled English. 

It should be noted that even though the allied 

officers ranked the controlled/structured version as 

number two, their objective scores on the criterion test 

did not show this version as their second highest score. 
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It is believed that the time factor had an influence here. 

Specifically, all documents were restricted to a total of 

twenty-five minutes for reading and answering the ques- 

tions; it took longer to read the structured versions 

(reference Table 13 for overall data, allied average 

times were longer for all versions), thus leaving less 

time to read and answer the questions.  This is born out 

in examining the answers given, as the allied officers 

completed fewer questions for the structured documents 

than for the narrative and controlled English versions. 

Removal of the time restraint might have changed criterion 

scores to correspond to the preference ranking. 

Other Ba£a 

Some comments and remarks made by participants 

may have relevance.  Specifically fourteen participants 

(allied and U.S.) commented on the benefits and. desira- 

bility of the dictionary used in structured documents 

i.e. they saw a distinct benefit in defining technical 

terms in that manner vs. a "normal" definition.  Four 

of the U.S. participants noted that although reading the 

structured documents was "hard work," they had greater 

certitude that their answers were right.  They attributed 

this, in large part, to the definition technique of the 

dictionary. 
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Lastly, an analysis of language groups represented 

by participants, especially the allies, shows that most 

major language groupings, except for Russian, the dia- 

lects of Black Africa, India and the area that was called 

Indochina (Burma, Malaysia, Vietnam, etc.), for every 

populated continent, are represented in the test sample. 

Table 1? shows this data. 

TABLE 17 

LANGUAGE REPRESENTATION 

Native Languages of Test Population 

Arabic 

Chinese 

English 

Indonesian 

Japanese 

Korean 

Norwegian 

Spani sh 

Urdu 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

From the above analysis, the following conclusions 

can be drawn, and answers given to the initial research 

questions. 

Question 1 asked if the application of structured 

analysis techniques would improve FMS documents. 

The answer must be: No.  Data does not support 

such a change.  Such techniques are apparently better 

left to the analysts, as the data and analysis do not 

support improved understanding in these methods.  As 

stated in the analysis section, this may, in part, have 

been due to the time restraint.  One side benefit to this 

general technique, however, can be noted.  In the develop- 

ment of the alternate versions of all the documents, the 

requirement to place them into the structured format did 

force several changes in the choice of documents to be 

used.  This is precisely because of the method's strength 

as an analysis tool, i.e, initial structured versions 

frequently identified major errors and shortcomings in the 

original narrative document being converted to structured 

format.  Development of the data flow diagrams revealed 
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missing information, information not being provided when 

required, redundancy/duplication of effort, non-use of 

some information required by another section of the doc- 

ument, incomplete specification of required actions, etc. 

Knowledge/use of this technique to analyze a proposed 

document to be produced in any format or version would 

lead to clearer, more complete and logical documents. 

It can also be concluded from the comments of 

participants, that the structured definition technique 

of defining terms by their component elements is a 

beneficial element of structured analysis, with benefits 

that seem transferable to other than structured documents. 

This will be further discussed below, under recommend- 

ations. 

Question 2 asked if the application of controlled 

English would improve FMS documents. 

The answer is a definite yes.  All data and analy- 

sis supported the conclusions that: 

1. Documents are significantly more understandable 

when written in controlled English as opposed to either 

conventional narrative English or the structured tech- 

niques, and 

2. Documents in controlled English would be 

prefered to documents in narrative English, 

Both conclusions are further strengthened when 

one isolates the responses of the allied participants. 
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Then it can be concluded that: 

1. Regardless of language group, a change to 

controlled English vn.ll result in more understandable 

documentation for our allies, 

2. Such a change (based on the preference rankings) 

would be welcomed by our allies. 

Additionally, the analysis indicates that such a 

conversion would be beneficial to the reader, regardless 

of logistics background, i.e. beneficial to those with 

maintenance backgrounds as well as acquisition, etc., 

■thus demonstrating applicability to all FMS documentation: 

policy, procedures and instructions, all of which were 

represented in the sample documents. 

Recommendations 

In so far as the FMS program is itself a tool for 

the furtherance of U.S. foreign policy, then any action 

that would make the FMS program more acceptable to the 

allies, and make the program more efficient, must be seen, 

in turn, as contributing to the furtherance of U.S. 

foreign policy. 

Test data, data analysis and conclusions of this 

paper do, in fact, show that the adoption of controlled 

English for FMS documentation would be such an action. 

The basic recommendation, therefore, supported by this 

project, must be that action should be taken to allow 
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FMS documentation, from policy documents to maintenance 

manuals, to be written in controlled English, 

This general recommendation can be separated into 

the following more epecific recommendations: 

First, that the vocabulary for a "Logistics 

Fundamental English" version of controlled English be 

developed. 

Second, that a basic set of grammar and syntax 

rules be formulated. 

Third, that a dictionary be developed to contain 

the vocabulary and rules and serve as a basis for training. 

Fourth, that training materials be developed to 

teach FMS documentation authors how to use controlled 

English. 

Fifth, that a specific plan be developed to allow 

conversion from the current procedure to the new use of 

controlled English with a minimum loss of time and with 

a minimum expenditure of resources. 

Each of these is further developed below, with 

specific recommendations for a time-phased implementation. 

Before beginning this, however, it must be noted that 

there are three possible scenarios in which Logistics 

Fundamental English can be developed: 

1, The Air Force can make the decision to imple- 

ment it on USAF cases and proceed accordingly. 
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2. The proposal can be recommended to either DoD 

level, or the Joint Logistics Commanders.  They in turn 

can designate an action agency and then proceed accord- 

ingly. 

3. The proposal can be made as in "2" but with the 

additional recommendation that the Air Force, and within 

the Air Force, the Air Force Logistics Command, serve as 

the implementing pilot/action agency to develop the 

vocabulary, grammar and documents noted above, coordin- 

ating such an effort with the other services' logistics 

commands. . • 

Though distinct benefits and drawbacks can be 

found with any of the three proposals, it is believed 

that maximum benefit would accrue through the adoption of 

"3" above.  This is due to: 

1. The initial experimentation and proof are 

based, on USAF experience and validated with allied Air 

Force personnel. 

2. It is believed Air Force FMS cases offer a 

wider range of technologically diverse projects, (from 

simple spares support to management and automated systems 

development to sophisticated weapons sales/support) that 

would assure development of a vocabulary from a wider 

sample base. 

3. Some experience in dictionary development and 

terminology standardization in an FMS environment is 
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already resident in AFLC through their current efforts in 

the development of logistics management systems for FMS 

customers, e.g. Peace Sigma. 

What then, are the specific steps, and in what 

time frame, is it recommended to be taken to develop and 

implement controlled English in FMS documentation? 

First, it is proposed that, based on the experi- 

ence of both Caterpillar Company (20) and NCR C4) there 

be no commitment to "re-do" existing documents in a 

wholesale  conversion effort.  Rather, once the following 

steps are completed,'that, beginning at time "X" all new 

documents will be written in controlled English.  Existing 

documents would be changed to controlled English only 

when a major revision was  required for other purposes. 

This would avoid any large commitment of resources to 

accomplish the revision, allow for phased implementation 

and allow for a learning curve on the part of both authors 

and readers. This learning curve on the part of authors 

is most critical as, based on NCR experience (4) and 

confirmed by Caterpillar (20), it is from the current 

authors that the most resistance to the new technique is 

anticipated.  This is only natural in that a "change" in 

existing methods will be required and this will be per- 

ceived, by many, as a threat.  Careful planning will be 

required to gain the support of FMS documentation authors 

and assure their adequate training. 
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Vocabulary Building 

The first, and most essential task, will be the 

development of the basic, controlled vocabulary.  This 

should be viewed as consisting of three types of terms 

(25:23; 8:27-30): 

1. Technical nomenclature: the specific names of 

a machine, item, part, component, form, or code. 

2. Glossary phrases: technical phrases/combin- 

ations of words, accepted in logistics and not able to be 

replaced by a short phrase or clause using defined vocab- 

ulary, 

3. Controlled vocabulary: this is the essence of 

the controlled English effort.  Each word in the vocab- 

ulary has but one meaning.  No other word may be used 

when that meaning is intended. 

The technique for building that vocabulary is as 

follows, and is based on the method employed by NCE (4): 

1. A large sample of current EMS documentation 

would be gathered, 

2. A sample paragraph, exhibiting the widest use 

of different words on the page, would be selected on 

every page. 

3. That paragraph would be entered into a computer 

data bank (NCR typed the paragraphs in OCR type and 

entered the data by means of a scanner). 
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if. Enter both the Caterpillar and NCR dictionaries 

into the computer. 

5. By automated process, analyze the input and 

produce a listing of each unique word input, the number 

of times it was used and identifying if the word was also 

in either the Caterpillar or NCR dictionary. 

6. Manually screen the printout to eliminate 

technical nomenclature and glossary phrases (and typo- 

graphical errors). 

7. Identify and group synonyms. 

8. Select one word from each synonym grouping 

based on 

a. frequency of use 

b, most "international" form (e.g. error 

instead of mistake) 

c. word used by Caterpillar or NCR, 

9. Develop "trial" definitions. 

10. Identify two or three trial existing FMS 

publications and rewrite them with the new vocabulary. 

11, Add any new words definitely proved to be 

necessary by the rewrite. 

This would complete the development of the initial 

vocabulary.  Based on NCR and Caterpillar experience it 

is believed this can be done by two or three people 

within a six month time frame. 
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Graimnar/Syntax 

It is judged that of the two approaches, the 

Caterpillar approach, which is much more strict than the 

NCR approach, should be adopted.  Test documents were 

developed using this approach and results, as shown, bear 

out the improved understanding and reduced ambiguity than 

can be attained by this method.  Validation of specific 

sub rules could be made during the same six month period, 

and by the same personnel, noted above, as required for 

vocabulary development.  In brief, there are ten rules 

(8:.14-2T): 

1. Make positive (declarative) statements in the 

active voice. 

2. Avoid long/complex sentences. 

3. Avoid multiple subjects in one sentence. 

If. Avoid too many successive adjectives and nouns. 

5* Use uniform sentence structures. 

6. Avoid complex past/future verb tenses. 

7. Avoid conditional tenses (should, would, might, 

may).  ("Caterpillar Fundamental English is not a polite 

language, just an effective one [20].") 

8. Avoid most abbreviations, contractions and 

colloquialisms, 

9. Use punctuation correctly. 

10. Use consistent nomenclature. 
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Dictionary 

Of the two approaches to the dictionary, Cater- 

pillar's and NCR's, it would appear NCR's is the preferred 

technique.  Notwithstanding the difference in purposes 

(Caterpillar's for internal, writer's use only, NCR's 

for worldwide dissemination) the understandability of the 

definitions themselves is enhanced by phrasing them in 

the dictionary's own, defined terminology.  It is recom- 

mended, therefore, that the dictionary be patterned on 

NCR's and developed as follows: 

1. In the initial developed vocabulary (from the 

section on Vocabulary Building above) when a term is 

common to either the Caterpillar or NCR dictionary, ex- 

amine the existing definition, 

2. If acceptable, and in the NCR dictionary, 

use "as is," 

3. If acceptable, and in the Caterpillar diction- 

ary, rewrite the definition using the new, controlled 

vocabulary, 

k*   If unacceptable, prior to writing a new 

definition for that term, consider using another term to 

avoid conflict with either the Caterpillar or NCR defi- 

nitions/dictionaries,  (Such an attitude will, it is 

believed, aid in acceptance of the new defined terms and 

gain industry support for the government effort,) 
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5. If no definition exists, write the definition 

using only the controlled vocabulary (and, as required, 

technical nomenclature and glossary phrases). 

6. Compile the initial dictionary and coordinate 

with action agencies (to he specified—recommended agen- 

cies could include allied liason offices, other service 

FMS focal points, industry sources, etc.). 

7. Coordinate with sample authors, document 

writers, etc., encouraging challenges and requests for 

"new" entries.  (A valid request would be indicated when 

a proposed "new" entry really was not a synonym for an 

existing term in the dictionary or could not be expressed 

using dictionary terms.) 

Based on NCR experience, the dictionary of 

vocabulary terras should be able to be completed within 

one month of completion of the vocabulary building effort 

as the efforts are occurring simultaneously for most of 

the time. 

In addition to this portion of the dictionary, 

(vocabulary terms) it is recommended that an additional 

portion, for the definition of technical nomenclature, 

in accordance with the structured technique, be included. 

This is based on the analysis and conclusion, noted above, 

that such definitions further reduce ambiguity and increase 

understanding of the documentation.  Quite often it is 

precisely the definition of these terms that are the 
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source of the misunderstandings and communication failures 

discussed in Chapters I and II.  While the basic vocabu- 

lary words and definitions are being developed, it is 

recommended, therefore, that an additional effort be under- 

taken to develop this part of the dictionary, so that it 

would be a more or less complete edition, with both vocabu- 

lary terms and technical nomenclature definitions included. 

Once published, the dictionary must be looked on 

as a living document that must be maintained if it is to 

have continuing value. Particular attention will have 

to be paid to the first two or three years, for it is 

in that period, according to both NCS and Caterpillar, that 

the dictionary will become refined and accepted by users 

(authors and readers alike).  It will only be through the 

continual update of this dictionary that the full benefit 

of controlled English in FMS can be realized and the prob- 

lem noted by Haney in his statement that "The rapidity of 

etymological shifts is one reason why learning English 

is so difficult for foreigners [18:296]," can be over- 

come. 

Training 

Both Caterpillar and NCR strongly emphasized the 

necessity of a strong training program.  "The resistance 

of the writers was a very severe problem [4]" according 

to NCR.  This, due to adequate preparation and materials, 
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was able to be turned to the program's advantage. 

Most of the writers would come to the training 
'loaded with ammunition.'  They were bringing to the 
training examples of sentences and passages they were 
convinced could not possibly be done in this restricted 
vocabulary.  Most of the time—about 30%  of the time— 
I was able not only to do it but to do it fairly 
easily and that had a very positive effect ... on 
most of them ... except for the diehard who wouldn't 
accept anything [i+J . 

Training also can offer the chance to surface 

problems that actually require some changes to the initial 

vocabulary, grammar, or dictionary.  NCR, for example, 

added some two hundred words to their dictionary as a 

result of their training (/f). 

Training materials for DoD use should be developed 

to provide the in-depth approach needed.  Adequate com- 

mercial sources exist, if required, to help in this 

development (such as Caterpillar or NCR itself. Smart 

Communications, etc.). 

NCR offers the largest example of a training 

effort in this area.  They took a period of three months 

to train a total of 147 technical writers (4).  A similar 

time is believed to be adequate for training of an 

essential nucleus of writers of FMS documents, i.e. until 

new documents would be required to be written in controlled 

English. 

Allowing for required coordination cycles, a pos- 

sible time/phase schedule for the implementation of 
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controlled English (or Logistics Fundamental English) 

is presented in Table 18, 

TABLE 18 

POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

Event 

Vocabulary 
Development 

a. Controlled 
Vocabulary 

b. Technical 
Nomenclature 

Dictionary 
Development 

Grammar/Syntax 
Formulation 

Develop Training 
Materials 

Write Trial 
Documents 

Give Training 

Imnlement 

Schedule—Month # 

23456789    10 

^ 

11  12 

Development Team 

Even as there are several scenarios in which this 

effort could be done, there are several approaches to the 

staffing of the development team who would actually do the 



development work.  Two of those approaches should, per- 

haps, be mentioned. 

First, it is possible that the entire project 

could be contracted out to one of the several firms with 

experience in this area.  While potentially increasing 

the cost, it does offer the benefits of maximizing 

existing experience with a minimum commitment of Air 

Force (or DoD) personnel.  It also presents the possible 

draw back of loosing the commitment of an internally 

staffed effort, the particular insight of professional 

logisticians as to their actual needs. 

Second, as the entire concept is to further the 

understanding in the area of FMS, it is possible that a 

multinational team, under the leadership of two or three 

U.S. personnel, and, if required, with the assistance 

(contract) of companies with experience in this area, 

be charged with the development effort.  Based on the 

response to this thesis topic from allied officers at 

AFIT and AFLC, it is believed that there is sufficient 

interest in improving FMS communications, that such a team 

could be assembled.  Ideal composition might include one 

or two officers from each of the major language areas 

tested (e.g. from the middle-East, from the far-East, 

Europe, etc.).  This would allow, not only the development 

of a more universally accepted vocabulary, but obtain a 

co-commitment on the part of the allied countries to work 
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for better communications.  Additionally, such cooperation 

could be seen, in itself, as another means of furthering 

U.S. foreign policy and strengthening ties between the 

allied nations and the U.S.  Also, it would provide the 

central corps of allied personnel for each participating 

country to, if desired, begin using Logistics Controlled 

English for their own publications within and between 

other countries.  Next, of course, it does gain the 

personnel benefits of contracting out, i.e. a reduction 

in the number of U.S. personnel required.  Lastly, it is 

possible that allied countries, either directly or through 

their existing technical documentation cases, such as the 

Air Force T.O./publications cases, may be willing to share 

the cost of any required contractor assistance.  This 

further reduces costs to the U.S. government for develop- 

ment and implementation of controlled English if contractor 

assistance is desired. 

The adoption of this second concept, the allied 

team, is recommended due to the multiple benefits that 

appear attainable. 

Other Benefits 

In addition to the directly intended and demon- 

strated benefit of improved understanding that will be 

attained through acceptance of the recommendation to 

implement controlled English in FMS documentation, there 
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are four other benefits that must be mentioned: 

1. Improved knowledge/ex-nertise of technical 

writers.  Both NCR and Caterpillar Company noted this as 

a major benefit i.e., that to write a simplified, more 

understandable document, the writers had to have a better 

understanding of the subject matter.  Such increased 

knowledge by DoD FMS personnel, as the author of the 

doucment is often instrumental in formulating the policy 

or procedure itself, cannot help but lead to improved, 

more efficient FMS procedures. 

2. Ease of teaching.  One of the areas of diffi- 

culty is communicating/teaching logistics system require- 

ments to allied personnel—the mission of DISAM.  The 

establishment of controlled English could substantially 

ease this task by first, providing a uniform text tech- 

nique for all documents the allies would be faced with; 

second, providing a common base language that could be 

taught to/required of all students, before arrival at 

DISAM, which would allow improved communication both with 

the instructors and with fellow students; and, third, 

provide a media for instructors to use in teaching that 

would increase the effectiveness of their teaching time, 

and improve overall understanding reached by the students. 

3« Potential automated translation.  The use of 

computers to do translation has long been a goal as well 

as a problem to international concerns and scientists. 
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It is a distinct possibility that controlled English may 

be the solution to that problem.  Once Logistics Funda- 

mental English is formulated—one word for one meaning 

with simple syntax—it will be possible to formulate a 

word for word correspondence for "controlled German," 

"controlled Arabic," etc., and, for the first time be able 

to get a direct "meaningful" translation by an automated 

process from, for example. Logistics Fundamental English 

to Logistics Fundamental Japanese, without a loss of 

meaning. 

^ Ar)-plicatlon to internal U.S. -publications. 

As was set forward in Chapter II, a major effort is under- 

way in the DoD, by every service, to simplify and improve 

the readability of their documentation, procedures, man- 

uals, etc.  Whether one is concerned with the Air Force 

"Fog Analysis" or the Army grade level of understanding, 

such efforts are expensive, often duplicative and, to 

date, without major verifiable results supported by 

research.  It is possible that the end goal of all these 

efforts may be found in controlled English.  Further 

studies, based on the success or failure of the effort in 

FMS may be required and, as such, are recommended.  If, 

however, the results of this research effort can be 

extrapolated to internal U.S. documents, then the ansvrer to 

what has been a very expensive problem may have been found. 
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APPENDIX A 

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
TECHNIQUES 
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No matter what field of work a person is in there 

have been advances and changes in that field in recent 

years.  All have been affected by the recent explosion of 

new knowledge and new technology. 

The work of systems analysis and systems design, 

like the others, has also been affected.  The revolution 

in systems analysis and design began with the growing real- 

ization that, as automated systems became larger and more 

complex, system analysts and designers were less and less 

able to produce a system that satisfied the user's real 

needs. 

There were many reasons for these shortcomings and 

there were many proposed solutions to the problems. 

Many of these solutions addressed only certain 

problems, related to specific phases of the system life 

cycle.  For example, some concentrated on problems in 

testing, others on problems in coding.  Though such ap- 

proaches had limited success, none of them addressed the 

whole problem.  Indeed, they seemed to concentrate on 

solving problems created in other parts of the life cycle, 

rather than preventing those problems from occurring. 

An approach that has come to address the entire 

life cycle is one that is known as "Structured Analysis." 

The principles of Structured Analysis are rela- 

tively simple: 



First, there are definite steps or phases in the 

creation of an improved system. 

Second, there are definite products for each phase. 

Third, these products can be developed using tech- 

niques that assure user understanding at critical points, 

allow for ease of maintenance, reduce ambiguity and redun- 

dancy, and produce a much shorter document than ever before. 

Following these principles allows the production 

of documents that are graphic (vs. narrative), partitioned 

(in small, easily understood pieces), rigorously defined 

(vs. ambiguous), maintainable (with minimal redundance), 

concise and readable (27:112). 

The tools by which Structured Analysis achieves 

this are: 

First, the Data Flow Diagram (DFD).  Figure 2 is 

an example of such a diagram. 

Note that the DFD is entirely a picture of "what" 

is happening.  It shows processes (bubbles) and the data/ 

material flows (arrows) that connect the processes to each 

other.  It shows where the data/material first comes from 

and where it finally goes to (rectangles).  It shows files 

or storage points (straight lines) used by the processes. 

There are strict rules for the development of these 

diagrams.  Based on the psychological research of George 

Miller on human information processing, there is an attempt 

to limit the DFD to seven (±2) processes (43:62). 
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Fig, 2,  Upper Level Data Flow Diagram 



It is intentionally simple and avoids the depic- 

tion of the many minute details of every process.  It 

allows for such detail to be added, in a "top-down" manner, 

only when needed.  This is done by expanding or parti- 

tioning the process into its component, more detailed 

parts. 

Thus, Figure 3 shows the "sub-processes" that go 

to make up bubble #5 in the above DFD, 

Processes are partitioned in this manner until 

they can be totally "described," in structured English, 

a decision table or decision tree, on a single 8T x 11 

piece of paper. 

This helps avoid the lengthy narrative that caused 

the original problem, and is one of the most important 

"enforcement" rules of structured analysis.  For, as 

DeMarco (13:10) states, "'//hen given a choice between a 

picture and a thousand words, most analysts opt for a 

thousand words," 
i 

The diagram may not appear "finished" or "neat" in 

that it includes hand lettering and hand drawn flows 

(arrows).  This is in accordance with the technique of 

DeMarco(13).  It allows concentration on content vs. form 

and greatly reduces the time and money required to produce 

a finished product.  It also greatly enhances document 

maintainability. 
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Fig, 3»  Bottom Level Data Flow Diagram 



The second tool used is the Data. Dictionary. 

Here are contained the definitions of every data flow, 

file and element used by the process.  And these defini- 

tions are given in a non-ambiguous, non-narrative manner. 

An essential part of these definitions is the inclusion 

of the relationship of a definition's component parts. 

Figure k  shows a definition.  In the actual Data Diction- 

ary, the components are replaced by symbols.  Figure 5 

illustrates this same definition as it might appear in 

the Data Dictionary with symbols replacing some of the 

words. 

Term:  Draft Narrative 
is composed of the following: 

Originator's Name and 
Originator's Phone Extension and 
Name of the Document and 

For each section of the document 
the section title, as an option, and 
format instructions, and 
section text and 

Either a priority or routine need 
indicator and 

Any required due date and ■ 
As an option, any other special 

instructions to the typist. 

Fig. 4 Sample Definition 

It is important to note that this technique leaves 

the user relatively free to use whatever terms have come 

to be customary in his/her service or command, as long as 

they are defined and, in turn, each of the sub-components 

are defined with equal precision, down to the bottom. 
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Term:  Draft Narrative 

Originator's Name + 
Originator's Phone Extension + 
Name of Document + 
♦(Section titles) + 

format instructions + 
section text* + 

#priority indicator 
routine indicator?^ + 
required due date + 

(Special instructions) 

Fig, 5 Sample Definition with Symbols 

or self evident level.  The technique, by assuming this 

nominalist vs, rationalist approach avoids many of today's 

arguments over whose word is "right" (13: 129-1^-7) • 

The third and last tool discussed here is the 

Mini-Specification,  Structured Analysis physically re- 

stricts the size of these descriptions to a single 8T x 11 

piece of paper, hence the name: Mini-Specification,  There 

is a Mini-Spec for every bottom level process (a "bubble" 

that is not further broken out into more bubbles).  When 

any process has been decomposed to a point known as "the 

bottom level," it is then completed by defining what is 

done to convert the input to the output.  This is done in 

one of three ways. 

First, if the process is relatively simple, it is 

described in what is known as Structured English. 

Figure 6 shows an example of such a description 

for process (bubble number) 5.2 of Figure 3, Validate 

Contents. 
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For each Rough Draft and matching Typed Draft received:* 

1. Compare the contents of the Typed Draft with the 
Sough Draft 

2, "/here  contents differ: 
Underline in red those parts of the Rough 

Draft that differ from the Typed Draft 
Return to Typing for Correction 
Refile the Rough Draft 
On receipt of the retyped Typed Draft 
Repeat step 1 

3« Otherwise (contents agree) 
Discard the Rough Draft 
Mark the typed copy as valid 
Initial the Top left corner of the Typed 

Draft 
Mark the Julian Date and Local Time (24 hour 

basis) underneath your initials 
Forward the Validated Typed Draft for 

spelling and grammar check. 

Capitalized words are generally used to indicate words/ 
terms that should be defined/found in the Data 
Dictionary, 

Fig, 6 Mini-Spec for 5,2 

(Note: There are many forms that Structured 

English can take.  These vary from a rigid system known as 

"Pseudo-Code" (from its resemblance to computer code) to 

the much more relaxed style used here.  This latter 

approach is to tailor it to the user.  Most users relate 

far better to a less rigid form that enhances readability 

and clarity without sacrificing brevity and a lack of 

redundancy,) 

Even in this form it can be seen that structured 

English uses only three grammatical constructs: sequence, 

decision and repetition to express all directions.  This 
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is based on the research (in software) of E. V.r. Dykstra, 

based on the Boolean Algebraic proof that all set communi- 

cation can be done vath these three operations (13:184). 

Next, if the process offers several courses of 

action that must be defined, these may be shown in a 

decision table. 

Figure 7 is an example of such a table for process 

(bubble number) 5.3 of Figure 3, Proof Sead for Spelling 

and Grammar. 

Lastly, multiple course of action may, as an 

alternate, be shown in a decision tree, instead of a 

decision table.  Process 5.3 of Figure 3, shown in Figure 7 

as a decision table is shown in Figure 8 as a decision tree. 
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On receipt of the Validated Typed Draft from 5.2, or the 
retyped draft from typing, 
1. Check Spelling and Grammar 
2. Determine which of the following conditions exists: 

Spelling errors: 
N:  None 
M-1: Minor Typographical, no change in word 

length, less than 5 errors total 
M-2: Minor, but change in word length, or 

more than 5 errors total, but less 
than 10 

Maj: More than 10 errors total 
Grammar errors: 

N:  None 
M 5: Less than 5 errors in verb tense, or 

person, no other errors 
M 6: More than 5 errors in verb tense, or 

person, but less than 8, no other 
errors 

MSC: More than 8 errors in verb tense or 
person or any other grammatical 
error 

3. Take the action indicated below. 

Condition 123^5678        9 10 

Spelling Error   N M-1 M-2 MAJ N M-1 M-2 MAJ N or N or 
Any Any 

Grammar Error    N N  N  N M 3 M 5 M 5 M 5 M 6  MSC 

Action 

Send for Retype x x   x   x 

Make Pen & Ink 
Change & Forward    x  x      x  x  x 

Forward to Next 
Process        x 

Fig.   7    Mini-Spec  for  5.3,   Decision Table 
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On receipt of Validated Typed Draft from 5.2 or retyped draft 
from Typing:  1) Check Spelling and Grammar; 2) Determine 
which of following conditions exists: 

Spelling Errors: M-1, Minor, No change in word length.<5 
M-2, Minor, Change in word length, >5 but < 10 
Maj, >10 errors.' 

Grammar Errors: K<5, In verb tense or person, no others. 
M 5, Between 5 and 8 in verb tense or person 
MSC, Any others or >10 tense or person^errors. 

Follow the rule: 

Spelling and 
Grammar Policy 

Spelling 
Error 

None 

M-1 

•M-2 

Grammar 
Error 

Rule to 
Follow 

Rule 1 

kMAJ Kule 3 

Rule 1:  Forward to next process. 

Rule 2:  Make Pen and Ink corrections and forward to 

next process. 

Rule 3:  Correct and send back for retype. 

■ig. 8 Mini-Spec for 5.3, Decision Tree 
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APPENDIX B 

CONTROLLED ENGLISH 
TECHNIQUE 
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There have been several attempts over the past 

years in several disciplines, to simplify the English 

language.  A method often explored is to simplify by 

reducing the number of words available for use.  One of 

the most successful efforts along these lines is that 

initiated by the Caterpillar Tractor Company. 

Caterpillar is a large manufacturer with inter- 

national operations.  It was faced with the job of provi- 

ding information on service and parts, on thousands of 

pieces of equipment and operations, to its customers, in 

over fifty different languages.  In looking for a solution 

to this problem. Caterpillar examined, and rejected, many 

systems (37:1).  Finally they developed their own system. 

The basic concept they took was: 

1. If international language experts agree that 
' 850 words (in Basic English) can be taught to anybody, 
it would not make any difference what words are used. 

2. Once the particular field of communication is 
well defined, the needed vocabulary can be selected to 
fill that communication need. 

3. Whatever can be illustrated (by photos, dia- 
grams, charts, symbols, etc.) need not be included in 
the written vocabulary.  An illustrated Parts Book, 
for example, obviates the need to teach any parts 
nomenclature or tools. 

4. The fundamental vocabulary need not be taught 
as a complete language.  Visual recognition of the 
words, e.g. "READING and UNDERSTANDING" is all that is 
needed to communicate. 

5. Last, but more important: The language usage 
must be structured very simply so that the audience 
understands a complete sentence composed of words 
from the fundamental vocabulary [37: 1-2] . 
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Next they identified the target population.  Who 

was this language to be used by?  Someone literate in 

their own language (reading and writing), a trained 

mechanic with one to two years experience, some of it with 

Caterpillar products.  And that is all.  With only those 

prerequisites, the Caterpillar Basic Product Nomenclature 

book (7) (for technical terms and tool names), and the 

basic thirty lesson course. Caterpillar proposed that 

anyone could read and understand service and maintenance 

documents.  One single version of a document would be 

used worldwide, by all nationalities.  In July 1971 

Caterpillar had completed all preparations for what the 

company called "Caterpillar Fundamental English."  A 

basic vocabulary of eight hundred words had been selected. 

The words included four hundred fifty nouns (terms and 

things), seventy verbs (action words), one hundred eighty 

adjectives (characteristics) and one hundred miscellaneous 

articles, pronouns, prepositions and numbers.  The words 

had been selected to be specially adapted to the main- 

tenance and service field.  No word had two meanings. 

International forms, when available, were selected over 

pure anglo-germanic roots.  Most irregular verbs were 

eliminated and most words with duplicate meanings were 

dropped.  Additionally, writer's guide materials had been 

developed and a course formulated to teach Caterpillar 

Fundamental English abroad (37:2-3).  In 1971, the company 
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implemented the program. By 1978, they reported complete 

success (23:39) with two commercially licensed versions 

available and research underway by several companies to 

develop like products. 

Caterpillar reports one other benefit, besides 

clearer international communications.  Even as structured 

analysis forces the analyst/writer to show, describe and 

define a work as never before, in order for it to be clear, 

non-ambigous, etc., and thus forces the writer to have a 

better understanding of his subject matter, controlled 

English also, by requiring simplification of texts, demands 

a deeper technical proficiency of the writer than was 

required before,  A side benefit, therfore, is the educa- 

tion/training of document authors in their own fields 

(37:3). 

The correct "naming" of the language used by 

Caterpillar may cause some confusion.  Caterpillar calls 

it "Caterpillar Fundamental English," Their U.S, licensee 

calls it "Basic 800." The international licensee calls 

it "ILSAM" (International Language for Service and Main- 

tenance),  This thesis shall adopt the term used by Kirkman 

(23:38) and, accepting that the basic ends of the language 

are attained by "controlling" the allowable words, will 

use the common name "controlled English" and, except for 

this brief introduction not use the proper (and copy- 

righted) names. 
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What does controlled English look like? What are 

the eight hundred basic words used?  (The following exam- 

ples and vocabulary have been provided, and are copy- 

righted by, Caterpillar Tractor Co.  Permission to use 

them has been granted for the specific purpose of the 

research work of this thesis. No further use of the vocab- 

ulary or specific texts is intended nor authorized by the 

Caterpillar Tractor Co, without specific negotiation/ 

authorization for such use.) 

Controlled English looks like—English, because 

that is what it is.  To the English proficient reader, 

there may be little, immediately detectable difference. 

In fact, when Caterpillar distributed its first documents 

in controlled English, no announcement was made and the 

difference was not detected (37:3).  The following exam- 

ples are in controlled English: Figure 9 is the Introduc- 

tion to a Caterpillar service manual (6:2); Figure 10 and 

10A are instructions for the removal and installation 

of fuel injection pumps from Caterpillar engines (6:70); 

Figure 11 and 11A are instructions for removal and 

installation of turbo charges (note dual English measure- 

ment/metric instructions) (6:110), 

Figure 12 is an excerpt from a training briefing 

given in controlled English, on a specific Caterpillar 

engine (21:33).  (Note the instructions to the briefer, 

in italics, also in controlled English,) 
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INTRODUCTION 

This publication has instructions and procedures for the subject on the front 
cover. The information, specifications, and illustrations in this publication 
are on the basis of information that was current at the time this issue was 

written. 

The "Alphabetical Index" is a list of all components and service operations 
in this manual section. It gives page numbers and also the operations num- 
bers as found in the "Service Index". 

The "Service Index" is a list of all component operations found in this 
manual section. All operations in the column "Component Operation" are 
removal and installation instructions, unless other descriptions are given for 
the operation. The arrangement of the components in this list is by location 
on the machine or engine. The column "Other Needed Operations" gives the 
number of all other component operations that are necessary to do the 

respective job. 

Correct operation, maintenance, test and repair procedures will give this 
product a long service life. Before starting a test, repair or rebuild job, the 
serviceman must read the respective sections of the Service Manual, and 
know all the components he will work on. 

Your safety, and the safety of others, is at all times very important. When 
you see this symbol ^n or this symbol /\ in the manual, you must 
know that caution is needed for the procedure next to it. The symbols are 
warnings. To work safely, you must understand the job you do. Read all 
instructions to know what is safe and what is not safe. 

It is very important to know the weight of parts. Do not lift heavy parts by 
hand. Use a hoist. Make sure heavy parts have a good stability on the ground. 
A sudden fall can cause an accident. When lifting part of a machine, make 
sure the machine has blocks at front and rear. Never let the machine hang on 
a hoist, put blocks or stands under the weight. 

When using a hoist, follow the recommendation in the manual. Use correct 
lift tools as shown in illustrations to get the correct balance of the com- 
ponent you lift. This makes your work safer at all times. 

Make reference to GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. 

Fig.   9.     Introduction  to  a Caterpillar  Service Manual 
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D379, D398, D399 INDUSTRIAL AND MARINE ENGINES DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY 

FUEL INJECTION PUMPS 

o 

REMOVE FUEL INJECTION 
PUMPS 11-1251 

1. Remove dampers from fuel injection lines. 

2. Disconnect the fuel line (I) for the pump to 
he removed by removing nut (2). Put a pro- 
tective cover over the open end of fuel line. 
Move the fuel lines (1) out of the way. 

3. Remove the bolts (3). 

4.  Lift the pump body (5) straight up and re- 
move body. 

5. Slide the plunger (4) from yoke of lifter. 
Remove the plunger (4). Keep the plungers 
witii their respective pump bodies. 

o^Pf^ 

63569X2 

Fig, 10.  Instructions for Removal of Fuel Injection Pumps 



INSTALL FUEL INJECTION 
PUMPS 12-1251 

o 

1. Turn the pump plunger until tooth (2) of 
plunger is in alignment with mark (1) on 
rack. Install the plunger (3) by sliding end 
into yoke of lifter. 

CAUTION: Be careful when installing pump bar- 
rels and plungers. Do not put plunger of one pump 
in barrel of another pump. 

2. Install new seals. Install the pump body and 
barrel carefully over plunger and dowels on 
injection pump housing. 

3. Install the bolts. Tighten bolts first one then 
another a small amount to at time starting 
alternately, with the two nearest the fuel 
rack.Tighten to 32 ± 5 lb.ft.(4.4 ± 0.7 mkg). 

4. Remove covers from fuel lines. Connect fuel 
lines. Tighten fuel line nut to 25 to 35 lb.ft. 
(3.5 to 4.8 mkg). 

I - - 
80388X1 

w    ^ 

5.  Install dampers on fuel lines. 

Fig. 10A.  Instructions for Installation of Fuel Injection Pumps 



TURBOCHARGERS 

REMOVE TURBOCHARGERS 11-1052 

o 

start by: 
a) remove    turbocharger   heat   shield 

(Marine Engines only) 
b) remove air cleaner housings 

1. Remove the line (2) for oil supply to the 
turbocharger. Remove return line (4) tor oil 
from turbocharger. 

2. Remove shield (3) from turbocharger (Ma- 
rine Engines only). 

3. Loosen clamp (1) that holds coupling to ex- 
haust elbow (Marine Engines only). 

4. Loosen clamp that holds elbow to the after- 
cooler. 

5. Install covers in the openings for oil in 
turbocharger. Install a 3/8"-16 NC forged 
eyebolt in top of turbocharger. 

6. Remove bolts that hold turbocharger to ex- 
haust manifold. 

7. Fasten a hoist and remove turbocharger. 
Weight is 50 lb. (23 kg). 

■.■-»M «     i      - .... 

Fig. 11.  Instructions for Removal of Turbo Chargers 



o 
00 

INSTALL TURBOCHARGERS 12-1052 

1. Put a 3/8"-16 NC forged eyebolt in top of 
turbocharger. Fasten a hoist and put turbo- 
charger in position on engine. 

2. Put 9M3710 Anti-Seize Compound on 
tiireads of bolts (1) that hold turbocharger 
to exhaust manifold. Install the bolts and 
nuts. Tighten the bolts to a torque of 40 ± 4 
lb.ft.(5.5 ± 0.6 mkg). 

3. Tighten clamp that holds elbow to after- 
cooler. 

4. Remove the covers from openings and in- 
stall the supply line and return line (2) for 
oil to turbocharger. 

5. Install the shield for turbocharger. Tighten 
the clamp that holds coupling (Marine En- 
gines only). 

end by: 
a) install turbocharger heat shield (Ma- 

rine Engines only) 
b) install air cleaner housings 

Fig. 11A.  Instructions for Installation of Turbo Chargers 



o 

Adjust the valve clearance with the adjustment 
screw and a feeler gauge. 

Make valve adjustments while the engine is 
stopped and cold.  Valve setting is .015 in. 
(0.40 mm) for inlet valves and .25 in. (0.65 
mm) for exhaust valves.  The crankshaft must 
be turned to four positions to get the correct 
valve setting. 

First, turn the crankshaft until No. 1 piston 
is at the top center mark (TDC-1) of the 
compression stroke.  Adjust the valves for 
cylinders No. 1 and 2.  Then turn the crank- 
shaft 180 degrees to the next "valve setting" 
mark (VS).  Adjust the valves for cylinders 
No. 7 and 3.  Next turn the crankshaft 180 
degrees to top center (TDC-1).  Adjust the 
valves for cylinders No. 4 and 5.  Then turn 
the crankshaft 180 degrees (to VS mark) and 
adjust the valves for cylinders No. 6 and 8. 

NOTE:     Top  center of No.   1  piston  on   the 
compression stroke is   the starting point. 
The No.   1  piston  is on   top center when   the 
TDC-1  mark on  the pulley   (or  vibration damper) 
is  in alignment with   the pointer.     It is  on 
the compression stroke when No.   1  and No.   2 
inlet and exhaust  valves are closed.      (The 
rocker arms  are free  to move  up and down by 
hand and   the push rods are at   their lowest 
position.) 

Fig. 12.  Excerpt from a Training Briefing 



Most readers note little, if any difference, in 

the controlled English texts.  To some they may seem a bit 

stilted, to others they may seem a little simple, to others 

yet they appear almost "legalistic." One thing is certain 

though, (to Caterpillar, at least) that regardless of 

appearance, the end result is better understanding.  The 

basic vocabulary used to attain this is in Figure 13 (by 

part of speech) (8:45-50) and Figure 14 (in alphabetical 

order) (8i51-55)»  Each term is precisely defined in a 

dictionary that contains definitions of the words.  No 

other definition or intended meaning is allowed.  An 

excerpt from the dictionary is found in Figure 15 for all 

terms beginning with the letter "I" (5:12-13). 

To see how ambiguities are eliminated by this 

technique one has only to look at the definition of the 

term "issue." Yet without such precision and control, in 

normal narrative documents a person can "issue" an 

instruction, the interpretation of which can become an 

"issue" of discussion, especially if there is more than 

one "issue" of the instruction. 

The heart, then, of the system, is the controlled 

English vocabulary.  Like structured analysis, though, 

controlled English is more than just a set of vocabulary 

rules and restrictions.  It is a system composed of 

integral parts, the complete parts are vocabulary, grammar, 

syntax.  It involves the three steps of language simpli- 
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VOCABULARY OF CATERPILLAR FUNDAMENTAL ENGLISH 

listed by part of speech 

450 Terms & Things (Nouns) 

ability 
access 
accessory 
accident 
accuracy 
action 
adapter 
addition 
adjustment 
advantage 
air 
alignment 
amount 
amperage 
analysis 
angle 
application 
area 
arm 
arrangement 
article 
assembly 
assistance 
atmospheric 
average 

chart 
check 
circle 
circuit 
circumference 
claim 
clearance 
code 
collar 
color 
column 
combination 
combustion 
communication 
comparison 
compartment 
compensation 
component 
compression 
concentration 
condition 
conductor 
connection 
construction 
consumption 
contact 

D 

damage 
danger 
day 
date 
dealer 
decrease 
defect 
degree 
delay 
delivery 
demonstration 
department 
deposit 
depth 
description 
design 
detail 
development 
diagnosis 
diagram 
dial 
diameter 
difference 
dimension 

estimate 
example 
exchange 
exhaust 
expansion 
explanation 
eye 

face 
facility 
factor 
factory 
failure 
field 
filler (cap, tube, etc.) 
finding 
finger 
fire 
fit 
floor 
flow 
fluid 
foot 
footnote 

Fig, 13.  Sample List of Basic Vocabulary by Part of Speech 



70 Actions (Verbs) 

Basic Actions Work Actions 

ro 

be, is, are, was were 
become, became 
can 
cause, caused 
come, came 
do, done, did 
fall, fell 
feel, felt 
find, found 
get, got 
give, gave, given 
go, went, gone 
have, has, had 
hear, heard 
hold, held 
keep, kept 
know, knew, known 
learn, learned 
let, 
look, looked 
make, made 

activate, activated 
adapt, adapted 
add, added 
adjust, adjusted 
approve, approved 
assemble, assembled 
bend, 
break, broke, broken 
burn, burned, burnt 
cancelled 
change, changed 
charge, charged 
check,checked 
clean, cleaned 
close, closed 
connect, connected 
control, controlled 
correct, corrected 
count, counted 
cut 
damage, damaged 

grind, ground 
hang, hung 
heat, heated 
hit, 
improve, improved 
increase, increased 
inspect, inspected 
install, installed 
lift, lifted 
loosen, loosened 
limit, limited 
lower, lowered 
machine, machined 
measure, measured 
mix, mixed 
multiply, multiplied 
open, opened 
operate, operated 
order, ordered 
permit, permitted 
prevent, prevented 

Fig.   13.     (Continued) 



180 Characteristics (Adjectives & Adverbs) 

v^i 

acceptable fabricated old, older technical 
adaptable far, farther, farthest open telescopic 
approximate,-ly fast, faster, fastest opposite temporary ,-ily 
atmospheric fine optional tensile (strength) 
automatic,-ally finished original testing 
available flammable outside thick,-er 
axial,-ly fiat own thin, thinner, thinnest 

flexible thorough,-ly 
back forged parallel tight,-ly, tighter, tightest 
backwards former,-ly permanent,-ly treated 
bad, badly forward permissible typical 
basic,-ally free,-ly pneumatic,-ally 
bent   .. freezing positive,-ly use, usable 
best, better front possible, possibly 
braking full,-y practical,-ly variable 

predictable vertical,-ly 
canceled general,-ly present visual,-ly 
careful,-ly good, better, best preventive 
charging gradual,-ly primary warm, warmer 
clean,-ly probable,probably weak,-er, weakest 
clear,-ly hard, harder, hardest welding 
clockwise hardened radial,-ly wet 
closed heavy,-ily, heavier rapid,-ly wide,-r, widest 
coarse helical rated worn 
cold, colder, coldest hi gh,-ly, higher ready wrong,-ly 
common hollow real,-ly 
complete,-ly horizontal,-ally rebuilt, rebuildable yield 
constant.-ly hot, hotter, hottest regular,-ly 
cool,-er, coolest hydraulic,-ally reinforcement 

Fig.   13. (Continued) 



100 Small Words & Numbers 

-p- 

a.an 
about 
above 
according 
across 
after 
again 
against 
all 
almost 
along 
already 
also 
and 
any 
apart 
around 
as 
at 
away 

back 
because 

for 
from 

here 
how 

if 
in, inner 
Including 
instead 
into 

just 

less 
like 

many 
minus 
more, most 
much 

per 
plus 

several 
since 
so 
some 
soon 
still 

than 
that, those 
the 
then, there 
this, these 
through,thru 
to 
together 
too 
toward 

Fig.   13.   (Continued) 



VJ1 

Parts of Man's 
Body (Nouns) 

arm head 
back heel 

body jaw 
ear knee 

elbow leg 
eye Up 
face mouth 

finger neck 
foot, feet nose 

hair shoulder 

hand toe 

Numbers Order 

1 one first 
2 two second 
3 three third 
4 four fourth 
5 five fifth 
6 six sixth 
7 seven seventh 
8 eight eighth 
9 nine ninth 

10 ten tenth 
0 zero 

Pronouns 

I 
he, his 
it, its 
they, their 
we, our 
you, your 

Colors 

black 
blue 
brown 
gray 
green 

orange 
purple 
red 
white 
yellow 

Fig.   13,   (Continued) 



a, an 
ability 
about 
above 
acceptable . 
access 
accessory 
accident 
according 
accuracy 
across 
action 
activate, 
activated 

adapt 
adaptable 
adapted 
adapter 
add, 

added 
addition 
adjust 

adjusted 
adjustment 
advantage 
after 
again 
against 
air 
alignment 
all 
almost 
along 
already 
also 
amount 
amperage 
an (a) 
analysis 
and 
angle 
any 
apart 
application 
approve. 

approved 
approximate. 
approximately 

are 
area 

arm 
around 
arrangement 
article 
as 
assemble, 
assembled 

assembly 
assistance 
at 
atmospheric 
automatic, 
automatically 

available 
average 
away 
axial, 
axially 

B 

back 
backward 
backwards 
bad, 
badly 

balance 
ball 
basic, 

basically 
basis 
be, 

became 
because 
become 
before 
behind 
below 
bend, 

bent 
best (good) 
better (good) 
between 
beyond 
bill 
black 
block 
blue 
body, bodies 
book 
boost 
bore 

Fig.    14.     Basic  Vocabulary  in 
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both 
bottom 
braking 
branch 
brass 
break, 

broke 
broken 

brown 
burn, 
burned 
burnt 

but 
by 

came (come) 
can 
canceled 
capacity 
carbon 
careful, 

carefully 
cause, 

caused 
caution 
center 
chamber 
change, 

changed 
characteristic 
charge 
charged 
charging 
chart 
check, 

checked 
circle 
circuit 
circumference 
claim 
clean. 

cleaned 
cleanly 

clear. 
clearly 

clearance 
clockwise 
close, 

closed 
coarse 

■Alphabetical  Order 



code 
cold, 

colder 
coldest 

collar 
color 
column 
combustion 
come 
common 
communication 
comparison 
compartment 
compensation 
complete, 
completely 

component 
compression 
concentration 
condition 
conductor 
connect, 

connected 
connection 
constant, 

constantly 
construction 
consumption 
contact 
container 
content 
contract 
control, 

controlled 
conversion 
cool, 

cooler 
coolest 

cooling 
copy 
core 
corner 
correct, 

corrected 
correctly 

correction 
corrosion 
cost 
count 
counted 
counterclockwise 
cover 

crack 
cross section 
cubic 
current, 

currently 
curve 
cushion 
customer 
cut 
cycle 

damage 
damaged 
danger 
dark, 

darker, 
darkest 

date 
day 
dealer 
debris 
decrease 
decreased 
deep, 

deeper 
deepest 

defect 
degree 
delay 
delivery 
demonstration 
department 
deposit 
deptli 
description 
design 
desired 
destroy, 

destroyed 
detail 
development 
diagnosis 
diagram 
diaf 
diameter 
did 
difference 
different, 
differently 

difficult 
dimension 
direct, 

directly 
direction 
dirt 
dirty, 

dirtier 
dirtiest 

disassemble, 
disassembled 

disassembly 
discharge, 

discharged 
disconnect, 

disconnected 
displacement 
distance 
distortion 
distribution 
divide, 

divided 
do, 

done 
double 
down 
drain, 

drained 
drawing 
drift 
drill, 

drilled 
drive, 

driven 
drop 
dry, 

drier, 
driest 

during 
dust 
duty 

each 
ear 
early, 

earlier 
earliest 

easy, 
easier 
easiest 

i'ig,   1/f.     (Continued) 
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easily 
edge 
effect 
efficiency 
eight, eighth 
either 
elastic 
elbow 
electric, 
electrically 

electricity 
electronic, 
electronically 

element 
emergency 
empty 
end 
energy 
engage, 

engaged 
enough 
equipment 
equip, 

equipped 
error 
especially (special) 
estimate 
etc. 
even, 

evenly 
every 
exact, 

exactly 
example 
except 
exchange, 

exchanged 
excluding 
exhaust 
existing 
expansion 
expected 
explanation 
extend, 

extended 
extra 
eye 

fabricate, 
fabricated 

face 
facility 
factor 
factory 
failure 
fall (fell) 
far, 

farther 
farthest 

fast, 
faster 
fastest 

fasten, 
fastened 

feel, 
felt 

fell 
field 
fifth (five) 
fill, 

filled 
filler 
find (found) 
finding 
fine 
finger 
finish, 

finished 
fire 
first 
fit, 
fitted 

five, fifth 
flammable 
flat 
flexible 
floor 
flow, 

flowed 
fluid 
flush, 

flushed 
follow, 

followed 
foot, feet 
footnote 
for 
force 
forged 
form 

Fig.   14.     (Continued) 

former, 
formerly 

formula 
forward 
found (find) 
four, 

fourth 
free, 

freely 
freezing 
frequency 
friction 
from 
front 
full, 

fully 
future 

gas, 
gases 

gauge 
gave (give) 
general, 

generally 
get(got) 
give (gave) 

given 

go- 
gone 

good 
got (get) 
grade 
gradual, 

gradually 
gravity 
gray 
green 
grind, ground 

grip 
ground 
group 
guide 

H 

had 
hair 
half 
hand 
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hang (hung) 
hard, 

harder 
hardest 

hardened 
hardness 
has 
have 
he 
head 
hear, 

heard 
heat, 

heated 
heavy, 

heavily 
heavier 

heel 
height 
held (hold) 
helical 
here 
high, 

higher 
highly 

his 
hit 
hold (held) 
hole 
hollow 
horizontal 

horizontally 
horsepower 
hot, 
hotter 
hottest 

hour 
how 
hung (hang) 
hydraulic, 

hydraulically 
hydrostatic 

1 

I 
identification 
idle 
if 
illustration 
immediate, 

immediately 

impact 
implement 
important 
improve, 

improved 

improvement 
in 
including 
increase 
indication 
industry 
information 
injection 
injury 
inlet 
inner 
input 
inside 
inspect, 

inspected 
inspection 
install, 

installed 
installation 
instead 
instruction 
instructor 
instrument 
insulation 
interval 
into 
introduction 
is 
issue 
it, its " 
item 

jaw 
job 
junction 
just 

keep, 
kept 

kit 
knee 
knew 

know 
known 

labor 
language 
large, 

larger 
largest 

last 
late, 

later 
latest 

layer 
leak 
leakage 
learn, 

learned 
left (L.H.) 
leg 
length 
less 
let 
letter 
level 
life 
lift, 

lifted 
light, 

lighter 
lightest 

lightly 
like 
limit, 

limited 
line 
lip 
liquid 
list 
little 
load 
location 
long, 

longer 
longest 

look, 
looked 

loose, 
looser 
loosest 

Fig. 14. (Continued) 
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loosely 
loosen, 

loosened 
loss 
lost 
loud 

louder 
loudest 

loudly 
low, 

lower 
lowest 
lowered 

lubricant 
lubrication 

M 

machine 
machined 
made (make', 
mail 
main, 

mainly 
maintenance 
make (made) 
man,men 
manager 
management 
manual, 

manually 
many 
marine 
mark 
material 
maximum 
meaning 
measure, 

measured 
measurement 
mechanical, 

mechanically 
medium 
men (man) 
meter 
method 
minimum 
minus 
minute 
miscellaneous 
mix, 

mixed 
mixture 
mobile 

model 
modification 
modulation 
moment 
month 
more 
most 
mouth 
move, 

moved 
movement 
much 
multiplication 
multiply, 
multiplied 

must 

N 

name 
narrow, 

narrower 
narrowest 

natural, 
naturally 

near, 
nearer 
nearest 

necessary, 
necessarily 
neck 
need, 

needed 
negative 

neither 
neutral 
never 
new, 
newer 
newest 

next 
nine, ninth 
no 
No. (number) 
noise 
nomenclature 
normal, 

normally 
nose 
not 
note 
nothing 
now 
number (No.) 

Fig. IZf. (Continued) 
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0 

odor 
of 
off 
old, 

older 
on 
one (first) 
only 
open, 
opened 

opening 
operate, 
operated 

operation 
operator 
opposite 
optional 
or 
orange 
order, 

ordered 
organization 
orifice 
original 
oscillation 
other 
our (we) 
out 
outer 
outlet 
output 
outside 
over 
overhaul 
overload 
own 

package 
page 
paragraph 
parallel 
part 
particles 
passage 
past 
per 
percent 
performance 
period 
permanent, 
permanently 



permissible 
permit, 

permitted 
person 
personnel 
phase 
photo 
piece 
pitch 
place 
plan 
play 
plus 
pneumatic, 
pneumatically 

pocket 
point 
polarity 
position 
positive, 

positively 
possible, 

possibly 
power 
practical, 

practically 
precision 
predictable 
preload 
preparation 
present 
pressure 
prevent, 

prevented 
preventive 
price 
primary 
principle 
probable, 
probably 

problem 
procedure 
product 
proof 
protection 
pull, 

pulled 
purchase 
purple 
purpose 
push., 

pushed 
put 

quality 
quantity 

R 

radial, 
radially 

radius 
ran (run) 
range 
rapid, 

rapidly 
rate 
rated 
rating 
ratio 
read 
ready 
real, 

really 
rear 
reason 
rebuilt, 
rebuildable 

recommendation 
reconditioning 
record 
red 
reduction 
reference 
regular, 

regularly 
reinforcement 
relation 
release, 

released 
remainder 
remember, 

remembered 
remote, 
remotely 

removal 
remove, 
removed 

repair 
replacement 
report 
reserve 
reservoir 
resistance 

respective, 
respectively 

restriction 
result 
retract, 
retracted 

return 
reverse 
revision 
revolution 
right (R.H.) 
rigid, 
rigidly 

room 
rotation 
rough, 
rougher 
roughest 

round 
rule 
run (ran) 

safe, 
safely 
safer 

safety 
same 
say, 

said 
saw 
scale 
schematic 
scrape 
scratch 
seal, 
sealed 

seat 
second 
secondary 
section 
sediment 
see 
seen 
seizure 
selection 
send, 
sent 

sentence 

Fig, 14. (Continued) 
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separate, 
separately 

separation 
sequence 
series 
service 
set 
setting 
seven, 

seventh 
several 
shape 
sharp 
sheet 
shift 
shiny 
shipment 
shock 
shoe 
shop 
short, 

shorter 
shortest 

shoulder 
show, 
showed 
shown 

side 
sign 
silent, 

silently 
similar, 

similarly 
since 
single 
six, 

sixth 
size 
slide, 

slid 
slope 
slow, 

slower 
slowest 

slowly 
small, 
smaller 
smallest 

smooth, 
smoother 
smoothest 

smoothly 

so 
soft, 
softer 
softest 

solid, 
solidly 

solution 
some 
soon 
sound 
source 
space 
spark 
speak 
spoke 
special, 

(especially) 
specific, 
specifically 

specification 
speed 
spiral 
square 
stability 
stall 
standard 
start, 

started 
stationary 
steering 
step 
still 
stop, 

stopped 
storage 
straight 
strength 
stress 
stroke 
strong, 

strongly 
stronger 

student 
subject 
subtract 

subtracted 
subtraction 
suction 
sudden, 

suddenly 
supply, 

supplies 

support 
sure 
surface 
suspension 
symbol 
system 

take (took) 
taught 
teach 
technical 
teeth (tooth) 
telescopic 
tell, 

told 
temperature 
temporary, 
temporarily 

ten, 
tenth 

tensile (strength) 
tension 
test 
testing 
than 
that 
the 

then 
there 
these 
they 
thick, 
thicker 

thickness 
thin, 
thinner 

third 
this 
thorough, 
thoroughly 

those 
thread 
three 
through (thru) 
throw, 
thrown 

thrust 
tight, 
tighter 
tightest 

Fig. 14. (Continued) 
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tighten 
tightened 

tilt, 
tilted    ■ 

time 
times 
timing 
tip 
title 
to 
toe 
together 
tolerance 
too 
took (take) 
tool 
tooling 
tooth (teeth) 
top 
torque 
total 
toward 
training 
transport 
travel 
treated 
triangle 
troubleshooting 
turn, 
turned 

twist 
twisted 

two 
type 
typical 

U 

under 
understand, 
understood 

unit 
unless 
until 
"?> 
upper 

usable 
use, 
used 

user 

vacuum 
value 
valve 
vapor 
variable 
vehicle 
vent (air) 
vertical, 
vertically 

very 
vibration 
view 
viscosity 
visual, 

visually 
voltage 
volume 

W 

wall 
warm, 
warmer 

warning 
warranty 
was 
wash, 

washed 
water 
way 
we 
weak, 

weaker 
weakest 

wear 
week 
weight 
weld, 

welded 
welding 
went 
were 
wet 

what 
when 
where 
which 
while 
white 
who 
why 
wide, 

wider 
widest 

width 
will 
with 
without 
word 
work, 
worked 

world 
worn 
write, 
wrote 

wrong, 
wrongly 

wrote (write) 

year 
yellow 
yet 
yield 
you 
your 

zero 

Fig.   IZf.   (Continued) 
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fication, vocabulary limitation and standardization of 

style and writing approach.  To accomplish this, there 

are, as in any language, rules to be followed, audiences 

to be understood and styles to be understood and practiced. 

When all are combined, the result, as demonstrated by 

Caterpillar and several others, can be more easily under- 

stood, more technically correct documentation. 

One important "offspring" of the Caterpillar 

effort needs special mention here, and that is NCR Funda- 

mental English.  Although based on Caterpillar's efforts, 

there are still several important differences. 

The most apparent of these is the dictionary.  The 

NCR dictionary definitions are, themselves, written in 

controlled English.  This is due to a difference in intent 

on the part of NCR (if).  From the beginning NCR intended 

wide dissemination,, to all users of their documentation, 

so the use of controlled English, they believed was 

required.  "We printed it and distributed it to anybody 

who wanted it [/+]."  Caterpillar's dictionary, on the 

other hand, is not intended for use by other than the 

technical writer and, perhaps, some instructors. 

The NCR dictionary also contains alphabetical 

entries for "non-allowed" (or non-standard words that are 

not part of the basic vocabulary).  The entry refers the 

reader to other words or phrases that are vart  of the 
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vocabulary.  Finally, of course, the vocabulary is tailored 

to their business needs, computers vs. the machinery 

needs of Caterpillar.  A sample of the contents is con- 

tained in Figure 16. 

Though NCR is not as rigid in syntax and grammar 

rules as Caterpillar, they still strive for basic sim- 

plicity and lack of redundancy, 

NCR also stated they had not experienced the 15- 

20% increase in documentation size predicted by Caterpil- 

lar.  The basic reason was attributed to the approach of 

implementing controlled English techniques.  Specifically, 

writers are encouraged to "rethink" a document and chal- 

lenge the very need for some of its parts rather than to 

just convert it into controlled English.  Thus, according 

to NCR, they did not experience a net gain of 2Q%  in size 

of documents as, while they were converting to controlled 

English, they were also "throwing out a lot of phrases 

and clauses that were really not necessary [if]," thus 

compensating for any growth due to rephrasing. 

Together, the NCR and Caterpillar efforts 

illustrate very well the ability to develop a tailored 

application of controlled English to suit almost any 

application. 
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initially insert 

initializes the disk pack before using it. While the routine is initinli/.in); the 
disk pack, the operator can do other things. Theoperatorinitializcd the disk 
pack before using it.) 

noun: the process of putting a thing in the proper state or condition to be used 
(Example: The character positions are reserved during initialization.) 

adjective: relating to a thing that has been put in the proper state or condition to be 
used (Example: The initialized disk pack is ready for use.) 

initially (consider using: when starting) 

initials (n) 
the first letter of each name of a person (Examples: The initials of David M. 
Taylor are DMT. Put your initials on the modification record card.) 

initiate (consider using: start or perform) 

in-line (consider using: in sequence) 

hmer (consider using: space within or surface within) 

inoperative (consider using: not operating or does not operate) 

input (v, n, adj), inputs (v), inputting (v), input (v) 
verb: to send a signal or data to an internal, or central, location (Examples: The 

circuits input a signal every second. The circuit inputs a signal every second. 
While the terminal is inputting data, the program processes the previous 
block. When the software input the first block of data, the program started to 
process it immediately.) 

noun: data or signals that are input (Examples: The input is copied from disk or 
punched cards. The input to the AND gate is checked by the diagnostic 
routine.) 

adjective: relating to the action of sending a signal or data to an internal, or central, 
location (Example: The input signals are sent every second.) 

inquire (consider using: make an inquiry) 

inquiry (n, adj) 
noun: arequest for information (Example: The subroutine processes all inquiries.) 
adjective: relating to a request for information (Example: The inquiry program 

operates in the foreground.) 

insert (v), inserts (v), inserting (v), inserted (v, adj), insertion (n) 
verb: to put a thing into another thing at a specific point or location (Examples: The 

routine can insert the record into the file. The routine inserts the record into 
the file. The routine is insert! ng the record into the file. The record is inserted 
at the proper position in the file.) 

noun: the action of inserting (Example: The insertion was made properly.) 
adjective: relating to a thing that was put into another thing at a specific point or 

location (Example: The inserted record is available to the program.) 

Fig. 16.  Sample from NCR Dictionary 
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inside instruction 

inside (adj, prep) 
relating to being within the limits or internal surfaces of a thing (Examples: 
The inside dimensions are given in the following table, [adjective! Acoustic 
material is packed inside the panels, [preposition]) 

inspect (covsider using: check, test, or look at) 

inspection (consider using: consideration or check) 

install (v), installs (v), installing (v), installed (v, adj), installation (n, 
adj) 

verb: to set in position and make the necessary preparations for use (Examples: 
Field engineers install the systems. The field engineer installs the system. 
The field engineer is installing two systems. Five systems have been 
installed.) 

noun: a thing that has been installed and is in use, or the procedure of installing a 
thing(Exampies:Thisinstallation was used as a test site. The installation of 
the system has been completed.) 

adjective: relating to the action of setting a thing in position and making the 
necessary preparations for use (Examples: The installed system is ready for 
testing. The installation date is two weeks from now.) 

instance (consider using: example, for, for this use, if, or when) 

instantaneous (consider using: immediate) 

instead (adv) 
as an alternative or replacement (Examples: Under specific conditions, the 
routine can be called from the alternate system disk instead of the current 
system disk. If the first terminal is in use, the second one may be used 
instead.) 

institution (consider using: organization, company, store, hospital, restaurant, 
school, bar, or bank) 

instruct (consider uaing: give instructions, train, or inform) 

instruction (n) 
(1) a unique set of characters that specifies one operation, together with the 
values or locations of all necessary operands, and causes the computer to 
perform the operation (Example: The complete routine has only seven 
instructions.) (2) an explanation of a procedure and how it is to be performed 
(Example: Instructions are displayed to the operator.) (•'!) the action of giving 
an explanation of a thing, concept, or procedure (Example: A new course of 
instruction on programming has been written.) 

Fig,   16.     (Continued) 
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DOCUMENT VERSIONS 
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FMS Customer Guide—Narrative Version 

3-5 FOLLOIVTIP. MOLmCATION AND CANCELLATION PPOCTmi^.q. 

a.  The following tyves  of forms and formats are 
authorized for use when the customer country is preparing 
MILSTRIP followups, requisition modifiers and cancellation 
requests. 

(O Mechanical Preparation.  DD Form 134m, DoD 
Single Line Item Requisition System Document (Mechanical). 
This keypunched card will be used by FMS countries having 
AUTODIN transmission capability.  Mail may be used if such 
capability does not exist. 

(2) Manual preparation. 

(a) D:D
 Form 1348, DoD Single Line Item Requi- 

sition System Document (Manual). 

(b) DD Form 173, Joint Message Form. 

(c) Letter Format the same as a Joint Message 
Form, & 

b.  A Document Identifier Code (DIC) is a three 
character (alpha/numeric) identification of a document 
conforming to the MILSTRIP standard format.  The following 
are authorized for use for the purpose indicated: 

(1) Requisition followup requests bearing document 
identifier AF2 are used in requesting the latest status of 
a requisition. 

(2) Requisition followup requests bearing 
document identifiers ATI, AT4 or AT5, as applicable, are 
used in requesting the latest status of a requisition if 
the International Logistics Control Office (ILCO) has not 
provided an acknowledgement card for the original requi- 
sition.  The third position of the document identifier will 
be perpetuated from the third position of the document 
identifier on the original requisition.  AT5 followups 
must contain exception data from the original reauisition 
and must be forwarded by means other than AUTODIN. 

■ ^ ^■J,.   ^3) Requisition followup requests bearing document 
identixier AFC are used to reauest imnrovement of an 
estimated shipment date when the estimated shinment date 
provided in previous supply status is not considered 
satisfactory. 
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(if) Requisition Modifiers bearing Document 
Identifiers Ml, AMZf, AM5 (the third position of the docu- 
ment identifier corresponds to the third position of the 
original requisitions; e.g., an AM5 document modifier is 
used to change an A05 requisition) are used to modify one 
or more of the following fields: 

(a) Priority Designator Code (GC 60-61).  The 
entry in the Priority Designator field is based on the 
customer's Force Activity Designator and urgency of need. 
The Priority Designators can be raised or lowered through 
the use of requisition modifiers. 

(b) Required Availability Date (CC 62-64). 
The entry in the Required Availability Date field indi- 
cates when the customer requires the material.  This date 
can be advanced or delayed through the use of requisition 
modifiers.  If the ILCO has no record of the requisition, 
the AM_ will be processed as a new requisition, 

(5) Cancellation requests bearing document 
identifier AC2 are used when cancellation of a partial or 
total quantity on a requisition previously submitted is 
desired. 

(6) Followup on cancellation requests bearing 
document identifier AK2 are used when no acknowledgement 
has been received to a previously submitted cancellation 
request.  If the ILCO has no record of the cancellation 
request, the AK2 v/ill be processed as a request for 
cancellation. 

(7) Requests for supply assistance may be initi- 
ated on previously submitted priority 01-08 requisitions 
when nonreceipt of requested material by the required date 
will result in emergency conditions in-country.  A request 
for assistance may be submitted by message, letter or 
telephone utilizing format shown in Figure 3-27.  The 
justification for the request for supply assistance must 
be furnished. 

c.  Followup Submission Criteria 

(1) AF2 followups may be submitted based on the 
following time frames: 

(a) If no status has been received acknow- 
ledging receipt of the requisition, followups may be 
submitted after five days from the requisition submission 
date for priority 01-08 and after 15 days from the requi- 
sition submission date for priority 09-15.  (For requisi- 
tions transmitted by mail, add the additional mailing time.) 
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(b) Once supply status (DIG AE2) has been 
received, followup may be submitted only after expiration 
of the ESD (Estimated Shipping Date) plus five days for 
priority 01-08 requisitions and after 15 days for priority 
09-15 requisitions.  However, if BL status was received 
with a Notice of Availability transmission date in CC 70- 
73j followups must be initiated to the freight forwarder 
prior to submission of the followup to U.S. Service.  (For 
documents transmitted by mail, add the additional mailing 
time.) 

(c) If contract status (DIG AB2) has been 
received, followup may be submitted only after expiration 
of the ESD plus 60 days.  (For documents transmitted by 
mail, add the additional mailing times.) 

(d) If the latest status received provided no 
ESD, followup may be submitted when: 

J..  Twenty days have elansed since the 
status card receipt date for priority 01-^8. (For docu- 
ments transmitted by mail, add the additional mailing 
time,) 

2.  Thirty-five days have elapsed since 
the status card receipt date for priority 09-15.  (for 
documents transmitted by mail, add the additional mailing 
time,) 

(2) AT_ followups may be submitted when no res- 
ponse is received to an AF2 followup and a valid require- 
ment still exists.  The.AT_ followup should be used only 
after careful manual research to preclude duplicating 
requirements. 

(3) AFG requests for improved ESD may be sub- 
mitted only for priority 01-08 requisitions after receipt 
of supply status for which the latest ESD is beyond the' 
material need or usage date.  AFG may not be submitted 
after receipt of shipment status, 

(k)   AM_ requisition modifiers (may not be 
submitted after receipt of BA or BV status). 

(a) A requisition modifier document may be 
initiated by the requisitioner or ILGO to modify pre- 
viously submitted requisitions when: 

J.. Force/Activity Designators (FAD) are 
upgraded or downgraded upon implementation of contingency 
plans or for other reasons. 
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2.  Required dates for previously 
requisitioned material change due to unplanned or unfor- 
seen emergencies.  Such emergencies include declared 
national emergencies and local emergencies which created 
a lack of material required for: 

a. Performance of assigned oper- 
ational missions or tasks. 

b. Emergency repairs to primary 
weapons and equipment. 

.c.  Prevention or work stoppage at 
industrial/production activities engaged in repair, 
modification, or manufacture of primary weapons, equipment, 
and supplies. 

(b) A requisition modifier document may be 
initiated by the requisitioner or ILCO when the priority 
of an item previously requisitioned is modified.  When the 
quantity required is greater than the quantity previously 
requisitioned, a requisition modifier will be submitted 
for the original quantity and a new requisition will be 
submitted for the additional quantity reauired under the 
new priority.  If the quantity required is less than the 
quantity required under the new priority and if the quan- 
tity in the original requisition will be excess to needs, 
a cancellation request for this requisition should be 
submitted. 

(c) A requisition modifier document may be 
initiated by the requisitioner or ILCO when a change is 
required to the Priority Designator Code and/or Required 
Delivery Date. 

(5) AK2 Followup cancellation requests may be 
submitted after 15 days if no status is received confirming 
or acknowledging receipt of the cancellation request.  If 
status is still not received, a second followup may be 
submitted after an additional 10 days.  Once cancellation 
related (e.g., B9) status is received, followu^s may be 
submitted only after 35 days have elapsed from*the status 
receipt date. 

(6) Followups may not be submitted after receipt 
of shipment status (DIC AS2 or AU2). 

d,  Followup Submission Criteria Matrix.  For ready 
reference, a followup table is provided based on the 
paragraph 3-5c narrative criteria for followup: 
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Type 
Followuu 

Priority 
Designator Conditions 

Followup 
Authorized After 

AF2 01-08 No status 
received. 

5 days from 
requisition sub- 
mission date. 

AF2 09-15 No status 
received. 

15 days from 
requisition sub- 
mission date. 
For requisitions 
transmitted by 
mail, add addi- 
tional mailing 
time. 

AF2 01-08 Supply status 
received with 
ESD. 

Expiration of 
ESD plus 5 days. 

AF2 09-15 Supply status 
received with 
ESD. 

Expiration of 
ESD plus 15 
days. 

AF2 01-15 Contract status. Expiration of 
ESD plus 60 
days. 

AF2 01-08 Supply or Con- 
tract status 
received w/o 
ESD. 

20 days after 
receipt of 
status. 

AF2 09-15 Supply or Con- 
tract status 
received w/o 
ESD. 

35 days after 
receipt of 
status. 

AT 

AFC 

AM 

01-15    Response to AF2 
not received w 
within 10 days 
and item still 
required. 

01-08    Receipt of 
status with 
ESD. 

01-15    Require change 
to priority and/ 
or required 
availability 
date. 

Research to pre- 
clude duplica- 
tion of require- 
ments. 

ESD is beyond 
material need 
or usage date. 

(1) FAD is up- 
graded or down- 
graded, or (2) 
material changes 
due to emergency. 
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Type Priority 
DeffiLn^ator Conditions 

Followup 
Authorized After 

AK2 01-15 No cancellation 
related status 
received. 

After 15 days 
from AC2 or 
previous AK2 
transmission 
date. 

AK2 01-15 Cancellation 
related status 
received (e.g. 
Status Code 
B9). 

35 days after 
receipt of 
status. 
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FMS Customer Guide—Controlled English Version 

3.5 FOLLOW-UP. MODIFICATION AND CMCELLATION PPOCEDUSES 

a. When a MILSTPIP requisition follow-up, MILSTRIP 
requisition change, or MILSTSIP requisition cancel- 
lation request is needed, use only the forms on the 
list below: 

(1) DD Form 1348m, DoD Single Line Item Requisi- 
txon System Document (Mechanical).  This is a 
keypunch card.  If your country can send requi- 
sitions by AUTODIN this is the form you must 
use.  If you do not have AUTODIN the card(s) can 
be mailed. 
(2) DD Form 1348, DoD Single Line Item Requisi- 
tion System Document (Manual). 
(3) DD Form 173, Joint Message Form. 
(4) A letter with the information in the same 
sequence as it is on the DD Form 173. 

b. A MILSTRIP Document Identifier Code (DIC) is a 
group of 2 letters and 1 number.  The' codes on the 
list below can be used in this procedure. 

(1) Code AF2 is used on a MILSTRIP reauisition 
follow-up when you need the latest information on 
the original requisition. 
(2) Codes ATI, AT4 or AT5 are used on a MILSTRIP 
requisition follow-un when the International 
Logistics Control Office (ILCO) has not sent a 
card that tells you he/she got the original 
requisition.  The number 1, 4 or 5 at the end of 
the code is the same as the number at the end of 
the document identifier code of the original 
requisition you already sent. 
When you use code AT5 be sure the exception 
information from the original requisition you 
already sent is the same on the follow-up.  Do 
not send follow-up with the AT3 code by AUTODIN. 
(3) Code AFC is used when you must change the 
estimated shipment date to an earlier date.  This 
is when the estimated shipment date told to you 
by the ILCO is not early enough. 
(4) Codes AMI, AM4 and AM5 are used when you 
want to change 1 of the 2 items below: 

(a) Priority Designator Code (in colums Go- 
bi).  This can be made higher or lower by a 
MILSTRIP Requisition Change.  The Priority 
Designator Code comes from your Force Acti- 
vity Designator Code (FAD) and urgency of nee 
need. 
(b) Required Availability Date (in columns 
62-64).  The Original Requisition date can be 
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made earlier or later by a MILSTRIP Requi- 
sition Change. It tells when you need the 
material you have ordered. 
NOTE 1: When the ILCO gets a MILSTSIP Requi- 
sition Change and does not have a record of 
your first requisition he/she will use it as 
a new requisition. 
NOTE 2: The number 1, ^ or 5 that is the end 
of the Document Identifier Code (AMI, AM2, 
AM5) is the same as the number at the end of 
the document identifier of the requisition 
you have to change. 

(5) Code AC2 is used when you tell the ILCO the 
quantity on the original requisition to be can- 
celled.  This can be all or part of the original 
quantity. 
(6) Code AK2 is used if you have already sent a 
Code AC2 Cancellation Request and the ILCO has 
not sent a reply telling you he/she got it. 
NOTE: If the ILCO does not have a record of your 
first AC2 Cancellation Request he/she will use 
it as a new cancellation. 
(7) You can send a Request for Supply Assist- 
ance only when the original requisition was 
priorities 01 to 08 and only when it will cause 
an emergency if you do not get the material. 
You can send a Request for Supply Assistance by 
message (DD Form 173), by telephone or by letter. 
You must tell the ILCO the reason for the re- 
quest (justification) with the request. 

Rules for sending Follow-ups: 
(1) Send Code AF2 Follow-up: 

(a) If the ILCO has not sent status: 
T« for an original requisition with prior- 
ities 01 to 08 five days after sending it 
to the ILCO (add time if requisition was 
sent by mail) 
2. for an original requisition with prior- 
ities 09 to 15 fifteen days after sending 
it to the ILCO (add time if requisition 
was sent by mail). 

(b) If you have been sent Supply Status (DIC 
AE2) and «w       v 

1. Estimated Shipping Date (ESD) plus 5 
days is past and original requisition was 
priority 01 to 08. 
2. Estimated Shipping Date (ESD) plus 15 
days is past and original requisition was 
priority 09 to 15. 
NOTE 1: Add time if original requisition 
was sent by mail. 
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NOTE 2: If you have been sent status ••BL" 
with Notice of Availability transmission 
date in columns 70-73, send follow-up to 
your freight forwarder first. 

(c) If you have been sent contract status (DIG 
AB2; you may send a follow-up only after the 
iSD plus 60 days is past.  Add time if ori- 
ginal requisition was sent by mail. 
(d) If you have been sent a status but it 
did not have an ESD, you can submit a follow- 
up 

1. 20 days after you get the status card 
and the original requisition was Driority 
01-08. 
2. 35 days after you get the status card 
and the original requisition was priority 
09-15» 

(2) Send AT_ follow-up when you have already 
sent an AF2 follow-up and the ILCO did not send 
any status back to you.  Be sure the ILCO did 
not send any status before you use this code. 
Also be sure your Air Force still needs the 
material. 
(3) Use the AFC code only 

(a) ■jVhen the original requisition was orior- 
itv 01-08 and 
(b) You have been sent a supnly status and 
the ESD is too late and 
(c) Shipment status has not been sent to you. 

(4) Use AM. codes when J 

(a) BA or BV status has not been sent to you. 
(bj Your Force Activity Designator (FAD) has 
changed. 
(c) The original Required Delivery or Avail- 
ability Date is changed by an emergency and 
the material is needed. 

1. To do the assigned operational mission 
or jobs. 
2. To make an emergency repair to nrimary 
weapons and equipment. 
3. So work will not stop at places that do 
repair work, modification work or make 

f^yV^marI  weaPons> equipment and sullies. 
U; When the priority of the item or the 
original requisition is changed.  When the 
quantity must also be changed. 

1. If the quantity is more than the ori- 
ginal quantity, use the Requisition 
Modifier for the original quantity only, 
bend In a new requisition, with the new 
priority, for the remainder. 
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2, If the quantity you now want is less 
than the original quantity, send in a 
cancellation for the original requisition 
and send in a new requisition, aith the 
new priority and the new quantity, 

(e) When you have to change the Priority 
Designator Code and/or the Required Delivery 
Date. 

(5) Send AK2 code follow-up if you have already 
sent in an AC2 code cancellation, 15 days have 
past and the ILCO has not sent you a status 
card.  If status still not sent after 10 more 
days you can send a second follow-up. 
NOTE: If B9 status has been sent to you, you can 
only send a follow-up after 35 days have past 
from the day you got it. 
(6) You can not send a follow-up if you get a 
shipment status (DIG Ao2 or AU2). 

d. Follow-up Action Guide: 
For assistance, the guide below comes from infor- 
mation in paragraph 3-5c, above. 

Type 
Follow-ut) 

Priority 
Designator 

01-08 
Gonditions 

Status has not 
been sent. 

Follow-up 
After 

AF2 5 days after 
requisition 
sent. 

AF2 09-15 Status has not 
been sent. 

15 days after 
requisition 
sent (if sent 
by mail, add 
more time). 

AF2 01-08 Status sent with 
ESD, 

5 days after 
ESD is past. 

AF2 09-15 Status sent with 
ESD. 

15 days after 
ESD is past. 

AF2 01-15 Contract Status 
sent. 

60 days after 
ESD is pasto 

AF2 01-08 Supply or 
Contract status 
sent without ESD. 

20 days after 
you get sta- 
tus. 

AF2 09-15 Supply or 
Contract status 
sent without ESD. 

35 days after 
you get sta- 
tus. 
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Type Priority Follow-up 
F0ll0*-UT5 Designator 

01-15 

Conditions 

AF2 sent to ILCO 
After 

AT_ 1, 10 days 
and ILCO has not after send 
sent status. sending 

AF2 follow- 
up and 

2. Item still 
needed, 

3. Check made 
to be sure 
ILCO did 
not send 
status. 

AFC 01-08 Status sent with Need material 
ESD. earlier. 

AM_ 01-15 Need to change 
Priority and/or 

1, FAD has 
been 

Required Avail- changed. 
ability Date. 2, Emergency, 

AK2 01-15 No cancellation 15 days after 
status sent. AC2 cancel- 

lation sent 
or last AK2 
sent. 

AK2 01-15 Cancellation 35 days after 
status sent you get sta- 
(Code B9). tus. 
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1.1  For each Need-For-Additional-Action received 
If a need for Supply Assistance Exists (original 

or modified requisition was a priority 01 
through 08 (obtain Requisition Information 
from Status-File) and non-receipt of requisi- 
tioned material will result in emergency 
conditions in-country). 

Determine urgency of reply time required. 
If immediate (same day), output Requeet-For- 

Supply-Assistance by telephone. 
Or if priority (within one week), output Request- 

For-Supply-Assistance by Message (ref. Figure 1 
for format). 

Else, (routine (over one week allowed)), output 
Request-For-Supply-Assistance by letter (use 
same format as for Message). 

Else, by Preceded Problem Identifier or Narrative 
Problem Statement, determine type of action 
required. 
If Follow-up, obtain date of last action from 

the Status-File, confirm Requisition Number 
and output Follow-Up-Need. 

Or if Modification, confirm the Requisition 
Number in the Status-File,* obtain the 
Modification-Required from the Narrative 
Problem Statement and output Modification- 
Need. 

Else, (Cancellation), confirm the Reauisition 
Number in the Status-File, obtain the 
quantity to be cancelled (Full Requisition 
Quantity or Partial Requisition Quantity) 
from the Narrative Problem Statement and 
output Cancellation-Need. 
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1.2 For each Follow-Up-Need received 
Obtain Requisition Information from the Status- 

File. 
If a Cancellation has been sent to the U.S., 

output Coded-Follow-Up with code AK2, 
Or if a status with ESD has been received but ESD 

is beyond material need or usage date, output 
Coded-Follow-Up with code AFC. 

Or if a Follow-Up with code AF2 has been sent to 
the U.S., the item is still required and no 
response received within 10 days of sending 
the AF2 Follow-Up, output Coded-Follow-Un 
with code ATI or AT4 or AT5 (the last number 
shall correspond to the third position of the 
document identifier of the original requisi- 
tion). 

Else, output a Coded-AF2-Follow-Up. 
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1.3 For each Modification-Need received 
Confirm Requisition Number with date in the 

Status-File 
Output coded Modification vdth code AMI or Mk 

or AM5 (the last number shall correspond to 
the third position of the document identifier 
of the original requisition). 
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I.k    For  each Cancellation-Need received 
Confirm Requisition Number with data in the Status- 

File 
Output Coded-Cancellation. 
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1.3 For each Modification-Need received 
Confirm Requisition Number with date in the 

Status-File 
Output coded Modification with code AMI or AMZf 

or AM5 (the last number shall correspond to 
the third position of the document identifier 
of the original requisition). 
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1.4 For each Cancellation-Need received 
Confirm Requisition Number with data in the Status- 

File 
Output Coded-Cancellation. 
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2.0 For each Coded-AF2-Follow-Up received 
Compare received information with data in the 

Status-File for that Requisition Number. 
Take the action indicated in the following table/ 

rules. 
Condition 
(Defined 

Below") 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 
N 

Rul 
9 
N 

es 
9 10 11 12 1^ i'i 

Status R K H R N N R R R R R R 
BSD K B H H N N N N N N R R N N 
Priority 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 
Source N N N N N N N N A A c c A A 
Time 3 9 ^ 1 1 7 2 8 6 12 5 10 13 14 
Action 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 1 3 
CONDITION DEFINITIONS: 

Status: Repeived = R 
Not received = N 

Estimated Shipping Date: 
(ESD) Received = R 

Not received = N 
Priority: 01-08 = 1 

08-15 = 2 
Any = 3 

Supply Source: Contact = C 
Non contact = 
Any s A 

ACTIONS: 
1. Output Valid-AF2- 

Follow-Up-Data with 
Original Requisition 
Data. 

2. Output Valid-AF2- 
Follow-Up-Data with 
Most Recent Status 
Document Data. 

3. Reject to originator 
with note that follow- 
up time not yet 
Y* Q a pVi pH 

TIME CONDITIONS: (Add 5 days if Original Reauisition 
submitted by mail.) 

3  days since Original Requisition 
5 

15 
15 
5 
5 

15 
15 
60 
60 
20 
20 
35 
35 

IT 

II 

11 

n 
n 
n 
II 
ti 

II 

II 

II 

n 

II 

II 

II 

past  ESD 
it 

II 

II 

it 

II 

since 
II 

II 

it 

II 

ii 
II 

it 

IT 

II 

last status without ESD = 
" II                            It IT        _ 

" "                              IT II         I 
" "                              It II         _ 

1 
7 
2 
8 
3 
9 
k 

10 
5 

11 
6 

12 
13 
14 
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3.0 For each Coded-Follow-Up received that is coded ATI, 
ATS or AT3 
Compare received information with data in the 

Status-File for that Requisition Number. 
If Status-File indicates AF2 Follow-Up has been 

issured 
If AF2 Follow-Up issued over 10 days ago and 

no response received/recorded 
Output Valid-Follow-Up-Data with ATI, AT2, 

AT3 Document Identifier, as received, 
and with Most Recent Status Document 
Data in columns 7-80, 

Else, reject to originator with note that 
Follow-Up time not yet reached. 

Else, reject to prior process as miscoded.  Note 
that AF2 has not yet been issued. 

For Follow-Up coded AFC 
Compare received information with data in the 

Status-File for that Requisition Number. 
If original requisition was priority 01-08, 

supply status has been received and latest 
ESD is past the material need or use date, 
and Shipment Status has not been received, 
output Valid-Follow-Up-Data with AFC 
Document Identifier and Most Recent Status 
Document Data in columns 7-80, 

Else, (Shipment Status received) reject to 
originator noting that shipping status has 
been received. 

For Follow-Up coded AK2 
Compare received information with data in the 

Status-File for that Requisition Number, 
If 15 or more days have passed since the 

cancellation was submitted and no status 
has been received. 
Output Valid-Follow-Up-Data with AK2 Docu- 

ment Identifier and Original Requisition 
Data, 

Else, 
If cancellation status has been received but 

no shipping status and 
If 35 days have passed since status was 

received, Output-Valid-Follow-Up- 
Data with AK2 Document Identifier and 
Most Recent Status Document Data, 

Else, reject to originator noting time 
requirement Follow-Up not met. 

Else, reject to originator noting time 
requirement for Follow-Up not met or 
that shipping status was received. 
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4.0 For each Coded-Modification received 
Compare received information with data in the 

Status-File for that Requisition number. 
If status has been received and status was not 

BA or BV and Shipment Status has not been 
received and 
If Changed Requisition Priority is required 
Output Valid-Modification-Data with 
Document Identifier AMI, AM2, or AM5, 
as received, Most Recent Status Document 
Data, and Modified (New) Priority 
Designator Code. 

Else, 
If Changed Required Delivery Date is 

required 
Output Valid-Modification-Data with 
Document Data and Modified (New) 
Required Delivery Date. 

Else, (Both priority and date to be 
changed) 
Output Valid-Modification-Data with 
Document Identifier AMI, AM2, or 
AM5, as received. Most Recent Status 
Document Data and Modified (New) 
Priority Designator Code and Modified 
(New) Required Delivery Date. 

Else, 
If status has not been received, proceed as 

above except use Original Requisition 
Data in place of Most Recent Status 
Document Data. 

Else, (Status BA or BV or Shipping Status 
(codes DIC AS2 or AU2) received), reject 
to originator noting which of the above 
status codes has been received and the 
date it was received. 
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5.0 For each Coded-Cancellation received 
Compare received information with data in the 
T- fJf

tu?-Fiie for that Requisition Number. 
If Shipping Status Coded DIG AS2 or AU2 have not 

been received and 
If no supply status has been received 

Output Valid-Cancellation-Data with AC2 
Document Identifier plus Original 
Requisition Data. 

Else, (Supply status received) 
Output Valid-Cancellation-Data with AC2 

Document Identifier plus Most Recent 
Status Document Data. 

Else, reject to originator noting that shipping 
status already received and the date it was 
received. 
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6,0  For each Valid-Cancellation-Data received 
If AUTO Dili capability exists 

Output Cancellation on DD Form 13k8m. 
ilse, 

Output Cancellation on DD Form 173. 
For each Valid-Modification-Data received 

If AUTODII-T capability exists 
Output Modification on DD Form 13Zi3ra, 

j^lse, 
If priority 01-08 

Output Modification on DD Form 175 
Else, 

Output Modification, by mail, on DD Form 
1348 (if available) or on Letter Format, 

x'or each Valid-Foliov;-Up-Data or Valid-AF2-Follo\7-Ut)- 
Data received 
If AUTODIN capability exists 

Output Follow-Up on DD Form 1348m. 
Else, 

Output Follow-Up by mail, on DD Form 1348 (if 
available) or Letter Format. 

In all cases above 
Update Status-File with action taken. 
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DICTIONARY 

Cancellation 

Proper Form plus 
Valid Cancellation  Data 

Cancellation-Need 

Requisition Number plus 
Pull Requisition Quantity or 
Partial  requisition  quantity 

Coded-AF2-FO11O--MTTO 

Follow uio Need nlus 
AF2 Code' 

Co^ed-Cancellation 

Cancellation Need plus 
AC2 Code 

Coded-Follow-U-o 

Folio1;/ up Need plus 
AT   1   code or 
AT 1+ code  or 
AT 5  code or 
AFC  code  or 
AK 2  code 

Cored-Modification 

Modification Need plus 
AH 1 code or 
AM k  code or 
AM 3 code 

Follov/-TJr) 

Proper Form plus 
Valid Follow-up Data 

r OlXo '.v—u "n—"> * 9 B d 

Need for Additional Action plus 
Date of last action 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 

Modification 

Proioer Form plus 
Valid Modification Data 

Mo di fi c ation-N e ed 

Requisition Number plus 
Modification-Required 

Mo di fi c ation-P e ouir ed 

Either a Changed Requisition Priority or 
Changed Required Delivery Date 

Need-for-Additional-Action 

Requisition Number plus 
Narrative Problem Statement and 
(optional) Pre-Coded Problem Identifier 

ProT)er-Form 

DD Form 13if8m or 
DD Form 1348 or 
DD Form 173 or 
Letter Format (Formulated as DD Form 173) 

R e ou est-f or-SUTJTJIY-Assistance 

Requisition Number (Document Numbers Involved) nlus 
NSN or 
P/N plus 
Case Identifier plus 
Justification for request 

Status-File 

Requisition Number plus 
Status Reports/Requisition Information (History Data 

on an identified Requisition, all actions taken 
since original submittal.) 

Valid-AF 2-Follov;-iJ^-Dat3 

AF 2 Document Identifier plus 
Routin- Identifier from original Requisition, columns 

4-6 plus 
Either Most Recent Status Document Data in columns 7-80 
or Original Requisition Date in columns 7-30 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 

Valid-Cancellation-Data. 

Document Identifier rdus 
Routing Identifier Code from Original Requisition, 

columns 4-6 plus 
Either Original Requisition Data, columns 7-24 or 
Most Recent Status Document Data, columns 7-24 plus 
Quantity to be cancelled plus 
Either Original Requisition Data, columns 30-80 or 
Most Recent Status Document Data, columns 30-80 

Valid-Folio V;-UT)-Data 

Document Identifier, in columns 1-3 TDIUS 
Routing Identifier from Original Requisition columns 4-6 

plus ^ 
Either Most Recent Status Document Data, in columns 

7-80 or 
Original Requisition Data, columns 7-80 

Valid-Modification-Data 

Document Identifier in columns 1-3 TDIUS 
Routing Identifier from Original Requisition, columns 

4-6 plus 
Media and Status Code from Original Requisition, column 

/ plus 
Either Most Recent Status Document Data, columns 8-59 or 
Orxginal Requisition Data, columns 8-39 ^lus 
Either Original Priority Designator Code, columns 60- 

o 1 or 
Most Recent  Status  Document x^riority  Designator  Codes 

columns 60-61   or o -  o 
Modified (New) Priority Designator Code, columns 60- 

61 plus 
Either Original Required Availability Date columns 62- 

64 or 
Most Recent Status Document Requiring Availability Date 

Columns 62-64 or 
Modified (New) Required Availability Date, columns 62- 

o4 P-LUS 
Original Requisition Advice Code, columns 65-66 plus 
Either Most Recent Status Document Data, columns 6?! 

80 or o, 
Original Requisition Data, columns 67-80 
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1.1  For each Need-for-Additional-Action you get 
If there is a need for Supply Assistance (the 

original or changed requisition must be a 
priority 01-08) (Get reauisition information 
from Status-File) and you will have an emer- 
gency if you do not get the material): 

First find out how soon you have to know if you 
can get Supply Assistance. 

If it is the same day then use the telephone to 
tell the ILCO of your need. 

Or if you must know the same week, send the 
Request-for-Supply Assistance by DD Form 173 
(Message). 

If not that soon, then send the Sequest-for- 
Supply-Assistance by letter (use the same 
information sequence as in DD Form 173). 

If not (no need for Supply Assistance) you will 
find the reason for the Need-for-Additional- 
Action in the Preceded Problem Identifier or 
Narrative Problem Statement. 
'If the reason is a Follow-Up, look in the 

Status-File for the last date an action was 
done on that requisition.  Make sure the 
requisition number is the same.  Add the 
date to the Need-for-Additional-Action and 
send out Follow-Up-Need. 

Or, if the reason is a Modification, also make 
sure the requisition number is the same as 
the information in the Status-File, write 
the Modification-Sequired on the Need-for- 
Additional-Action, and send out Modification- 
Need, 

If not (cancellation), be sure the Requisition 
Number is the same as in the Status-File. 
Get the quantity you do not need from the 
Need-for-Additional-Action (Full Requisition 
or Partial Requisition Quantity).  Put the 
number at the top of the Need-for-Additional- 
Action and send out Cancellation-Need. 
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1,2 ?or each Follow-Up-Need you get 
Get the Requisition Information from the Status- 

File. 
If a Cancellation has been sent to the U.S., send 

out 
Coded Follow-Up with code AK2, 

Or if you have been sent a status with Estimated 
Shipping Date (BSD) but that date is too late 
for your Air Force need, send out a Coded- 
Follow-Up with code AFC. 

Or if: 
1. You have already sent a code AF2 Follow- 

Up to the U.S. and 
2, You still need the material and 
3« 10 days have past and 
k»  No status has been sent to you by the ILCO 

Then, send out a Coded-Follow-Up with code ATI, 
ATAf or AT5 (the number at the end of the code 
is the same as the number at the end of the 
document identifier code (DIC) of the original 
requisition.) 

If none of the above, send out a Coded-AF2-Follow- 
Up. 
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1.3 For each Modification-Need you get 
Get the Hequisition-Information from the Status- 

File. 
Be sure the Requisition Number is the same on the 

Modification-Need and in the Status-File. 
Send out a Coded-Modification with code AMI, 
AMZf or AM5 (The number at the end of the code 
is the same as the number at the end of the 
document identifier code (DIG) of the original 
requisition). 
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1.4 For each Cancellation-Need you get 
Get the Bequisition Information from the Status-File, 
Be sure the Requisition Number is the ssjne on the 

Cancellation-Need and in the Status-File.  Send 
out a Coded-Cancellation with Code AC2. 
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2.0 For each Coded-AF2-Follov;-Up received 
Compare received information with data in the 

Status-File  for  that Reouisition Number. 
Take the  action indicated in the  following table/ 

rules. 
Condition 
(Defined 

Below") 1 ^    U     1     £ 
Rules 

7    8     Q 10     11     IP     -R 

Status 

ESD 

Priority 

Source 

Time 

Action 

lit 
R    R    R     R N N N N .R 

RRRRNNNNN 

112 2 112 2 1 

NNNNNNNNA 

3 9 1+1 17 2 8 6 

232313232 

R 

N 
1 

A 

12 

3 

R 

R 

3 
c 

3 
2 

P 

R 

3 
c 

10 

3 

R 

N 

2 

A 

13 
1 

R 

N 

2 

A 

14 

3 
CONDITION DEFINITTONS: 

Status: Received = R 
Not received = N 

Estimated Shipping Date: 
(ESD) Received = R 

Not received = N 
Priority: 01-08 = 1 

08-15 = 2 
Any = 3 

Supply Source: Contact = C 
Non contact = N 
Any = A 

ACTIONS: 
1. Output Valid-AF2- 

Follow-Up-Data with 
Original Requisition 
Data. 

2. Output Valid-AF2- 
Follovz-Up-Data with 
Most Recent Status 
Document Data, 

3. Reject to originator 
with note that follow- 
up time not yet 

TI?4S CONDITIONS: (Add 3 days if Original Requisition 
submitted by mail.) 

5 days since Original Requisition 
5  n   11      M       „ 

II TT 

II It 
15 
15 
5 
5 

15 
15 
60 
60 
20 
20 
35 
35 

n 
II 

1 
7 
2 

past  ESD 
I! 

11 

II 

II 

If 

since 
11 

11 

11 

last  status without 
u 
M 

11 

U 

tl 

II 

II 

tl 

ESD 
11 

11 

11 

3 
9 
4 

10 
5 

11 
6 

12 
13 
14 
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3.0  For each Coded-Follov;-Up with Codes ATI, AT2 or AT3, 
Look at information in the Status-File for that 

Requisition Number. 
If information in the Status-File shows an AF2, 

Follow-Up has already been sent, and if it was 
sent over 10 days in the vasty   and the ILCO 
has not sent back any status, send out Valid- 
Follow-Up-Data with the same Document Identifier 
Code (DIC) you got (ATI, AT2 or AT3) and with 
the latest Status Document Data in columns 7-80. 

If information shows the 10 days has not past, send 
the Follow-Up back to the office that'first sent 
it out with a note that says Follow-Up time is 
not here yet. 

If information does not show an AF2 Follow-Up has 
already been sent, send the Follow-Up back to 
the process before this with a note that it is 
not correctly coded. 

For each Coded-Follow-Up with Code AFC 
Look at.information in the Status-File for that 

Requisition Number. 
If original requisition was priority 01-03 and 

1. You have a surraly status and 
2. The LSD in the file is too late and 
3. You do not have a Shipment Status 

Then send out Valid-Follow-Up-Data with Code AFC 
Document Identifier Code'and the latest 
Status Document Data in columns 7-80. 

If you do have Shipment Status, send the Follow- 
Up back to the office that first sent it out 
with a note that says you already have a 
Shipping Status. 

For each Coded-Follow-Up with Code AK2 
Look at information in the Status-File for that 

Requisition Number. 
If it is 15 or more days since the Cancellation was 

sent and no status has been sent back, send out 
Valid-Follow-Up-Data with Code AK2 Document 
Identifier Code and the original requisition 
data. 

If status has been sent back and it is 35 days si^ce 
you got it, send Valid-Follow-Up-Data with Code 
AK2 Document Identifier Code and the original 
requisition data. " a 

If status has been sent back but it has not been ^5 
days, send the Follow-Up back to the office that 
first sent it out with a note that says it is not 
yet time for a FolioW-UP. 

If it has not been 15 days since the Cancellation was 
sent, send the following back to the office that 
first sent it out with a note that says it is 
too soon for a Follow-Up, 
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k»0    For each Coded-Modification 
Look at the information in the Status-File for 

that Requisition Number. 
If you have been sent a status but it was not 

BA or BV and shipment status has not yet 
been sent and 

If Changed Requisition Priority is needed, 
send out Valid-Modification-Data with the 
same Document Identifier Code you got (Ml, 
AM4 or AM5) and with the latest status 
document data but with the new Modified 
Priority Designator Code. 

Or if a changed Required Delivery Date is 
needed, send out Valid-Modification-Data 
with the same Document Identifier Code you 
got (AMI, iU-Uf, or AM5) and with the latest 
status document data but with the new 
Modified Required Delivery Date. 

Or if both the Required Delivery Date and the 
Requisition Priority need a change, send 
out Valid-Modification-Data with the same 
Document Identifier Code you got (AMI, 
M4, or AM5) and with the latest status 
doucment data but with the new. Modified 
Priority Designator Code and the new. 
Modified Requirement Delivery Date. 

If you have not yet been sent status, do the 
same as above but use the Original Requi- 
sition Data in place of the latest status 
document data. 

If you have been sent status BA or BV or you 
have been sent shipping status (DIC AS2 or 
AU2) send the Modification back to the office 
that sent the Modification out with a note 
that says what status has been sent to you. 
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5.0 For each Coded-Cancellation 
Look at the information in the Status-File for that 

Requisition Number 
If Shipping Status Codes DIC AS2 or AU2 have not 

been sent to you 
If no supply status has yet been sent, send out 

Valid-Cancellation-Data with AC2 Document 
Identifier Code and with the Original 
Fequisition Data 

If supply status has been sent, send out Valid- 
Cancellation-Data with AC2 Document Iden- 
tifier Code and with the latest status 
document data. 

If shipping status AS2 or AU2 has been sent to you, 
send the Cancellation back to the office that 
sent the Cancellation out with a note that says 
that shipping status has already been sent to 
you. 
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6.0 For each Valid-Cancellation-Data 
If you have AUTODIN 

Send Cancellation by AUTODIN on DD Form 1343m 
Or send Cancellation by Message, DD Form 173. 

For each Valid-Modification-Data 
If you have AUTODIH 

Or (lonAUTODillCati0n ^ AUT0DIN on DD Fo^ ^Sm 
If Modification is priority 01-03 

Send Modification by Message, DD Form 1^5 
(^f?rity 09-15) send by mail on a DD Form 
1548 or in a letter with the same information 
and in the same seauence. 

For each Valid-Follow-Up-Data'or Valid-AF2-Follo-;-U^- 
Daua 
If you have AUTODin 

Send Follow-Up by AUTODIN on DD Fo^m 13L8m 
Or (No AUTODIN) J ^ 

if Follow-Up is priority 01-08 
Send Follow-Up by Message, DD Form 173 

Or-(Priority 09-15) send Follow-Up by mail on a 
DD sovm   1348 or in a letter with the same 
information in the same seauence. 

After each/any of the above actions, make a record 
of what you did and put it in the Status-^11° 
for that Requisition Number. 
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DICTIONARY 

Cancellation 

Proper  Form plus 
Valid  Cancellation  Data 

Cancellation-Need 

Requisition Number plus 
Full  Requisition Quantity  or 
Partial  requisition  quantity 

Coded-AF2-FollovMT^ 

Follow uv  Need DIUS 
AF2 Code 

Co^ed-Cancellation 

Cancellation Need plus 
AC2 Code 

Cod9d-Follo-.7-Ut) 

Follow up Need plus 
AT 1 code or 
AT 4 code or 
AT 5 code or 
AFC code or 
AK 2 code 

Coded-Modification 

Modification Need plus 
AM 1 code or 
AM k  code or 
AM 5 code 

Folio-'/-TJ^ 

Proper Form plus 
Valid Follow-up Data 

Follo'.v-u^-Nee^ 

Need for Additional Action ^lus 
Date of last action 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 

Modification 

Proper Form plus 
Valid Modification Data 

Mo difi c ation-Ne ed 

Hequisition Number plus 
Modification-Required 

Modification-Reauired 

Either a Changed Requisition Priority or 
Changed Required Delivery Date 

Need-for-Additional-Action 

Requisition Number plus 
Narrative Problem Statement'and 
(optional) Pre-Coded Problem Identifier 

Proner-Eorm 

DD Form 1348m or 
DD Form 1348 or 
DD Form 173 or 
Letter Format (Formulated as DD Form 173) 

R e cue st-f or-SUTDTJIV-Assistance 

Requisition Number (Document Numbers Involved) nlus 
NSN or i 

P/N plus 
Case Identifier plus 
Justification for request 

Status-File 

Requisition Number plus 
Status Reports/Requisition Information (History Data 

on an identified Requisition, all actions taken 
since original submittal.) 

Valid-AF 2-Fol].o--TjTo-Data 

AF 2 Document Identifier plus 
Routing Identifier from original Requisition, columns 

4-6 plus 
Dither Most Recent Status Document Data in columns 7-80 
or Original Requisition Date in columns 7-30 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 

Valid-Cancellation-Data 

Document Identifier plus 
Routing Identifier Code from Original Requisition, 

columns Zf-6 plus 
Either Original Requisition Data, columns 7-24 or 
Most Recent Status Document Data, columns 7-24 "olus 
Quantity to be cancelled plus 
Either Original Requisition Data, columns 30-80 or 
Most Recent Status Document Data, columns 30-80 

V al i d- Folio -.v-un- Da t g 

Document Identifier, in columns 1-3 plus 
Routing Identifier from Original Requisition columns 4-6 

plus 
Either Most Recent Status Document Data, in columns 

7-80 or 
Original Requisition Data, columns 7-80 

Vali d-Mo di fi c ation-Pat a 

Document Identifier in columns 1-3 plus 
Routing Identifier from Original Requisition, columns 

4-6 plus 
Media and Status Code from Original Requisition, column 

7 plus ' 
Either Most Recent Status Document Data, columns 8-59 o^ 
Original Requisition Data, columns 8-39 plus 
Either Original Priority Designator Code, columns 60- 

b l or 
Most Recent Status Document Priority Designator Codes 

columns 60-61 or 
Modified (New) Priority Designator Code,' columns 60- 

61 plus 
Either Original Required Availability Date columns 62- 

bq- or 
Most Recent Status Document Requiring Availability Date 

Columns 62-64 or j     ^ ^ 
Modified (New) Required Availability Date, columns 62- 

64 T31US 
Original Requisition Advice Code, columns 63-66 plus 
Either Most Recent Status Document Data, columns 67- 

80 or ! 

Original Requisition Data, columns 67-80 
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Procedure for Reporting Discrepencies Against FMS 
Shipments—Narrative Version 

U.S. SMC PROCESSING OF STANDARD FORMS %L   (SF 354) 

PROCEDURES 
A.  General 

1. The SAAC will receive all SF 364s (original 
and six copies) form FMS customers in order to establish and 
maintain accurate control records,  Qualified SF 364s (ref- 
erence paragraphs II C, II S, and II F, above) will be for- 
warded to the appropriate ILCO for further processing as 
applicable.  The ILCO will take what action"is necessary 
with the DoD ICP/IM or GSA.  All responses to discrepancy 
reports will be returned through the ILCO to the SAAC. 
Discrepancy reports received by the ILCO, DoD ICP/IM or GSA 
directly from the FMS purchaser will be forwarded to the 
SAAC for initial processing.  These steps are necessary to 
ensure proper control and to prevent erroneous and incomnlete 
responses to the FMS purchaser. 

2. Action activities vail process all discre- 
pancy reports under the policies and procedures set forth in 
this regulation. 

3. Action activities will ensure the reverse of 
SF 364 is fully completed and one copy of the renort returned 
to the SAAC bearing the original signature of the individual 
responsible for preparation of the reply, 

4. 'Vhenever materiel is directed for return to 
U.S. custody, the purchasing country will be instructed to 
reship the materiel using the same document number under 
which the materiel was originally shipped, if known.  Credit, 
if applicable, will be granted only after the DoD/GSA inven- 
tory manager has received evidence that the materiel has 
been received into the custody of an authorized representa- 
tive of the U.S. Government, 

5. The SAAC will: 
a. Reject discrepancy reports which are 

not prepared and submitted within one year from date of ship- 
ment or billing to the FMS purchaser, whichever is later, * 
unless it is determined that unusual and conmelling circum- 
stances involving latent defects justify consideration of 
the claim. 

b. Reject discrepancy reports which do 
not contain needed data, unless such data is readily avail- 
able at the SAAC. 

c. Reject discpeiDancy reports which are 
below the dollar limitation contained on the DD Form 1513, or 
any other sales agreement with the FMS purchaser and for' 
which there is no valid justification for the submission. 

r--»  Reject duplicate discrepancy reports, 
except those discrepancy reports which are resubraitted to 
contest a previous decision. 
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e.  Determine whether the purchaser has 
been bxlled for the shipment in question to facilitate 
further processing.  When proper, place billing in sus-oense 
pending resolution of the discrepancy. suspense 

.   ,  . .     f'     Process to^the FMS purchaser replies 
and/or denials to discrepancy reports. 
„*,   , , .^n.       .§'     Process adjustments to the FMS tmr- 
chaser's billing listing identified as required by CoD 
DoD T^M 21^-3' When Cred±t  is ^ceived fcomlLSos, JJOJJ ICPs/IMs, ship-oers or GSA, 

B.  Time Standards 
1 •  Submission of 5^ ^L 

a•  FM.S Purchasers.  Within ^5 eal PTiria^ 
^?hf:0m.date^US.t0d/0? ^ i^m is transferred ?o ?he 
purchaser's authorized representative or billing to the FMS 
purchaser whichever is later. 

H^O ^    ix  ,br, ^^#  v/ithin ^5 calendar days from 
date of receipt of the report from the FMS purchaser. 
J    - c*  ^LCO.  V/ithin 15 calendar davs f-rnrr 
date of receipt of the report from the SAAC      y 

2.  He-olv to 5F ^L .  . 
-, *    j      *•  PoD ICP/IM or GS.A.  Within 75 calendar 

■S' -r0?-da1
te of receipt of the report from the ILCO. 

SZ  4Jtnal  r?Piy cannot be provided within the established 
^iLlinP -^ 1^erxm re?1y wil1 te furnished within the 
allowed 75 aays through the ILCO to the SAAC.  The failure 
to meet the established time frajne must be caused by reasons 
outside the control of the LoT) JC.v/TVn;^  SCA  T«4.°LleaS0ns the DoD^ICP/TFTr GSA.  interim 

         re as 
projected completion date! 
replies sust cite the reason(s) for delay and provide 

b.  IJ.GO.  Within 15 calendar davs ^ron 
date of receipt of the report from the DoD ICP/l5 o? QST 

.,-,        , ,     c•  SAAC,  With the first available FMS 
nAf-^f™^  ^transactions issued after the recent of SF iSk  from the ILCO and/or DoD ICP/IM.        i-oeipt 

C»  Distribution 
The SAAC will forward the original and four 

copies to the appropriate ILCO. 
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STANDARD FORM 364.  GUIDANCE AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
PREPARATION 

Items 1 through 15, below, are included as guidance for 
action activities as to how the SF 36k  should be completed 
by the FMS purchaser.  The instructions for items 16 
through 21 are mandatory for all action activities com- 
pleting SF 36ifS. 

Item  1,    Date of Pre-paration.  Report is prepared in 
sequence of year, month, and day.  This 
sequence should also be used in all date 
entries, i.e., March 23, 1978 is written 
78 MAR 23 and June 1, 1978 is written 78 
JUNE 01. 

Item 2,    Report Number,  The control number of the RODD 
consisting of one alpha character to identify 
the initiating office in-country, four numeric 
characters for number control, two alpha 
characters for the purchaser country and three 
alpha characters of the FMS case designator, 
i.e., A0010-JA-KBD.  For any unnumbered RODDs 
received, SAAC will assign number X9000 to 
X9999 and so advise the FMS purchaser on the 
receipted copy.  A suffix code "C" added to 
the report number indicates the RODD has 
been contested. 

Item 3.    To.  The mailing address of the SAAC:  AFAFC/ 
FS, Denver, Colorado 80279. 

Item 4. From. Name and mailing address of the FMS 
purchaser (consignee). The "in-the-clear" 
address will be entered. 

Item 5a, Shi-piper' s Name.     Name  and address of  the 
shipper   (consignor). 

Item 5b, Number and Date of Invoice. Number and date 
of vendor's invoice, CoDy of invoice should 
be attached to SF 36^, 

Jtem 6.    TransDortation Document.  The type of trans- 
portation document, GBL, CBL, manifest, way- 
bill, insured/certified parcel post number, or 
transportation control number (TON) and the 
identifying number assigned to such document. 
This is a mandatory entry when shipment 
received was made via traceable means, e,g,. 
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GBL, CBL, etc.  The following statement should 
be included in item 12—"shortage has been 
verified as not being transportation related," 
when shortages are involved. 

Item 7a,   Shi-p-per' s Number.  The shipment number (when 
more than one shipment is made under a contract 
or requisition) and contract/document number 
(e,g., contract, purchase order, etc).  Only- 
one document number should be included on 
each SF 364, 

Item 7b,   Office Administering Contract.  Name, address 
and ZIP Code of the contract administration 
office. 

Item 8,    Requisitioner's Number.  Enter the requisi- 
tioning activity's number, e,g,, requisition, 
purchase request, etc, including suffix. 
The applicable requisition document number 
should be entered even though a contract/ 
purchase order is involved. 

Item 9a,   NSN/Part Number and Nomenclature.  If item 
received is different than item shown on 
shipping documents, or different from item 
ordered, each item should be shown on a 
separate line. 

Item 9b,   Unit of ISSUR.  Unit of Issue as billed or 
indicated on shipping document for each item 
listed in item 9a. 

Item 9c,   Quantity Ship-ped/Billed.  Ovuantity of item 
shipped or billed.  When co'de 01 is applicable, 
enter the quantity and the materiel condition 
code.  Military Standard Sequisitioning and 
Issue Procedures (MILSTBIP) of the item when 
shipped, e,g,, 980A as shown on shipping 
document. 

Item 9d.   Quantity Received.  Quantity of item received. 

Item 10a,   DiscreDancy/Deficiencv Quantity.  The discre- 
pant quantity.  If code 01 is applicable, the 
quantity and the materiel condition code of 
the item received should be entered.  If total 
quantity received is classified under more 
than one condition code, each partial quantity 
so classified followed by the applicable 
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condition code, e.g., 96OA, 20F, should be 
entered separately.  NOTE: mere  quality 
deficiencies are involved or when overaged 

^ ^f1 ^±red  shelf life) is receivfd: 
and code Q1 or C2 is applicable, the following 
information should be entered under item 12 S 
remarks: ""^BJ. xuera 1^, 

1. Manufacturer's name. 
2, Contract/purchase order number if not 

shown in item 7a. 

I: LlAaLn^r'pack or ^^°*- 
5*  Location of materiel. 
6. Name,   address and telephone number of 

7. Nature of complaint  stating in detail 
why materiel  is unsatisfactory.   ^Sn  quSity 
deficiencies are reported,  remarks shovel 
^J?f?  exPllcit  description of unsatisfactory 
condition to include  test  or inspection  cri- 
teria used  to   determine  item  serviceability. 

Item   10b*       DiscreT)ancv/Def1rnPriPY TTnit p^-^.     The unit 
price  as billed or  shown on  shipping document. 

Iteffi   10C*        Discre^cy/Defini^^ Total   ggafc.     The  total 
value  of materiel   (10a x  10b).  

Item   10d'     D^crep^cv/Tieficle^v SgJS       Nature  of the 
co^e??^VSinf- th! discreP^cy/deficiency codes listed on tne face of the form.  If a 
^d^^n exists that is ^t listed, code Z1 
should be entered and the discrepancy/defi- 
ciency described in item 12, remarks, 

"em 11.   Action CodP.  The requested action from codes 

rellelteS thT
e
f
fac

+
e.of ^ ^^m should Se^ retiected.  If action is other than that 

covered by listed action codes codS 1Z should 
be used and action requested explained S 
infV ' r!marks-  Action code ID or IE will 
not be used^on reports prepared to cover 
shipments airected by DoD stock funded 
activities and GSA.  Materiel still require^ 
Zlhll  re:re^isitioned.  Action code^E 
applies only to local purchase items. 

Item 12.   Remarks  For any supplemental information 
where the combination of discrepancy/deficiencv 
codes and action codes needs clLifica?ion^  y 
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. 

where discrepancies/deficiencies need explan- 
ation and where a breakout of cost to reports 
in terms of time and materiels is required. 
Specific data such as appearance, lot/batch 
number, manufacture/packaging date, inspector 
number, inspection date, and test or inspection 
criteria should be entered here.  Telephone 
number (AUTOVON/Commercial) of the individual 
to be contacted for additional information if 
different than what is entered in item l^a 
should be specified.  If medical materiel 
requiring refrigeration or frozen storage is 
involved, the information requested on the 
special instruction sheet which is included 
with shipments of such materiel should be 
provided. Photos where it would assist the 
shipping activity in determining the cause 
of the discrepancy/deficiency should also be 
provided. 

Item 13.   Funding and Accounting Data.  Not applicable. 

Item 1ifa«   Typed or Printed Name. Title and Phone Number 
of Prenaring Official.  Self-explanatory, 

Item 12fb,  Signature.  Self-explanatory, 

Item 15.    Distribution Addresses for Conies.  Not 
applicable. 

The reverse of SF 364 is to be completed by the action 
activity. 

Item 16.   From.  The address of the activity preparing 
the reply. 

Item 17.   Distribution Addresses for Co-oies.  Not 
applicable. 

Item 18,   To.  Enter address of the activity indicated 
in item 4 on face of the form. 

Item 19,   Enter advice of action taken by responsible 
action office by placing an X in apnronriate 
box(es). 

Item 20,   Enter disposition instructions by placing an 
X in appropriate box(es). 

Item 21,   Enter an X to indicate to the reporting 
activity that a new requisition is required 
if the materiel is still needed, 
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Procedure for Reporting Discrepancies Against FMS 
Shipments—Controlled English Version 

U.S. SAAC PROCESSING OF STANDARD FORMS 364 (SF 364) 

PROCEDURES 

1-  ^c^0™111 Set  all SF 364s (original and 6 copies) 
from FMS customers so it can make and keev  complete records, 
with accuracy, to be used to control this'procedure.  SF 
364s that follow the rules of Baragraph IIC, IIS and IIF, 
above, can be sent to the correct ILCO for the next stev In 
P?;oc^ure.  The ILCO will control the procedure of sending; 
the SF 364 to the DoD ICP/IM or GSA so they can do their 
part of the procedure.  V/hen the DoD ICP/IM or GSA is 
cpm?letely done with the SF 364 they will send it back to 
the ILCO.  The ILCO will send it back to SAAC.  If the ILCO, 
the DoD ICP/IM or GSA are sent an SF 364 directly from the 
FMS pruchaser they will send them directly to SAAC for con- 
trol.  These steps are needed to have correct control and to 
be sure correct, complete SF 364s are sent back to the FMS 
purchaser. 

2.  Action activities vail follow all the n^les of this 
procedure in how to correctly do the stevs  needed to send 
the correct information back to an FMS purchaser when the 
U.S. gets an SF 364. 

I*  Action activities will complete the back side of the 
Sx1 364 and inspect it to be sure it is done correctly.  1 
ccpy_of the SF 364 with the signature of the person who made 
the inspection will be sent to the SAAC. 

4. When the material will be sent back to the U.S., tell 
the FMS purchaser to send the material and to use the s^rae 
document number that was used to send the material to th- 
FMS purchaser, if this number is known.  Credit, if it 
should be given, vn.ll  only be given after the DoD/GSA 
Inventory Manager knows for sure that the U.S. Government 
has gotten the material. 

5. The SAAC will 
a. Not take SF 364s that are made and sent in after 1 

year from date of shipment or billing to the FMS purchaser 
(use the date which is later) unless snecial reasons or 
special rules (for example, about latent defects) say the 
SF 364 is acceptable. 

t* Not take SF 364s that do not have needed information 
unless they can get that information easily at the SA\C, 
..   <;• Not t^e SF 364s for a dollar amount less than what 
the DD Form 1513 says, or any other sales agreement with the 
FMS purchaser and for which there is no acceptable reason 
to take it. 
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d. Not take duplicate SF 364s unless they are sent back 
to contest an earlier completed SF 36i+ sent to the FMS 
purchaser. 

e. Find out if the FMS purchaser has been sent a bill 
for the shipment that the SF %L  says has a discrepancy. 
When correct, put a temporary hold on the bill until the 
SF 36^ procedure is complete. 

f. Send to the FMS purchaser the completed SF 364, 
when SAAC inspection is done and the information to be sent 
is acceptable to the SAAC. 

g. Change the FMS Billing File of the FMS nurchaser 
so the Billing Amount is correct, by following the procedures 
of DoD Instruction 2140.3.  This will be done only if the 
ILCO, DoD ICP/IMs, shippers or GSA say so. 

TIME STANDARDS 

1. Times for control of a new SF 364 to the U.S. 
a. FMS Purchasers.  SF 564 must be sent in to the SAAC 

before 365 d?ys have gone by since the purchaser really got 
title to the material or the bill was sent to the FMS 
purchaser.  The latest date will be used' to know this. 

b. SAAC.  Before 15 days has gone by since the SAAC 
got the SF 364 from the FMS purchaser. 

c. ILCO.  Before 15 days has gone by since the ILCO got 
the SF 364 from the SAAC. 5 

2. Times for control of SF 364 to be sent to the FMS 
purchaser. 

a'   DoD ICP/IM or GSA.  Before 75 days have gone by 
since the DoD ICP/IM or GSA got the SF 364 from the ILCO. 
If more time is needed, send a temporary renort, before the 
75 days have gone by, to the ILCO (who will send it to the 
SAAC).  Failure to complete the procedure before 75 days 
have gone by must be caused by some reason not controlled 
by or able to be corrected by the DoD ICP/IM or GSA.  The 
temporary report must tell what the reason is (or reasons 
are). 

b. ILCO.  Before 15 days have gone by since ILCO got 
the completed SF 364 from the DoD ICP/IM or GSA. 

c. SAAC.  V/ith the next FMS Monthly Statement of Trans- 
actions sent to the FMS purchaser after the SAAC ^ot thQ 

completed SF 364 from the ILCO and/or DoD ICP/IM.0 
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STANDARD POEM 364.  GUIDANCE AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
PREPA5ATION 

Items 1 through 15, below, are included as guidance for 
action activities as to how the SF 364 should be completed 
by the FMS purchaser.  The instructions for items 16' 
through 21 are mandatory for all action activities com- 
pleting SF 364s. 

Item 1.    Date of Preparation.  Report is prepared in 
sequence of year, month,'and day'.  This 
sequence should also be used in all date 
entries, i.e., March 23, 1978 is written 
78 MAP 23 and June 1, 1978 is written 78 
JUNE 01. 

Item 2.    Report Number.  The control number of the RODD 
consisting of one alpha character to identify 
the initiating office in-country, four numeric 
characters for number control, two alpha 
characters for the purchaser country and three 
alpha characters of the FMS case designator, 
i.e., A0010-JA-KBD.  For any unnumbered RODDs 
received, SAAC vail assign number X9000 to 
X9999 and so advise the FMS purchaser on the 
receipted copy.  A suffix code "C" added to 
the report number indicates the RODD has 
been contested. 

Item 3,    To.  The mailing address of the SAAC:  AFAFC/ 
FS, Denver, Colorado 80279. 

Item 4. From. Name and mailing address of the FMS 
purchaser (consignee). The "in-the-clear" 
address will be entered. 

Item 5a.    Shirker's Name.  Name and address of the 
shipper (consignor). 

Item 5b. Number and Date of Invoice. Number and date 
of vendor's invoice. Copy of invoice should 
be attached to SF 364. 

Item 6.    Transportation Document.  The type of trans- 
portation document, GBL, CBL, manifest, way- 
bill, insured/certified parcel post number, or 
transportation control number (TON) and the 
identifying number assigned to such document. 
This is a mandatory entry when shipment 
received was made via traceable means, e.g., 
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GBL, CBL, etc.  The following statement should 
be included in item 12—"shortage has been 
verified as not being transportation related," 
when shortages are involved^ 

Item 7a,    Shj-oner's Number.  The shipment number (when 
more than one shipment is made under a contract 
or requisition) and contract/document number 
(e.g., contract, purchase order, etc.).  Only 
one document number should be included on 
each SF 36^. 

Item 7b.   Office Administering Contract.  Name, address 
and ZIP Code of the contract administration 
office. 

Item 8.    Reouisitioner's Number.  Enter the requisi- 
tioning activity's number, e.g., requisition, 
purchase request, etc., including suffix. 
The applicable requisition document number 
should be entered even though a contract/ 
purchase order is involved. 

Item 9a,   NSN/Part Number and Nomenclature.  If item 
received is different than item shown on 
shipping documents, or different from item 
ordered, each item should be shown on a 
separate line. 

Item 9b.   Unit of Issue.  Unit of Issue as billed or 
indicated on shipping document for each item 
listed in item 9a, 

Item 9c,    Quantity Shipoed/Billed,  Quantity of item 
shipped or billed.  When code C1 is apnlicable, 
enter the quantity and the materiel condition 
code.  Military Standard Seauisitioning and 
Issue Procedures (MILSTPI?) ^of the item when 
shipped, e,g,, 980A as shown on shipping 
document. 

Item 9d,   Quantity Received,  Quantity of item received. 

Item 10a.   Discretjancy/Deficiency Quantity.  The discre- 
pant quantity.  If code Cl is applicable, the 
quantity and the materiel condition code of 
the item received should be entered.  If total 
quantity received is classified under more 
than one condition code, each partial quantity 
so classified followed by the applicable 
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^±^0n COde' f-S-» 960A, 20F, should be 
entered separately.  NOTE:  Where quality 
deficiencies are involved or when overawed 

H
61

"
1
!
1
 ^xPired shelf life) is receivld, 

and code Q1 or C2 is applicable, the following 
information should be entered uAder item 12 
r Gni3.j[rxCS i 

1. Manufacturer's name. 
2, Contract/purchase order number if not 

shown in item 7a. 

?'  ?f:l%0i f^facture,  pack or expiration. 
4. Lot/batch number. 
5. Location of materiel. 
6. Name, address and telephone number of 

contact. 
7. Nature of complaint stating in detail 

why materiel is unsatisfactory. When quality 
deficiencies are reported, remarks should 
include explicit description of unsatisfactory 
condition to include test or inspection cri- 
teria usea to determine item serviceability. 

Item ^^   Pi3creT)ancv/Def1cnpnnv umt Prirp.  The unit 
price as billed or shown on shipping document. 

Item 10C*   Discrepancy/Defied onry Total Coat^  The total 
value of materiel (10a x 10b)":  

Item 10d-  Discre^ancv/Pefici^rv m^  Nature of the 
discrepancy using the discrepancy/deficiencv 
codes listed on the face of the form.  If 2 
l^i^n  e*ieteK**  ^ not listed, code Zl 
should be entered and the discrepancy/defi- 
ciency described in item 12, remarks. 

Item 11.    Action Cod.  The requested action from codes 
ii?i!l°5 th® lacf of the ^rm should be 
reflected.  If action is other than that 

be usld aL11^^ aCti0n codes code lz should ital  A action requested explained in 
item 12, remarks.  Action code ID or IE will 
not be used on reports prepared to cover' 
shipments directed by DoD stock funded 
^^i     3S  and GSA-  Materiel still required 
must be re-requisitioned.  Action code IS 
applies only to local purchase items. 

Item 12.   Remarks  For any supplemental information 
?o?n  ! combination of discrepancy/deficiency 
codes and action codes needs clarification, 
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where discrepancies/deficiencies need explan- 
ation and where a breakout of cost to reports 
in terms of time and materiels is required. 
Specific data such as appearance, lot/batch 
number, manufacture/packaging date, inspector 
number, inspection date, and test or inspection 
criteria should be entered here.  Telephone 
number (AUTOYON/Commercial) of the individual 
to be contacted for additional information if 
different than what is entered in item 14a 
should be specified.  If medical materiel 
requiring refrigeration or frozen storage is 
involved, the information requested on the 
special instruction sheet which is included 
with shipments of such materiel should be 
provided. Photos where it would assist the 
shipping activity in determining the cause 
of the discrepancy/deficiency should also be 
provided. 

Item 13.   Funding and Accounting: Data,  Not applicable. 

Item IZfa.   Typed or Printed Name, Title and Phone number 
of Preparing Official,  Self-explanatory, 

Item 14b.   Signature,  Self-explanatory. 

Item 15.    Distribution Addresses for Copies,  Not 
applicable. 

The reverse of SF 364 is to be completed by the action 
activity. 

Item 16.   From,  The address of the activity preparing 
the reply. 

Item 17.    Distribution Addresses for Co-oies.  Not 
applicable,   

Item 18.   To.  Enter address of the activity indicated 
in item 4 on face of the form. 

Item 19.   Enter advice of action taken by responsible 
action office by placing an X in arraro^riate 
box(es). 

Item 20,   Enter disposition instructions by placing an 
X in appropriate box(es). 

Item 21,   Enter an X to indicate to the reporting 
activity that a new requisition is required 
if the materiel is still needed, 
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Procedure for Reporting Discrepencies Against FMS 
Shipments—Structured Version 
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1.1 For each SF-364-Package received 
1. Establish   15 day  suspense in SF-3SL records 

If  suspense not  cleared in  15  days  followuT) and 
locate SF-364 ' ^ 

Else,   ignore. 
2. Inspect form for date information. 

If date of submittal over one year from shipment 
billing date in FMS-Billing-File determine if 
special circumstances apply or DD Form 1513 
allows over one year 

If not - reject to originating country with 
explanation as to processing time reauirement 

Else, output Timely-SF-364 package. 
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1.2 For  each Timely-SF-364 Package received 
Determine  Dollar Limit  of Claim  from the  DD Form 

1513 File. 
If below dollar limit  reject  to  originating 

country vdth  explanation of dollar limit 
Else, 

If above  dollar limit but less than  S100  and 
IAW DoD 4000,25-7-M,   approve  and output 
Reyiewed-Heply and Information-Coi^y 

Else  (Not  able  to be approved  by SAAC) 
Output Accepted-SF-364-Packaffe. 
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1.3 For each Accepted-SF-36A.-Package 
If files reveal this is a duplicate report - 

determine if it is to contest a previous 
decision 
If not, reject to originating country, marked 

"duplicate submittal" 
Else (contesting a previous decision) continue. 

Else (non-duplicate or contesting a previous 
decision) 
Output Non-Duplicate-SF-36i4.-Package. 
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1.4 For each Non-Duplicate-SF-364-Package received 
If all data entries, as defined are not present or 

easily available in SAAC, reject to originating 
country with request for needed data. 

Else, (All data available) outnut Correct-SF-364- 
Package. 
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1.5 For each Corr9ct-SF-364-Package 
1. Query FMS-3illing-File to determine whether 

purchaser has been billed. 
If so, note this fact in the SF-364-Package 

Place Billing in Suspense. 
Else, note this fact in the SF-364-Package, 

continue processing. 
2. Output Processed-SF-36^ 
3. Update SF-36A- Record v/ith actions taken. 
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2.0 For each Proc8ssed-SF-364 or Information-Copy received 
Obtain the address of the applicable ILCO from the 

ILCO file and output SF-364 for ILCO Action or 
Information-Copy for ILCO file, res-oectively, 
Post processing date to SF-36if record to remove 

suspense date. 
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3.0  For each Information-Copy for ILCO File 
Place Data in SF-36Zf-Action-File (Historv Qpt-O For each SF-3Gk  for ILCO Action    ^lstory Data; 
Identify Action Agency 
Remove File Conies of SF-36L 
Output DoDSF-36^ or GSA-SF-364 to Action Agency 
^^^nXu   P  dayS 0f receipt from SAAC    °       J 

SF ^ Suspense date in File copies and nut in 
o-t-Jjbq.-Action-File 

Fo/eicrini-iSi7? d?yS " n0 rep:Ly has been received, rui^eacn initial—Beply received 
if a^.nnJrer±m  reP1y (request for more time)  nnf-i-^ 

Else, review for accentabilitv 
If acceptable output with Initial Acceptance 

as Reviewed-Reply, mark file cony that Sus- 
pense has been comnleted 

Else, reject to source with reason for relectlnn 

Tore^rf llE^***1*  with ^aiest^for1" 
S?-36£ActIon'?S^h ^  SUS?enSe date - ■ 
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4.0 For each Reviewed-Reply received, review i3ro-Dosed reply, 
If credit is given by the ILCO or DoD manager 

Adjust the FMS Billing Data in accordance with 
DoD Instruction 21Zf0.3, 
Prepare and output SF-364-Peply with the next 

FMS Monthly Statement of Transactions. 
Else (credit not due or not granted) 

Review reply for clarity and proper completion 
(Reverse of SF-36^ is properly filled out) 

Prepare and Output SF-36i).-Reply with the next 
FMS Monthly Statement of Transactions. 
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DICTIONARY 

Accented-SF-^S^-Package 

Self Defining 

Contract-Administration-Office 

Name of Office plus 
Address plus 
Zip Code 

Correct-SF-36^-Package 

Self Defining 

Date-of-Pre-oaration 

Year (2 Digit), month, day Number 
(For example: 80 JAN 2?) 

DD-Form-1513-Data 

DD Form 1513, including but not limited to 
Deficiency Reporting Time Limits 
Dollar Limitation of Discrepency Reports 

DoD-SF-564 

SF 36Zf  for ILCO  Action minus 
File Copies plus 
DoD Action Agency Address 

Discre-nancv/Deficiencv-Corle 

Code from Front of Form (as applicable) or 
Code   Z1 

DiscreTnancv/Deficiency-nuantitv 

Number Short plus 
Condition Code and/or 
Number Over plus 
Condition Code and 
Quality Information 

Discrenancv/Deficiencv-Unit-Price 

Item Unit Price (from shipping/billing document) 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 

FMS-Bllllng-File 

Invoice Number plus 
Requisition data plus 
Transportation Document Data plus 
NSN/PN and Nomenclature plus 
Quantity Billed plus 
Billing Date plus 
Billing Amount 

FMS-Purchaser-Address 

In the  Clear Address of Consignee 

———^—b 

SF 364 for ILCO Action minus 
File Copies plus 
GSA Action Agency Address 

ILCO-Addresses 

U.S. Army Address 
U.S. Navy Address 
U.S. Air Force Address 

In formation-Co-py 

Copy of Accepted Claim for Less than S100 

Initial-Pe-nlv 

(DoD SF 3Sk  or 
GSA SF 364) plus 
Agency reply 

Invoice-Number-and-Date 

Consignor's/Vendor's Invoice Number plus 
Date of Invoice 

riame/Titlq/Phone-Number-of-Pre-narer 

Self Defining 

Non-Du-nlicate-SF-^nZi-Package 

Self Defining 
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DICTIONABY CONTINUED 

NSN/Part-Number-and-Nomenclaturfi 

NATO Stock Number plus 
Item/Manufacturer's Part Number plus 
Item Nomenclature 

Processed-SF-^^ 

SF 364 Package minus 
Two copies of SF 364 for file 

Quality-Information 

Manufacturer's Name plus 
(Date of Manufacture or 
Date of Pack or 
Date of Expiration) plus 
Lot/batch number plus 
Location of materiel plus 
Contact name/address/phone number olus 
Narrative description of deficiency, criteria and method 

of detecting the deficiency, 

Ouantitv-ShlTDTped/Billed 

Quantity Shown on Shipping Document or 
Quantity Shown on Billing Document, as applicable or 
Quantity Shipped plus 
Materiel Condition Code (For Code C1) 

Quantity-Received 

Self Defining 

Remarks 

One or more of the following may be entered 
explanation of Code Zl in block lOd 
Explanation of Code 1Z in block IT 
Cost Breakout -oer item 
Other Contact Names/Addresses/Phone Numbers 
Special Medical Material Information 
Photographs Provided Should be listed here 
Any other supporting/special information 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 

H9r)ort-rIumber ————————.  

Office Designator plus 
Control Number plus 
Purchaser Country Code plus 
FMS Case Designator plus 
Optional Suffix "C" 

-xeauisition-Action-Code 

Code from front of Form (as annlicable) o^ 
Code 1Z 

Reciuisitloner' s-Number 

Complete Number used by Originating Country/Office on 
Original Kequisition 

Hevie'ved-PeDlv 

Initial  Reply plus 
Initial  Acceptance or 
Accepted  Claim  for less  than  SlOO  or 
Request  for more  time 

RODD-Tvne 

Shipping Discrepancy or 
Packaging Deficiency 

SAAC-Addrss.q 

Mailing Address of SAAC: 
AFAFC/FS 
Denver, Colorado 80279 

CT? -zr '-164 

Standard Form 3GL  plus 
Data for Items on Front of Form.  These include 
RODD Type 
Date of Preparation 
Report Number 
SAAC Address 
FMS Purchaser Address 
Shipper's Name 
Invoice Number and Date 
Transportation Document Data 
Shipper's Nuniber 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 

SF-^L   (Continued) 

Contract Administration Office 
Requisitioner1s Number 
NSN/PN and Nomenclature 
Unit of Issue 
Quantity Shipped/Billed 
Quantity Received 
Discrepancy/Deficiency Quantity 
Discrepancy/Deficiency Unit Price 
Discrepancy/Deficiency Total Cost 
Discrepancy/Deficiency Code 
Requisition Action Code 
Remarks 
Name/Title/Phone Number of Preparer 
Signature 

3F-36Ai-Action-?ile 

Country I.D.   plus 
Case  designator   (if  applicable) 
History  Data 

SF-36Ai-For-ILCO-Actio n 

Processed SF-364 plus 
ILCO Address 

SF- 36i4--Package 

SF 564 plus 
6 copies plus 
Invoice Copy 
(As prepared by the originating country) 

SF-^G^-Pe'olv 

SF 364 T^IUS 
Official  SAAC Reply 
MS Monthly Statement  of Transactions 

Shi'O'oer1 s—N p. m e 

Name of Shipper (Consignor) plus 
In the Clear Address of Shipt)er 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 

Shitmer's-Number 

Contract Number or 
Contract Number plus 
Shipment number (for multiple shipments under one contract) 

Signature 

Self Defining 

S t an d ar d- Fo rm- ^f>L 

Self Defining - The Form Itself 

Timelv-ST^-^Zi 

Self Defining 

Trans-oortation-Document-Pat a 

Type of Transportation Document TDIUS 
Shortage Statement (if applicable) 

Unit of T.qmiP 

Self Defining 
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Procedure for Reporting Discrepencies Against FMS 
Shipments—Structured Controlled Version 
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\LCO 
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1.1  For each SF-36Zi-Package 
1. Make a new record in the SF-36^ records 

Put a 15 day time limit in the record to get the 
report that the SF-364 has been sent to the 
ILCO. 
If you do not get the report in 15 days, go 

find out why it has not been sent.  V/rite 
the answer in the record. 

If you get the report, put it in the file and 
remove the 15 day time limit. 

2. Look at the information, for the requisition 
number or shipping document data on 'the 3^-36^, 
in the FMS-Billing-File. 

If there are more than 365 days between the 
Billing Date and the Date-of-PreDaraticn 
of the SF-36Af and 
If there are also more than 365 days between 

the shipment date and the Date-of-Prepar- 
ation of the SF-364 and 

. If there is no special reason in the SF-364 
Remarks block that says the 3F-364 was 
sent in late 

Look in the DD-Form-1513-Bata. to see if 
there is a reason there to say the SF- 
364 can be sent in late. 

If less than 365 days or the remarks block 
has a special reason"or the DD-Form- 
1513 says the 5F-36U  can be sent in late, 
send cut Timely-SF-364 to next process. 

If over 365 days and no snecial reason is in 
the remarks block and the DD-Form-1513-Data 
does not say the SF-364 can be late, 
Send the oF-364 back to the country that 
sent it to you with a note saying that it 
is too late to send in an SF-364. 
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1.2 For each Timely-SF-364-Package 
Find the dollar limit of the original DD-Form 

1513 
If SF-364 is for less than the dollar limit, 

send back to the country that sent the SF- 
364-Package to you with a note saying it is 
below the dollar limit. 

If SF-364 is for more than the dollar limit 
but for less than $100  and the rules of 
DoD 4000.27-7-M say you can, approve the 
SF-364 and send out Reviewed-Beply and 
Information-Copy, 

But if you cannot approve (over $100  or DoD 
/f000.27-7-M does not say so) send out 
Accepted-SF-36/f-Package. 
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1.3 For each Accepted-SF-364-Package 
Look in SF-364 records for a duplicate SF-364. 
If files show this is a duplicate, see if it 

says, sent in to contest an earlier decision. 
If it is not, send it back to the country that 

sent the SF-36k  in. Mark it "Duplicate." 
If it is to contest an earlier decision, 

continue. 
If not a duplicate, or to contest an earlier 

decision. 
Send out a Non-Duplicate-SF-36/+-Package. 
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I.if For each Non-Duplicate-SF-36A--Packag9 
Look at all data on the form. 

If it is all there (as shown in the dictionary) 
Or if you can find what is not there easily in 

SAAC, 
Send out Correct-SF-364-Package. 

If not there and not easily available in SAAC, 
Send it back to the country that sent the SF- 
36k  in, with a note saying what data is needed, 
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1.5 For each Correct-SF-36V-Packag9 
1. Look in the FMS-Billing-File and see if a bill 

has been sent to the FMS customer. 
If so, write a note on the SF-364 that says this 

and put a temporary hold on the billing action 
in the Billing Records. 

If not, write a note that says this on the SF-364, 
2. Send out Processed-SF-364-Package. 
3. If you put a temporary hold on the billing,   put 

a record that  says so in the  SF-36i+ Records/ 
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2,0 For each Processed-SF-364 
Get the address of the ILCO for the SF-36A- from the 

ILCO File and send out SF-36^-For-ILCO-Action 
For each Information-Copy 

Get the address of the ILCO from the Information- 
Copy from the ILCO File and send out Information- 
Copy For ILCO File. 

For "both the above, make a record of the date you sent 
either one and put it in the SF-364 records. 
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3.0 For each Information-Cony for ILCO File you set 
Put in SF-36^-Action-File. 

For each SF-364-For-ILCO-Action 
Get the identification of the Action Affencv (DoQ 

ICP/IM or GSA) 
Take  off  the  record  cordes of  the  SF-364. 
Send out  D0D-SF-364 or GSA-SF-36Z+ to  Action  Agency 

before 13 days are over since you got the SF-364 
from the SAAC. 

Mark the date you sent the SF-36/+ to the Action 
Agency on the record copies of the SF-364 and -out 
copies in SF-364-Action-File. 

If Initial-Reply not sent by Action Agency before 75 
days are over, tell them they have not sent an 
Initial-Reply and that it is needed immediately. 

For each Initial-Reply 
If it says that more time is needed, tell SAAC 

immediately  and  send   the Reviewed-Reply with  this 
information to SAAC on the same day you get it. 

Put_this information in the SF-364 File. 
If -it does not say more time is needed, insnect the 

in the reply. information 
If acceptable, 

acceptance, 
Action-File 

If not acceptable, 
with a note why 

out Revieived-Reply with Initial 
SF-364- 

send 
Put this information in the 

record, 
send it back to the Action Agency 

^ it is not acceptable.  Send 
Reviewed-Reply to SAAC with Request for More Time. 
Put this information in the SF-364-Action-File 
record. 
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l+»0    For each Seviewed-Reply 
If the Action Agency or the ILCO says that the 

Billing Amount is to be changed, make the change 
in the FI-IS-Billing-File by the rules of DoDI 
2140.3. 

Send out SF-36if-Keply with the next FMS Monthly 
Statement of Transactions, 

If the Billing Amount is not to be changed, be sure 
the back side of the SF-3Gk  tells why and the 
reason is acceptable. 

Send out SF-36if-Seply with the next FMS Monthly 
Statement of Transactions, 
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DICTIONARY 

AcceT)ted-SF-^64-Package 

Self Defining 

Contract-Administration-Office 

Name of Office plus 
Address plus 
Zip Code 

Correct-5F-^-Package 

Self Defining 
■ 

Date-of-Pret)aration 

Year (2 Digit), month, day Number 
(For example: 80 JAN 2?) 

DD-Form-1513-Data 

DD Form 1513, including but not limited to 
Deficiency Reporting Time Limits 
Dollar Limitation of Discrepency Reports 

SF 36k  for ILCO Action minus 
File Copies plus 
DoD Action Agency Address 

Discre-oancy/Deficiencv-Code 

Code from Front of Form (as applicable) or 
Code Z1 

■ 

Discrenancy/Deficiencv-Quantitv 

Number Short plus 
Condition Code and/or 
Number Over plus 
Condition Code and 
Quality Information 

Discre'nancv/Deficiencv-iJnit-Frice 

Item Unit Price (from shipping/billing document) 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 

MS-Billing-File 

Invoice Number plus 
Requisition data plus 
Transportation Document Data plus 
NSN/PN and Nomenclature plus 
Quantity Billed plus 
Billing Date plus 
Billing Amount 

FMS-Purchaser-Address 

In the Clear Address of Consignee 

GSA-5F-^ 

SF 36k  for ILCO Action minus 
File Copies plus 
GSA Action Agency Address 

ILCO-Addresses 

U.S. Army Address 
U.S. Navy Address 
U.S. Air Force Address 

In formation-COT}V 

Copy of Accepted Claim for Less than $100 

Initial-Re-olv 

(DoD SF 364 or 
GSA SF 36^) plus 
Agency reply 

Invoice-Number-and-Date 

Consignor's/Vendor's Invoice Number plus 
Date of Invoice 

Name/Title/Phone-Number-of-PreTxarer 

Self Defining 

Non-Dq-nlic at e-S^-^Zi.-Package 

Self Defininff 
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DICTIONAHY CONTINUED 

NSN/Part-Number-and-Nomenclatn^ff 

NATO Stock Number plus 
Item/Manufacturer's Part Number plus 
Item Nomenclature 

Processed-SF-^Ai. 

SF 36^ Package minus 
Two copies of SF  364 for file 

Quality-Information 

Manufacturer's Name plus 
(Date of Manufacture" or 
Date of Pack or 
Date of Expiration) plus 
Lot/batch number plus 
Location of materiel plus 
Contact name/address/phone number plus 
Narrative description of deficiency, criteria and method 

of detecting the deficiency. 

Quantity-Shi mnsd/Billed 

Quantity Shown on Shipioing Document or 
Quantity Shown on Billing Document, as applicable or 
Quantity Shipped plus 
Materiel Condition Code (For Code C1) 

Ouantity-'Rec eived 

Self Defining 

Remarks 

One or more of the following may be entered 
Explanation of Code Z1 in block IGd 
Explanation of Code 1Z in block 11 
Cost Breakout per item 
Other Contact Names/Addresses/Phone Numbers 
Special Medical Material Information 
Pnotographs Provided Should be listed here 
Any other supporting/special information 
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DICTIONABY CONTINUED 

Re-oort-Number 

Office Designator plus 
Control Number plus 
Purchaser Country Code plus 
FMS Case Designator plus 
Optional Suffix "C" 

Seouisition-Action-Code 

Code from front of Form (as applicable) or 
Code 1Z v* J 

Reouisitioner1s-Number 

Complete Number used by Originating Country/Office on 
Original Requisition 

Reviev/ed-Re-nlv 

Initial  Reply plus 
Initial  Acceptance or 
Accepted  Claim  for less than  ^100  or 
Request   for more  time 

RODD-Tv-oe 

Shipping Discrepancy or 
Packaging Deficiency 

SAAC-Address 

Mailing Address of SAAC: 
AFAFC/FS 
Denver, Colorado 80279 

Standard Form 364 plus 
5^ *;or Itei*s on Front of Form.  These include 
RODD Type 
Date of Preparation 
Report Number 
SAAC Address 
FMS Purchaser Address 
Shipper's Name 
Invoice Number and Date 
Transportation Document Data 
Shipper's Number 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUE ^n 

SF-^ (Continued) 

Contract Administration Office 
Requisitioner's Number 
NSN/PN and Nomenclature 
Unit of Issue 
Quantity Shipped/Billed 
Quantity Received 
Discrepancy/Deficiency Quantity 
Discrepancy/Deficiency Unit Price 
Discrepancy/Deficiency Total Cost 
Discrepancy/Deficiency Code 
Requisition Action Code 
Remarks 
Name/Title/Phone Number of Preparer 
Signature 

SF-564-Action-File 

Country I.D. plus 
Case designator (if apnlicable) 
History Data 

SF-364-FQr-ILCO-AGti nn 

Processed  SF-%I+ nius 
ILCO  Address 

5F-564-Packag9 

SF 364 plus 
6 copies plus 
Invoice Copy 
(As prepared by the originating country) 

3F-364-^e^lv 

SF 364 plus 
Official  SMC Reply 
FMS Monthly Statement of Transactions 

"hi'O'ner1 s—Name 

Name of Shipper (Consignor) plus 
In the Clear Address of Shirker 
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DICTIONARY CONTIITUED 

Shinier's-Number 

Contract Number or 
Contract Number plus 
Shipment number (for multiple shipments under one contract) 

Signature 

Self Defining 

Standard-Form-^Zt 

Self Defining - The Form Itself 

Timelv-SF-^L. 

Self Defining 

Transportation-Document-Pata 

Type of Transnortation Document plus 
Shortage Statement (if applicable) 

Unit of Issue 

Self Defining 
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AFM 67-1 Excerpt—Narrative Version 

134. PROCESSING DEFECTIVE WARRANTED ITEMS 

a. Base supply/base support activities will: 
(1) Receive from maintenance the defective item with 

an AETO Form 350, "Reparable Item Processing Tag," when the 
item becomes defective prior to the expiration date of the 
time/usage period covered by the warranty. 

(2) Warranted items which are subject to renorting 
of quality deficiency data and SF368, "Quality Deficiency 
Report," exhibits will be reported according to procedures 
in TO 0035D-5Zf and processed according to Drocedures outlined 
in Paragraph 138. 

(3T If the defective item is authorized for field level 
repair, determine whether the item should be repaired or if 
disposition should be_ requested from the SM/IM.  If the item 
is mission essential and in critical short supply and non- 
availability will adversely affect the mission^capability 
of the activity concerned, the item should be repaired 
locally and returned to service.  On those defective war- 
ranted items which are not turned in to supply but are 
repaired on site, maintenance will notify supply of their 
decision to repair.  Base supply, in turn, will advise the 
SM/IM by message (including the information in Paragraph 
13^(6) that the item was repaired and returned to service. 

(k)  The RIW items will not be repaired locally, except 
in such cases where the warranty identification tags and/ 
or equipment technical order specifies that such repair 
is authorized.  Procedures for RIW items are contained in 
Paragraph 138. 

(3)- On items for which disposition instructions are 
required, attach a DD Form 1373,   "Susioended Tag-Materiel,"/ 
1573-1, "Suspended Label-Materiel," to the item to identify 
the item as being suspended and in litigation (code"L")— 
Stock held pending negotiation. 

(6) Notify the applicable SM/IM (TO 0025-115 or chapter 
2, part two) by message of the defective item furnishing 
the NSN, contract number, and all data available regarding 
the defect and request disposition instructions. 

(7) Make disposition of the item according to SM/IM 
instructions. 

b. The SM/IM, upon receipt of request for disposition 
instructions from a base supply or base support activity, 
will: 

(1) Review the data received and advise: 
(a) The PCO if the warranty is to be exercised and 

the contract was awarded  by the SM/IM ALC. 
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(b) The production management branch, directorate 
of procurement and production (PPLM) if the warranty is to 
be exercised and the contract was awarded by an activity 
other than the SM/IM ALC. c^uxvxuy 

(2) Furnish disposition instructions or advice as to 
action being taken to the base supply or base su^ort 
activity as soon as possible but not more than seven 
calendar days after receipt of request.  On items being 
negotiated between the PCO/administrative contracting 
officer (AGO) and the contractor, this will represent an 
interim reply.  Final reply should be forwarded within a 
maximum period of 30 days.  If an undue delay precludes 
meeting the 30 day time period, furnish the base supply 
officer detailed information. J 

(3) Furnish the ALC/materiel analysis branch (MMEA) 
an information copy of all reports and final disposition 
action for warranted items which pertain to quality defi- 
ciencies, J   

ij- 

138.  RELIABILITY IMPBOVEMENT WARRANTY PROCEDURES 

a. The RIW items will be identified as project number 
390, project nickname PACER WARRANT. 

b. Special procedures for handling RIW items will be 
found in applicable equipment technical orders.  Minimal 
directions will be contai ned on high visibility labels 
on each item as well as on the outside of the container 
in which ahe item is shipped. 

c. Except for special procedures as contained in the 
equipment technical order, RIW materiel will be handled 
under normal supply procedures. 
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AFM 67-1  Excerpt—Controlled Version 

134.       PROCEDURE  FOR  WARRANTY  ITEMS  WITH  A DEFECT 

a.     Base  supply/base  suxmort  activities will: 
^)  Get  from maintenance the item with the defect  and 

AFTO Form 350  "Reparable  item Processing Tag,"  when  the item 
nas a aefect before the warranty period is done. 

(2) For warranty items which must be reported because of 
bad  quality and SF368,   "Quality Deficiency Report,"   exhibits 
follow the procedures in TO 00-35D-54.     This 'will be done 
according to paragraph   138. 

(3) If the item with the  defect is approved to have 
repair done in the  field,   see if the item can have  the 
repair done there or if the SM/IM has to  say what will be 
done with  the item.     If the item is mission  essential  and 
in critical   short  supply and if the item were not  available, 
it would cause a problem  for  the user,   do  the repair at 
this location and send to  the user.     Maintenance will  tell 
supply about  the  warranty items with a defect  v/hich  are not 
sent to  supply but on which repair was done in the  field 
Supply will  tell  the SM/IM,   including Inforraatlonln^'a- 
graph   134 a(6)5   that  the repair was done  and the item is 
being used. 

(4) Repair will not be  done on RIW Items on location 
except when the warranty identification and/or  equipment 
i.O.   says  such repair is approved.     Procedures for RIW Items 
are  found in paragraph   138. 
•^(?u  0n items where instructions on what will be  done 

MaterSrM/i?7§e?de^  ^sten a DD Form   1575,   "Suspended Tag- 
rnl ^    l-C-37?'1'     SusPended Label-Materiel,"  to  the item 
fjL^tification as an item being suspended and in   ' 

ImrtTis'Xl HV^llitem t0 storage -^the 

parti] lf\flt™^ g^e^t?0 li^^Mt^ct 
number and all information you have about the defect ^dlsk 
for instructions about what to do. aetect and ask 

fromthe'lS/lSf ^ ^ "^ accordinS to instructions 

b.  ^en a base supply or base support activity needs to 
know what to do with an item, the SM/IM will* 

fw^* So information he/she gets and  tell: 
rnT,fT,  ^U;   T5e PC0  1J tJie  w^anty is  to  be used  and the 
contract  award was made by the  SM/IM ALC. 

(b)   The production management branch,   director^tp 
?n  K0nSrenJ  ^d Pr0^ction   (PPLM),   if  the  warr^t? ?s 
SM/IM ALC, contract  award was made by other  than the 
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(2) Give to the base supply or base support activity 
distribution instructions or say what action is to be done 
as soon as possible.  This must be sent to the base not 
more than 7 calendar days after they ask for instructions 
when specific instructions cannot be given (the PCO/ACO 
are not done with the contractor) send a temporary report. 
Specific instructions will then be sent not later than 30 
calander days.  If it is not possible to tell them by the 
30 day time period then give an exDlanation to the base 
supply officer. 

(3) Give the ALC/materiel analysis branch (MMEA) a copy 
of all reports and a list of what was done for warranty 
items that have to do with quality defects. 

138.  RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT WARRANTY PROCEDURES 

a. The RIW Items will be known by project number 390, 
project nickname PACER WARRANT. 
b. Special procedures about RIW items will be found in the 
technical order for that item.  Minimum instructions will 
be found on special identification on each item, as well as 
on the outside of the package in which the item is moved. 
c. Except for these special procedures use normal supply 
procedures. 
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AFM 67-1 Excerpt—Structured Version 
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g/UJ &£ 

T.O. 
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1.0 For each Tagged-Item received 
Examine AFTO Form 350 and the item. 

If the AFTO Form 350 or the item is marked 
"PACER WARRANT" process as an RlW-Item. 

Else, process as a Non-RIW-Item. 
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2.1  For each Non-RIW-Item received 
Look in Critical-Item/Mission-Essential-Listing for 

the item NSN. 
If listed, process as a Critical-Item and forward 

to Critical-Item processing area. 
Else, process as a Non-critical-Item. 
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2.2 For each Critical-Item received 
1. Identify SM/IM 
2. Output Repair-Information to the SM/IM 
3. Output item as Tagged-Item-Not-Requiring- 

Disposition-Instructions. 
For each Repair-Notice received from Maintenance 

1. Identify SM/IM 
2. Output Repair-Information to the SM/IM. 
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2.3 For each Non-Critical-Itern or Non-Local-Sepair-RIW- 
Item received 
1. Identify SM/IM 
2. Output Request-for-Disposition-Instructions to 

SM/IM 
3- Attach completed DD Form 1575, "Suspended Tag- 

Material" or 1575-1 "Suspended Label-Material" 
to the item or package 

4. Place in Held-Item storage location. 
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3.0 For each Request-for-Disposition-Instruction received 
1. Identify Contract/Warranty terms (from the RIW- 

File). 
If warranty to be invoked—identify buyer. 

If SM/IM ALC output Warranty-.Notice to the 
.  to the,SM-ALC PCO. 

Else, output Warranty-Notice to PALM (Pro- 
duction Management Branch). 

Else, provide Disposition-Instructions to the 
Source of the Bequest for disDosition. 

2. Output Information-Copy to MMEA. 
For each Warranty-Seply received 

Output Disposition-Instruction to Source of Request. 
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4.0 For each Disposition-Instruction received 
1. Obtain RlW-Item from Held-Items, 
2. If Disposition-Instruction contains Repair 

Authorization, output Item-to-be-Repaired. 
Else 
If Disposition-Instruction contains Shipping 

Instructions, output Item-to-be-Shipped. 
Else (Disposition-Instruction contains Storage 

Instructions and Report of Action Being 
Taken) Output Item-to-be-Stored. 
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5.0 For each Critical-RIW-Item-to-be-Repaired and each 
Tagged-Itera-Not-Sequiring-Disposition-Instructions 
and each Item-to-be-Repaired that is received, 
output as a Processed-Itera-to-be-Repaired to the 
maintenance scheduling operation. 
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6.1  For each RlW-Item received 
Obtain applicable T.O. and section of T.O. 00-35D-54, 
Output T.O. and RlW-Item. 
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6.2 For each T.O. and RlW-Item received 
Look on Critical-Item/Mission-Essential-Listing 

for the item NSN. 
If listed,   output  Critical-RIW-Item and T.O.(s). 
Else,   output Non-Local-Repair-RIW-Item with any 
.••: . 'special instructions  from T.O.  marked on 

AFTO Form 350  on the item. 
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6.3 For each Critical-RIW-Item and T.O.(s) received 
Determine if special processing instructions/restric- 

tions are listed in the T.O. 
If found and they prohibit local repair, output 

Non-Local-Repair-RIW-Item with any special 
instructions from T.O. marked on AFTO 
Form 350 on the item. 

Else: 
1. Output Critical-RIW-Item-to-be-Repaired. 

Mark "Critical-Repair-Itera/Local Repair 
Authorized" on AFTO Form 330 on the item. 

2. Identify SM/IM • 
3. Output Repair-Information to the SM/IM. 
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7.0 For each Repair-Information received, the SM/IN vail 
update the RIW-File (Past Action History) for that 
item and output an Information-Copy of the Repair- 
Information to MMEA, 
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DICTIONARY 

Critical-Item 

Defective Item 
Critical Item Identification 

Critical-Item/Mission Essential-Listing 

NSN plus 
Critical Identification or 
Mission Essential Identification 

Critical-Rr.Y-Item 

RIW Item plus . 
Critical Item Identification 

Critical-RIW-Item-To-Be-Re-paired 

Critical Item plus 
Local Repair Authorization Marking (on AFTO Form 350) 

Disposition-Instruction 

Item Identification plus 
Repair Authorization or 
Shipping Instructions or 
Storage Instructions and 
Report of Action Being Taken 

Held-Items (N) 

RIW Items Awaiting 
Disposition Instructions plus 
Assigned Temporary Location 

Information-Co-pv 

Self Defining 
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DICTIONARY CONTINUED 
It em-To-Be-Ret) aired 

RIW Item plus 
Repair Authorization 

Item-To-Be-ShiT)t)ed 

RIW Item plus 
Shipping Instructions 

Item-To-Be-Stored 

RIW Item plus 
Storage Instructions 

Non-Local-Rer)air-RI'.7-11 e tn 

RIW Item plus either 
non-Critical Item Statement or 
T.O. Section forbidding local repair 

Processed-Item-To-Be-Repaired 

Tagged Item, or 
Critical RIW Item, or 
Item to be Repaired 

Repair-Information 

NSN plus 
Critical  Item Statement plus 
Report  of Action Taken plus 
ID of organization  taking action plus 
Date 

Re-p air-Notice 

NSN plus 
Report  of  Action Taken 

Request-for-Dlsnnqition-Tn.structinn 

Source  of Request plus 
Date  of  Request  plus 
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DICTIONARY   CONTINUED 

Request-for-Disposition-Instruction  (Continued) 

Item  Identification plus 
Defect   Information   (as  available)   plus 
Warranty Information   (if  available) 

RIW-File 

Item Identification plus 
Contract/7/arrenty Terms plus 
Buyer Identification plus 
Past Action History 

RllV-Item 

Tagged Item plus 
Reliability Improvement Warranty I.D. 

(SM/IM-ALC)-Warranty Notice 

Request for Disposition Instructions plus 
Warranty Information plus 
Statement of intent to exercise plus 
Reply Required Date 

Tagged-Item 

Defective Item plus 
APTO Form 350 

Tagged-Item-Not-Peauiring-DisTDOsition-Instnint-inn 

Self Defining 

T.O. 

Technical Order for an item 

Warranty-ReDly 

Request for Disposition Instruction olus 
Shipping Instructions or 
Report of Actions Being Taken 
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AFM 67-1 Excerpt—Structured Controlled Version 
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1.0  For each Tagged-Item you get 
Look at AFTO Form 350 and the item. 

If the AFTO Form 350 or the item identification 
has the words "PACER WARRANT" send out as 
an ElW-Item. 

If not, send it through as a Non-RIW-Item. 
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2.1 For each Non-RIW-Item you get 
Look on Critical-Item/Mission-Essential-Listinff 

for the item NSN. 
If on the list, send it through as a Critical-Item. 
If not, send it through as a Non-Critical-Item. 
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2,2 For each Critical-Item you get 
1. Find place to send item (the SM/IM) 
2. Send Repair-Information to the SM/IM 
3. Send the item through as a Tagged-Item-Not- 

Requiring- Disposition-Instructions, 
For each Repair-Notice you get from Maintenance 

1, Find place to send item (the SM/IM) 
2, Send Repair-Information to the SM/IM 
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2.3 For each Non-Critical-Item or Non-Local-Repair-RIW- 
Item you get 
1. Find place to send item (the SM/IM) 
2. Send Request-for-Disposition-Instructions to 

SM/IM 
3. Fasten finished DD Form 1575 "Suspended Tag- 

Material" or 1575-1 "Suspended Label-Material" 
to the item or package 

k»  Put in Held-Item storage place. 
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3.0  For each Sequest-For-Disposition-Instructions you get 
1. Find out what the conditions of the contract/ 

warranty are 
If warrant to be used - find the person who made 

the purchase. 
If SM/IM ALC, send Warranty-Notice to the 

SM-ALC PCO. 
If not, send Warranty-Notice to PALM 

(Production Management Branch) 
If not, give Disposition-Instructions to the 

Source of the Request. 
2. Send Information-Copy to MMEA. 

For each Warranty-Reply you get 
Send Disposition-Instructions to the Source of the 

Request. 
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2. 

k»0    For each Disposition-Instruction you get 
1. Get RlW-Item from Held-Items 

If Disposition-Instructions has a Repair Author- 
ization send Item-To-Be-Repaired. 

If not 
If Disposition-Instruction has Shipping 

Instructions send Item-To-Be-Shipped, 
If not, (Disposition Instructions contains 

Storage Instructions and Report of Action 
Being Taken) send Item-To-Be-Stored. 
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5.0 For each Critical-RIW-Item-To-Be-Repaired and each 
Tagged-Item-Not-Requiring-Disposition-Instructions 
and each Item-To-Be-Repaired that you get, send as 
a Processed-Item-To-Be-Repaired to the maintenance 
scheduling operation. 
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6.1  For each RlW-Item you get 
Get the correct T.O. and Section of T.O. 00-35D-54. 
Send T.O. and RlW-Item, 
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6.2 For each T.O. and RlW-Itera you get 
Look on Critical-Itera/Mission-Essential-Listing 

for the item NSN. 
If on  the list,   send  Critical-RIW-Item  and T.O.(s). 
If not,   send Non-Local-Repair-RIW-Item with  any 

special instructions from T.O.   on APTO Form 350 
on the  item. 
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6.3 For each Critical-RIW-Item and T.O.(s) you get 
Find if special instructions/restrictions are on 

the list in the T.O. 
If found and they will not let the repair be done 

here, send Non-Local-Repair-RIW-Item with any 
special instructions from T.O. on AFTO Form 
350 on the item. 

If not: 
1. Send Critical-RIW-Item-To-Be-Sepaired with 

the words "Critical-Repair-Item/Local Repair 
Authorized" on AFTO Form 350 on the item. 

2. Find place to send item (the SM/IM). 
3. Send Repair-Information to the SM/IM. 
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7.0 For each Repair-Information you get, the SM/IM will 
make anv new changes in the RIW-File (Past Action 
History) for that item and send an Information-Copy 
of the Repair-Information to MMEA. 
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DICTIONAEY 

Critical-Item 

Defective Item 
Critical Item Identification 

Critical-Item/Mission Essential-Listim 

NSN plus 
Critical Identification or 
Mission Essential Identification 

Critical-HIW-Item 

RIW Item plus 
Critical Item Identification 

Critical-RIW-Item-To-Be-Repaired 

Critical Item plus 
Local Repair Authorization Marking (on AFTO Form 350) 

Disposition-Instruction 

Item Identification plus 
Repair Authorization or 
Shipping Instructions or 
Storage Instructions and 
Report of Action Being Taken 

Held-Items (N) 

RIW Items Awaiting 
Disposition Instructions plus 
Assigned Temporary Location 

Information-Conv 

Self Defining 
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Item-To-Be-ReDaired 
DICTIONAHY CONTINUED 

RIW Item plus 
Repair Authorization 

Item-To-Be-Shi-pped 

RIW Item plus 
Shipping Instructions 

Item-To-3e-5tored 

RIW Item plus 
Storage Instructions 

Non-Local-Re-Dair-RI W-11 em 

RIW Item plus either 
non-Critical Item Statement or 
T.O. Section forbidding local repair 

Processed-Item-To-Be-Renaired 

Tagged Item, or 
Critical RIW Item, or 
Item to be Repaired 

Ret) air-In formation 

NSN plus 
Critical Item Statement plus 
Report of Action Taken plus 
ID of organization taking action nlus 
Date 

Renair-Notice 

NSN plus 
Report of Action Taken 

Request-for-Pi ^ositinn-TnstrMntl on 

Source of Request plus 
Date of Request plus 
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DICTIONARY  CONTINUED 

Request-for-Disposition-Instruction   (Continued) 

Item  Identification plus 
Defect   Information   (as  available)   plus 
Warranty Information   (if available) 

RIW-File 

Item Identification plus 
Contract/7/arrenty Terms plus 
Buyer Identification plus 
Past Action History 

RHV-Item 

Tagged Item plus 
Reliability Improvement Warranty I.D. 

(5M/IM-ALC)-Warranty Notice 

Request for Disposition Instructions plus 
Warranty Information plus 
Statement of intent to exercise plus 
Reply Required Date 

Tagged-Item 

Defective Item plus 
ARTO Form 350 

Tag^ed-Item-Not-Renu-iri.ng-Dis^n^non-Instrnrt.-n. 

Self Defining 

T.O. 

Technical Order for an item 

Warrantv-TPg^ly 

Request for Disposition Instruction olus 
Shipping instructions or 
Report of Actions Being Taken 
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F-5 T.O,—Narrative Version 
REMOVE AND INSTALL AILERON TBIM ACTUATOR 

■ 

Special Tools and Test Equipment:  None 

Supplies: 
Electrical splice, PN NAS 1388-1 (two required) 

Electrical terminal, PN M7928/1-15 (one required) 

Cotter pin, PN MS2Zf665-69 (two required) 

Personnel Required:  Three 
Airplane general mechanic will be required to perform 

this general procedure. 

Airplane general mechanic assistant will be required 
to position control stick. 

Electrical specialist will be required to disconnect 
and connect trim actuator wiring, 

INPUT CONDITIONS 

Equipment Conditions: 

WARNING 

. Prior to accomplishing this maintenance procedure on an 
armed aircraft, refer to T.O. 1F-5E-2-12 for precautions 
to be observed.  Failure to observe this warning may 
result in serious injury to personnel or damage to the 
aircraft. 0 

. tfhen movement of any controls or switches or the appli- 
cation of electrical power and/or hydraulic Pressure 
would endanger personnel or equipment, a warning 
?c Ca£ o^J ^  P1*0^ conspicuously on the aircraft, 
^ee i.u. ir-5E-2-l2 for recommended placard design.) 

. All electrical power shall remain off during this 
procedure, 0 

. Both hydraulic systems shall remain depressurized during 
this procedure. ^-"B 
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Remove Actuator 

1. Remove aileron control mechanism access door (6). 

WARNING 

Severe injury could result if control stick is moved inad- 
vertently during this procedure, 

CAUTION 

Loose ends of aircraft wiring shall be taped if not properly 
spliced. 

Note 

, Retain all removed hardware for reinstallation.  Do not 
retain cotter pins for reinstallation, 

, Electrical specialist shall perform steps 2 thru 5. 

2. Remove clamps (if), two places, securing actuator wires 
to bulkhead, 

3. Disconnect trim actuator wires (two) at splice area (5). 

4. Disconnect actuator ground wire C from ground stud (3), 

5. Disconnect bonding jumper (2) from actuator (1). 
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T.O. 1F-5E-2-2-5-1 

VIEW LOOKING AFT F-5 JG-2-5-162(l)A 

Change 7 9-5 
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Remove Actuator 

1. Remove cotter pin, nut (3), and washer, two places. 

2. If trim actuator (1) is in any position other than 
neutral, request assistant position control stick to 
ease attach holt removal. 

3. Remove attach bolt (2), washers, and spacer. 

4. While holding actuator, remove attach bolt (4), washers, 
and spacer, and remove actuator from aircraft. 

END OF REMOVE 
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T.O.  1F-5E-2-2-5-1 

F-5E JG-2-5-24D 
3\l ® 

9-7 
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Install Actuator 

1.  Request electrical specialist connect power source (115- 
volt, 400 Hz) to trim actuator (1) and electrically 
position actuator at fully retracted and extended 
positions, 

NOTE 

Retracted position should measure 7,79+ 0,05 inches 
o J^f^ni P\  Extended position should measure 
9.86+ 0.05 inches (dimension B), 

2.  Electrically position actuator at neutral length 8.80+ 
0,10 inches (dimension 0). Disconnect power source! 
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T.O.  1F-5E-2-2-5-1 

F-5c JG-2-5-25C 

9-9 
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Install Actuator 

WARNING 

Severe injury could result if control stick is moved 
inadvertently during this procedure. 

1. Place trim actuator (if) in position, and install aft 
attach point washers (10), spacer (9), and bolt (12). 

Note 

Perform steps 2 and 3 at same time. 

2. Request assistant position control stick as necessary 
to permit installation of forward attach bolt. 

3. Install forward attach bolt (5) with washers (6) and 
spacer (7). 

if.  Install washers and nuts (8), two places. 

5. Secure nuts (8) with MS2if665-69 cotter pins, two places. 

Note . 

Electrical specialist shall perform steps 6 thru 9. 

6. At splice area ifBIWTI (1), splice trim actuator wire B 
to aircraft wire C2B20.  Splice actuator wire A to 
aircraft wire G3B20. 

7. Install terminal on actuator wire C and connect to 
ground stud (3), 

8. Connect bonding jumper (11) to actuator (if). 

9. Install clamps (2), two places, with actuator wires to 
bulkhead. 

CAUTION 

Follow-on maintenance action required: 
Perform operational checkout of aileron trim system. 
(See section 1 of this T.O.) 

END OF SECTION 
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T.O. 1F-5E-2-2-5-1 

F-5E JG-2-5-26D 

GPO   6S3—210/1 00S 

9-11/(9-12 blank) 
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F-5 T.O.--Controlled Version 

REMOVE AND INSTALL AILERON TRIM ACTUATOR 

Special Tools and Test Equipment 
None 

SUP-plies 

Electrical splice, PN NAS 1388-1 (2 needed) 

Electrical terminal, PN M7928/1-15 (1 needed) 
Cotter pin, PN MS24665-69 (2 needed) 

Personnel Needed 

Airplane general mechanic will be needed to do this procedure, 
Airplane general mechanic assistant will be needed to move 

control stick. 

Electrical specialist (one who specifically works with 
electricity) will be needed to disconnect and connect 
trim actuator wiring, 

INPUT CONDITIONS 

WARNING 

♦Before you do this maintenance procedure on an armed 
aircraft, see T.O. 1F-5E-2-12 for safety procedures to 
be followed.  Failure to follow this warning will cause 
a danger to personnel or damage to the aircraft. 

*A warning notice will be put on the aircraft in a place 
easily seen when there is danger to personnel or equip- 
ment by: ^ * 

1. Movement of any controls or 
2. The application of electricity and/or hydraulic 

pressure. 
(See T.O. 1F-5E-2-12 for recommended placard design.) 

*A11 electricity will be kept off during this procedure. 

*Both hydraulic systems will be kept without pressure 
during this procedure. 
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REMOVE AND INSTALL AILERON TRIM ACTUATOR 

Remove Actuator 

1.  Remove aileron control mechanism access door (6). 

WARNING 

Injury can result if control stick is moved by accident 
during this procedure. 

CAUTION 

NOTE; 

Put tape on loose ends of aircraft wiring if not 
connected (spliced) correctly. 

■ 

-Keep all hardware removed for later assembly.  Do not 
keep cotter pins for later assembly. 

-A person who specifically works with electricity will 
do steps 2 thru 5, 

2. Remove clamps (L)   from 2 places.  Fasten actuator wires 
to bulkhead. 

3. Disconnect 2 trim actuator wires at splice area (5). 

k.     Remove bolt that holds the actuator ground wire to the 
ground stud (3).  Now, remove the actuator arround 
wire from the ground stud (3). 

3.  Remove bolt that holds the bonding jumper (2) to the 
actuator (1).  Then disconnect bonding iunrDer (2) 
from actuator (1). & J  .   v ^ 
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REMOVE AND INSTALL AILERON TRIM ACTUATOR 

Remove Actuator 

1. Remove cotter pin, nut (3), and washer, in 2 places. 

2. If trim actuator (1) is in any position other than 
neutral, tell the general mechanic assistant to 
carefully move the control stick until attach bolt 
(2) can be moved easily, 

3. Remove attach bolt (2), washers, and spacer. 

4. Hold the actuator so it will not fall.  Remove the 
other attach bolt (4), washers, and spacer.  Remove 
the actuator (1) from the aircraft. 

END OF REMOVE 
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REMOVE MD INSTALL AILERON TRIM ACTUATOR 

Install Actuator 

1. Tell person who specifically works with 
connect power source (115-volt, 400 
actuator (1). Next tell him/her to 
position actuator at fully retracte 
Measure dimension. Dimension must 
7.8^ and 7,% inches (Dimension A), 
him/her to electrically position ac 
extended position. Measure dimensi 
must equal between 9.91 and 9,81 in 
B). 

electricity to 
Hz) to trim 
electrically 

d position, 
equal between 
Then tell 

tuator at fully 
on.  Dimension 
ches (Dimension 

2.  Electrically position actuator at neutral length between 
8.90 and 8.70 inches (Dimension 0).  Disconnect 
power source. 
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REMOVE AND INSTALL AILERON TRIM ACTUATOR 

Install Actuator 

WARNING 

Injury can result if control stick is moved by accident 
during this procedure, 

1. Put trim actuator (if) in position, and install rear 
attach point washers (10), spacer (9), and bolt (12). 

NOTE: 

Do steps 2 and 3 at the same time. 

2. Tell the general mechanic assistant to carefully move 
the control stick until attach bolt can be installed 
easily, 

3. Install forward attach bolt (5) with washers (6) and 
spacer (7). 

4. Install washers and nuts (8), in 2 places, 

5. Fasten nuts (8) with MS24665-69 cotter pins, in 2 places, 

NOTE: 

A person who specifically works with electricity will 
do steps 6 thru 9. 

6. At connected area ZfBIV/TI (1), connect trim actuator 
wire B to aircraft wire C2B20 with electrical snlice 
PN NAS 1388-1.  Connect actuator wire A to aircraft 
wire C3B20 with electrical splice PN NAS 1388-1. 

7. Install terminal on actuator wire C.  Fasten actuator 
wire to ground stud (3) with nut. 

8. Fasten bonding jumper (11) to actuator (/+) with nut. 

9. Install clamps (2) in 2 places with actuator wires to 
bulkhead.  Fasten clamps to bulkhead with nuts. 
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CAUTION: 

Before the aircraft can be released the operational 
check out of the aileron trim system (See section 1 
of this T.O.) must be done. 

END OF SECTION 
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1.0  For each F-5E-To-Be-Worked-0n that is received, the 
Airplane general mechanic will: 
Turn off all electrical power in/to the aircraft. 

Leave off for entire procedure. 
Determine if all hydraulic systems are depressurized. 

If not, reject aircraft back to scheduling for 
depressurization. 

Else, proceed to next step. 
Obtain T.O. IF-5E-2-12 from T*.0.-Library. 
Identify all safety precautions to be followed. 
Comply with precautions of T.O. 
(Do not continue this procedure until all pre- 

cautions have been complied with.) 
Place warning placards on the aircraft (placard 

design IAW T.O. IF-5E-2-12). 
Output Inspected-F-5E. 
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2.0 For each Inspected-F-5E, the Airplane general mechanic 
will: 
Direct assistant to be sure no one moves the control 

stick during this procedure (except as directed 
during the Remove Actuator process and Install 
Actuator processes). 

Remove the aileron control mechanism access door 
(See Figure 1) 

Keep the bolts and door for rei'nstallation by- 
placing them in Parts-Storage. 

Output F-5E-In-Process. 

T.O. 1F-5E-2-2-5-1 

«.«<.«a4 i^ 

P/«vtO^  I 
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3.0  For each F-5S-In-Process the Electrical Specialist 
will (See Figure 2) 
Remove clamps in two places, as shown.  Secure 

actuator wires to bulkhead with tape.  Place 
clamps in Parts-Storage. 

Disconnect the two trim actuator wires at the snlice 
area.  Tape loose ends of wire. 

Disconnect actuator ground wire, C, from ground 
stud.  Strip terminal from wire.  Discard 
terminal, Ikpe end of exnosed wire. 

Disconnect bonding jumner from Actuator.  Place 
nut in Parts-Storage. 

Output Prenared-F-5S. 

/x^4*' 
.vc' 

/JC+U^-^ 

[-Ia,Ur-<, 2. 
VIEW LOOK,NG AFT F-5 JG-2-5-I62(,)A 

Change 7 
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4.0 For each Prepared-F-5E, the Airplane general mechanic 
will (See Figure 3) 
Remove cotter pins from bolts and discard. 

■ Remove nut and washer from attach bolt, place nuts 
and washers in Parts-Storage. 

Determine if Trim Actuator is in neutral position. 
If not, direct assistant to move control stick 

to neutral position, -then continue. 
Else, (already in neutral) continue. 
Hold Actuator and 
Remove the attach bolts, washers and spacers, 

one bolt at a time. 
Place bolts, washers and spacers in Parts- 

Storage. 
Remove Actuator from the aircraft. 
Output Actuator. 
Output F-5E-In-Work. 
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5.0 For each Actuator received, the electrical s-oecialist 
shall (See Figure k) 
Connect 115 volt, /+00 Hz power source to trim 

Actuator. 
Electrically position actuator at fully retracted 

position. 
Measure for correct adjustment (should = dimension A) 

7.79 inches - 0.05 inches. 
If within tolerances, continue. 
Else, reject Actuator and obtain a new Actuator from 

Spare-Parts and begin this process again. 
Electrically position Actuator at fully extended 

position. 
Measure for correct adjustment (Should = Dimen- 

sion B, 9.86 inches + .05 inches). 
If within tolerances, continue. 
Else, reject Actuator and obtain a new Actuator 

from Spare-Parts and begin this process 
again. 

Electrically position Actuator at neutral position. 
Measure for correct adjustment (should = Dimension 

C, 8.80 inches + 0.10 inches). 
If within tolerances, continue. 
Else, reject Actuator and obtain a new Actuator from 

Spare-Parts and begin this process again. 
Disconnect power source. 
Output Trimmed-Actuator. 
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6.0    For  each F-5E-In-Work and Trimmed-Actuator received,   an 
Airplane  general mechanic   shall   (See Figure 5) 

Obtain attach bolts, spacers and washers from 
. Parts-Storage. 

Obtain  two MS2/f665-69  Cotter Pins  from Supplies- 
Area. 

Place Actuator in proper position and install. 
Attach bolt to rear of Actuator with washers, 

spacer and bolt, as shown in Figure 5.- 
Direct assistant to position/move control stick, 

as required, to allow attachment of forward 
attach bolt. 

When positioned, install forward attach bolt with 
washers, spacer and bolt, as shown in Figure 5. 

Install lower washers and nuts, as shown in Figure 
-?. 

Secure both nuts with cotter pins (one for each nut). 
Output F-5E-with-Installed-Actuator. 
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7.0 For each F-5E-With-Installed-Actuator the Electrical 
Specialist will (See Figure 6) 
Obtain Electrical Splices (two), PN NAS 1388-1 and 

Electrical Terminal, PN M7928/1-15 (one) from 
Supplies-Area. 

Obtain Ground Stud Nut, bonding jumper nut, clamps 
and clamp nuts from Parts-Storage. 

Identify wires. 
With Electrical Splices, at Splice Area ZfBIWTI, 

Splice trim Actuator wire B to aircraft wire 
C2B20 and Actuator wire A to aircraft wire 
C3B20. 

Semove tape from Actuator wire C. 
Install Electrical Terminal, PN M7928/1-13 on the 

actuator wire. 
Connect to Ground Stud with nut from Parts-Storage. 
Connect bonding jumper to Actuator with bonding 

jumper nut from Parts-Storage. 
Fasten Actuator wires to bulkhead with clamps (2) 

and clamp nuts obtained from Parts-Storage. 
The Airplane general mechanic will obtain 

Obtain the Access Door and installation bolts 
from Parts-Storage. 

Install the Access Door with the installation 
bolts. 

Check that all the above steps have been 
completed. 

Output Completed-F-5E to Operational Checkout Area. 
Notice: The aircraft may not be released from 

maintenance without being processed through the 
Operational Checkout Area. 
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DICTIONARY 

Actuator 

F-5E Actuator 

Aileron-Trim-Actuator 

Aircraft Part, self defining 

Conroleted-7-5E 

F-5E with Installed Actuator plus 
Access Door 

F-5E-In-Process 

F-5E to be worked on minus 
Access Door and Bolts 

F-5E-In-\7ork 

F-5E in Process minus 
Actuator 

F-^E-To-Be-Worked-On 

Self Defining 

F-5E-With-Installed-Actuator 

F-5E in work plus 
Trimmed Actuator 

Inspected F-5E 

F-3>E to be worked on plus 
Necessary placards 
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DICTIONARY  CONT"D 

Parts-Storage 

(Any Temporary Storage  for narts removed  from the F-5^ 
in this procedure.     Parts will be used to  reinstall 
equipment.) 

Clamps plus 
Nuts plus 
Washers plus 
Spacers 
Access Door 

Pre-oared-F-55 

Self  Defining 

St) are-Parts 

New Actuator 

Sun^lies-Area 

Electrical   splice,   PN NAS   1388-1  plus 
Electrical  terminal,   PN M7928/1-15 plus 
Cotter Pin,  PN MS2if665-69 

T.O.-Library 

T.O.   IF-5E-2-12 

Trimmed-Actuator 

Self Defining 
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1.0 For each F-5E-To-Be-lVorked-0n that you get, the Airplane 
General Mechanic will 
Turn off the electricity in/to the aircraft and do 

not turn it on again until procedure is finished 
Find out if all hydraulic systems are depressurized 
If not, send aircraft back for depressurization 
If it is, go on to next step. 
Get T.O. 1F-5E-2-12 from T.O.-Library 
Look at all safety rules 
Follow safety rules of T.O. 
(Do not go on with this procedure until all safety 

rules have been followed.) 
Put a warning placard on the aircraft.  (Warning 

placard IAW T.O. 1F-5E-2-12.) 
Send on Inspected-F-JE. 
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2.0  For each Inspected-F-5E, the Airplane General Mechanic 
will: 
Tell Airplane General Mechanic 

to be sure no one moves the 
this procedure (except as h 
the Remove Actuator Process 
Actuator Process). 

Take out the aileron control me 
(See Figure 1). 

Keep the bolts and door to use 
Parts-Storage. 

Send on F-5E-In-Process. 

Assistant (Assistant) 
control stick during 

e/she is told during 
and the Install 

jchanism access door 

again.  Put them in 

T.O. IF-5E-2-2-&-1 

ft-cccs-a i Cov- 

P»«vMye I 
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3.0 For  each F-5S-In-Process  the person  who   specifically 
works with  electricity  will   (See Figure 2) 
Remove  clamps in 2 places,   as  shown.     Fasten 

actuator wires to bulkhead with tape. 
Put clamps in Parts-Storage. 
Disconnect the 2 trim actuator wires at the splice 

area.  Tape loose ends of wire. 
Disconnect actuator ground wire C from ground stud. 

Remove terminal from wire.  Throw away terminal. 
Tape end of the wire that is seen.  Put nut in 
Parts-Storage. 

Disconnect bonding jumper from Actuator.  Put nut in 
Parts-Storage. 

Send on Prenared-F-5E0 

UK.** ̂ °y 

iflVCHAl^,^ 

5W 

VIEW LOCKING AFT F-o JG-2-5-162(])A 

P'^WVtf. Z Change 7 9.5 
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4.0 For each Prepared-F-5E, the Airplane General Mechanic 
will (See Figure 3) 
Remove cotter pins from bolts and throw away. 
Remove nut and washer from attach bolt.  Put nuts 

and washers in Parts-Storage. 
See if trim actuator is in neutral position. 
If not, tell Assistant to move control stick to 

neutral position, then go on. 
If already in neutral position, go on. 
Hold Actuator and remove the attach bolts, washers 

and spacers, 1 bolt at a time. 
Put bolts, washers and spacers in Parts-Storage. 
Remove Actuator from the aircraft. 
Send Actuator on. 
Send on F-5E-In-Work. 
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5.0  For each Actuator you get, the person who specifically 
works with electricity will (See Figure If) 
Connect 115 volt, 400 Hz power source to trim 

actuator. 
Electrically position actuator at fully retracted 

position. 
Measure for correct adjustment.  (Should eaual 

Dimension A, at between 7.84 and 7.74 inches.) 
If in correct adjustment, go on. 
If not, send Actuator back and get a new Actuator 

from Spare-Parts and start this procedure again. 
Electrically position actuator at fully extended 

position. 
Measure for correct adjustment (Should equal Dimen- 

sion B, at between 9.91 and 9.81 inches). 
If in correct adjustment go on. 
If not, send Actuator back and get a new Actuator 

from Spare-Parts and start this procedure again. 
Electrically position Actuator at neutral position. 
Measure for correct adjustment (Should equal 

Dimension C, at between 8.90 and ^.70 inches). 
If in correct adjustment go on. 
If not, send Actuator back and get a new Actuator 

from Spare-Parts and start this procedure again. 
Disconnect electricity. 
Send Trimmed-Actuator on. 
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6.0 For each F-^E-In-V/ork and Trimmed-Actuator you get, 
the Airplane General Mechanic will (See Figure 5) 
Get attach bolts, spacers and washers from Parts- 

Storage. 
Get 2 MS24665-69 cotter pins from Supplies-Area. 
Put Actuator in correct position and install. 
Connect bolt to rear of Actuator with washers, 

spacer and bolt, as shown in Figure 5. 
Tell Assistant to move control stick as needed to 

install forward attach bolt. 
When in position, install forward attach bolt with 

washers, spacer and bolt as shown in Figure 5, 
Install lower washers and nuts, as shown in Figure 

Attach both nuts with cotter pins (1 for each nut). 
Send F-5E-v/ith-Installed-Actuator on. 
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7.0  For each F-^E-With-Installed-Actuator, the person who 
works specifically with electricity will (See 
Figure 6) 
Get 2 Electrical Splices PN NAS 1388-1 and Electrical 

Terminal (need 1) PN M7928/1-15 from Supplies- 
Area. 

Get ground stud nut, bonding jumper nut, clamps 
and clamp nuts from Parts-Storage. 

Find correct wires. 
With Electrical Splices, at Splice Area ifBIWTI, 

splice trim Actuator wire B to aircraft wire 
C2B20 and Actuator wire A to aircraft wire 
C3B20■ 

Remove tape from Actuator wire C. 
Install Electrical Terminal, PN M7928/1-15 on the 

actuator wire. 
Connect to Ground Stud with nut from Parts-Stora^ 
Connect bonding jumper to Actuator with bonding 0 

jumper nut from Parts-Storage. 
Fasten Actuator wires to bulkhead with clamps (2) 

and clamp nuts obtained from Parts-Storage. 
The Airplane general mechanic will get 

The Access Door and installation bolts from 
Parts-Storage. 

Install the Access Door with the installation 
bolts. 

Check that all the above steps have been done. 
Send Completed-F-5E to Operational Checkout Area. 
Notice: The aircraft will not be released from 

Maintenance until it is sent through the 
Operational Checkout Area. 
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DICTIONARY 

Actuator 

F-5E Actuator 

Aileron-Trim-Actuator 

Aircraft Part,   self  defining 

ComT3leted-F-5E 

F-5E with  Installed Actuator plus 
Access Door 

F-5E-In-Process 

F-5E to be worked on minus 
Access Door and Bolts 

F-5E-In-,7ork 

F-5E in Process minus 
Actuator 

F-5E-To-Be-Worked-0n 

Self Defining 

F-5E-''/ith-Insta1 led-Actuator 

F-5E in work plus 
Trimmed Actuator 

Inst)ected F-5E 

F-5E to be worked on plus 
Necessary placards 
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DICTIONARY CONT"D 

Parts-Storage 

(Any Temporary Storage  for parts removed  from the F-5E 
in this procedure.     Parts will be used to  reinstall 
equipment,) 

Clamps plus 
Nuts plus 
Washers plus 
Spacers 
Access Door 

Pret)ared-F-5S 

Self Defining 

Sr) are-Parts 

New Actuator 

Sumolies-Area 

Electrical  splice,   PN NAS   1388-1  plus 
Electrical  terminal,   PN M7928/1-15 plus 
Cotter Pin,  PN MS2Z+665-69 ' 

T.Q.-Library 

T.O.   IF-5E-2-12 

Trimmed-Actuator 

Self Defining 
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TEST INSTRUCTIONS 

This test consists of 3 parts. 

Part 1 is background information to help us analyze 
the test.  Complete this portion now. 

Part 2 consists of the ^ types of documents we are 
testing.  When you take this portion of the test, 
follow the guidelines "below that apply to that type 
of document. 

1, Document 1 will be in standard English, 
a. Read the document, 
b. Find definitions (if present) in the text, 
c. Look at figures/pictures when the English text 

refers to them, 

2, Document 2 will be in controlled English,  This is a 
simplified version of standard English,  The same 
procedure should be followed as for Document 1, 

3, Documents 3 and 4 are "Structured" Documents, 
a. Look at and read the top Data Flow Diagram (Top 

chart), 
b. Find definitions of terms in the Dictionary, 
c. Look at and read the "detail" Data Flow Diagrams, 

"top-down,"  Identify which top process they refer 
to by the number of the process, 

d. Repeat "b" if necessary. 
e. When a process has no further detail charts, iden- 

tify and read the "mini-spec" for that process 
(they have the same I,D. number), 

f. Repeat "b" if necessary, 
g. Look at any pictures/figures when the "mini-spec" 

refers to it. 

After reading the document, proceed to answer the ques- 
tions.  You may refer to the document to find the 
answers.  When you begin the test on each type of doc- 
ument, write the time you start reading, the time you 
stop reading, the time you complete the questions, for 
that document. 

Each document will have a maximum time alloaed.  If you 
finish before that time, DO NOT CONTINUE! 

To answer on your answer sheet, write the number of the 
question and the letter of the answer e.g., 2,  a. 

Part 3 is a simple ranking—We will do this at the end of 
the test. 

Remember—We are testing the documents - NOT YOU,  Total 
correct answers will be the basis for our evaluation. 

Please DO NOT just guess to answer all the questions as 
this will invalidate the whole purnose of this test, 

THANKYOU! 
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PART 1  BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

CIRCLE THE ANSWER THAT APPLIES 

1. My native language is 

English 

Not English 

IF YOUR NATIVE LANGUAGE IS ENGLISH, 

SKIP THE NEXT 3 QUESTIONS. 

2. I have been using the English Language for (any purpose) 
1 year 2-Zf years 

5-10 years Over 10 years 
3. I studied English in school 

1 year ago 5-10 years ago 
2-/f years ago        I never had a special class 

if.  I have been in the United States (total) 

Less than 1 year total  2-3 years total 

1-2 years, total       Over 3 years total 
5. I have worked in the logistics field 

Less than 1 year     2-1+  years 
1-2 years 4-5 years 

Over 5 years 

6. My Logistics Experience is mainly in: 
Maintenance 

Transportation 
Storage 

Requirements 

Engineering 

Acquisition/Procurement/Contracts 
Technical Documentation 
Automated Systems 

Other - Please specify. 
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ANSWER SHEET 

NOTE:  Participants were asked to write their answers 

(i.e., the question number and their answer) 

and any comments they wished to make, on a blank 

sheet of paper (provided) in any order they 

wished. 
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7. '//hat time is it? Write the time as the answer to 
number 7 and then proceed to read the document. 

NOTE:  Questions were attached to each test document in 

booklet form.  The first page contained only 

the time question and the direction to proceed. 

Then came the document being tested and then' 

the multiple choice questions.  Thus the pages 

with Questions 7, 22, 37, and 52 contain only 

the time question and the instruction. 
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8. What time is it?  Write the time as the answer to 
number 8 and then answer the rest of the questions. 

9. Document identifier AMI is used to: 
A. Raise or lower the priority designator. 
B. Request an improved estimated shipping date. 
C. Cancel a requisition. 
D. More than one of the above. 
E. None of the above. 

10. Priority designator code on documents with AMI, AM4 
or AM5 Document Identifiers can be used to: 

A. Raise a priority designator. 
B. Lower a priority designator. 
C. Raise or lower a priority designator. 
D. Priority designator can not be changed once the 

requisition is submitted. 

11. Document identifier AC2 is used for: 
A. Cancellation of total quantity on a previously 

submitted requisition. 
B. Follow-up a previously submitted cancellation. 
C. Change in quantity to an increase from the 

original reauisition. 
D. A and B, 
S. B and C. 

12. A cancellation may be: 
A. Coded AF2. 
B. Coded AK2. 
C. Coded AC2. 
D. Either A or B. 
E. Either B or C. 

13. Contract Status (DIC AF2) has been received for a 
document transmitted by AUTODIN.  Follow-up may be 
submitted only after expiration of: 

A. ESD + 60 days + mailing time. 
B. ESD + 60 days. 
C. ESD + mailing time. 
D. ESD. 

H. Cancellation requests by customers should be done by: 
A. Mail. 
B. AUTODIN. 
C. Message (DD Form 173). 
D. All of the above are acceptable. 
E. B and C only. 
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"IJ*  An AFC follow-up may not be used after receipt of: 
A. Status BA. 
B. Status BV. 
C. Status BL "but only for priority 01-08 documents. 
D. Shipment Status, 
E. Supply Status. 

16. A MILSTBIP cancellation may be reauested by: 
A. JJD Form 1348. 
B. DD Form 173. 
C. Letter Format. 
D. All of the above. 
E. A and B only. 

17. V/hen a follow-up is authorized at  the  exniration of ESD 
plus 60  days  for a contract  status  condition,   and  the 
type  of  follov;-up  is AF2,   then  the  nriority  designator 
must be: 

A. 01-15 
B. 09-15 
C. 01-08 
D. Any of the above. 
E. None of the above, AF2 follow-up not authorized 

for this purpose. 

18. Customer country "X" had previously submitted a requi- 
sition for quantity 10 of item "Z." Prior to receiving 
the item it finds that now it needs Quantity 25 instead 
of 10.  He should: 

A. Cancel the requisition for 10 and put in a new 
requisition for 25. 

B. Add 15 to the previous requisition. 
C. Submit a modifier for the 'lO and submit a new 

requisition for 15. 
D. Any of the above is acceptable. 

19. What is your judgment of the author's competence as a 
writer?  Assign a rank of from 1 (very low competence) 
to 9 (very high competence).  Write your assigned rank 
as the answer to number 19. 

20. What is your judgment of the author's knowledge of thisa 
subject matter?  Assign a rank of from 1 (very little 
knowledge) to 9 (very complete knowledge).  Write your 
assigned rank as the answer to question 20. 

21. '<Yhat time is it? Write the time as the answer to this 
question, number 21. 
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22. What time is it?  Write the time as the answer to 
number 22 and then proceed to read the document, 
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23. What time is it? Write the time as the answer to number 
23 and then answer the rest of the questions. 

2k.   If the DD Form 1513 does not state the dollar value/ 
limit a claim must equal or exceed, then: 

A, It vail be judged on a case by case basis, 
B, Any claim is valid, 
C, Claim must exceed S200,00, 
D, Regulated by DoD i+000,25M. 
E, None of the above, 

25. Items 1 through 13 on the SF 364 are: 
A. Optional for FMS purchasers, 
B. General guidance to the DoD ICP/IM on what the 

DoD ICP/IM will find on the SF 36^, 
C. What the FMS purchaser is to include on the SF 

3ok» 
D. A and B, 
E. B and C. 

26. V/hen an SF 3Gk  from an FMS customer is received, SAAC 
will: 

A, Place the billing in suspense (temporary hold), 
when proper. 

B, Not change the billing unless the ILCO directs 
a change (including temporary holds), 

C, Reject the SF %!+  if the complete reverse of 
SF 364 is not properly completed, 

D, A and C, 
E, B and C, 

27. An FMS country takes custody of an item on 15 June '80, 
The billing for that item is dated 1 July '80,  Final 
date to submit SF 36l+  is (without special justification) 

A. 15 June '81. 
B. 30 June '81. 
C. Within 75 canendar days from receipt of 1st 

reuly from the ILCO, 
D. None of the above. 

28. The SAAC serves as Liason between: 
A. The FMS country and the DoD ICP/IM. 
B. The DoD ICP/IM and GSA. 
C. FMS country and the State Department. 
D. FMS country and the ILCO, 
E. The ILCO and the DoD ICP/IM and the GSA, 

29. The ILCO has 15 days to: 
A.  Send SF ^Gks  received from SAAC to the Action 

Agency, 
3.  Send. SF 3GU  answers from the DoD ICP/IM to SAAC. 

Submit SF 364s from date of receipt from the FMS 
purchaser, 

D,  A and C, 
3.  A and 3, 
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30. SAAC will reject SF 364s (Discrepency Reports) which: 
A. Lack needed data that are readily available at 

SAAC. 
B. Are above the dollar limitation contained in DD 

Form 1313 or any other sales agreement with FMS 
purchaser. 

C. Are duplicate and not resubmitted to contest a 
previous decision. 

D. None of the above. 

31. When the SAAC receives a duplicate SF 364: 
A. It will be rejected. 
B. The FMS customer will be contacted for an 

explanation. 
C. It means the dollar amount has not been correctly 

adjusted on the FMS account. 
D. Like an AF2 MILSTSIP follow-up, it will be 

researched as indicating the FMS country received 
no status reply on the original submission. 

E. Unless accompanied by a protest, it will be 
rejected. 

32. Replies to SF 364 will be sent to the FMS country from: 
A. SAAC within 13 calendar days. 
B. DoD ICP/IM or GSA within 75 calendar days. 
C. ILCO within 15 calendar days from date of 

receipt from the DoD ICP/IM or GSA. 
D. SAAC with first available monthly statement of 

transactions issued after receipt of SF 364 
from the ILCO. 

33. '"/hen the DoD ICP/IM or GSA cannot answer the SF 364 
in the required time, they should: 

A. Contact SAAC and request an extension, 
B. Inform the FMS customer and provide the ILCO 

with justification. 
C. Request a 75 day extension from the ILCO. 
D. A and B. 
E. None of the above, 

34. What is your judgment of the author's competence as a 
writer?  Assign a rank of from 1 (very low comDetence) 
to 9 (very high competence).  Write your assigned rank 
as the answer to number 34, 

35. .Vhat is your judgment of the author's knowledge of this 
subject matter?  Assign a rank of from 1 (very little 
knowledge) to 9 (very complete knowledge).  Write your 
assigned rank as the answer to question 35, 

36. What time is it? Write the time as the answer to this 
question, number 36, 
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37. What time is it?  Write the time as the answer to 
number 37 and then proceed to read the document, 
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38. What time is it? Write the time as the answer to number 
38 and then answer the rest of the questions. 

39. RIW items can be identified by: 
A. Project number 390. 
B. PACER WARRANT nickname. 
C. T.O. 00-35D-3ZX. 
D. A and B, 
E. A, B, and C. 

k0,   SM/IM actions to determine disposition of RIW items 
includes: 

A. Determining if the local base can repair the item. 
B. Review of the contract with the Production 

Management Branch. 
C. Request for advice from PCO. 
D«  All of the above. 

Zfl. If the item is critical and will be repaired locally, the 
SM/IM should be furnished with: 

A. A message telling what was done. 
B. Disposition instructions for the item. 
C. The NSN, the contract number, the vart  number, 

defect data and SF 368 data. 
D. T.O. 00-25-115 or Chapter 2, Part 2 data. 
E. A request for disposition instructions. 

A-2, The base (originating) must be notified of final 
Disposition Instructions by the SM/IM within: 

A. A period no more than 30 days from receipt of 
request for disposition instructions by SM/IM. 

B. A maximum period of 30 days from dispatch of item 
to the SM/IM, 

C. 7 calendar days of receipt of request for s 
disposition instructions. 

D. 7 days from decision of the PCO/ACO. 
E. None of the above. 

k3»   (MMEA) should be informed of: 
A, All reports and final disposition actions of SM/IM, 
B, All actions related to quality deficiencies 

pertaining to warranted items. 
C, All PCO/ACO actions, only on items on contract. 
D, A and C.. 
E, B and C. 

M+. An item under warranty can be repaired locally if: 
A. SM/IM approves such renair. 
B. It is an RIW item. 
C. Item is authorized ror field level repair, in 

short supply, and mission essential. 
D. If the AFTO Form 350 from Maintenance authorizes 

local repair. 
E. A and B. 
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45. 3D Form 1575 is used for: 
A, Warranted items to be repaired. 
B. Items that have already been disnosed of, 
C, Non-warranted items that require'disposal 

instructions. 
D. Warranted items that reauire disnosal instruc- 

tions. 
S.  Any of the above, it is a general purpose toy. 

46. Mission essential, critical items needed for mission 
capability are: 

A. Listed in T.O. 00-35D-54. 
B. Listed in PACS2 WARSANT T.O.s. 
C. Authorized for local reuair. 
D. A and C. 
E. B and C. 

47. PACES WABSANT applies to: 
A. All warranted items. 
B. Items subject to reporting of quality defi- 

ciency. 
C. Items subject to quality deficiency report SF 

368. 
D. RIW items. 
E. A and B. 

48. RIW Material handling will be according to: 
A. The equipment technical order. 
B. Normal supply procedures. 
C. Manufacturer's instructions. 
D. B unless A contains other instructions, 
E. T.O. 00-25-115. 

49. What is your judgment of the author's comnetence as a 
writer?  Assign a rank of from 1 (very low comDetence) 
to 9 (very high competence).  Write your assigned rank 
as the answer to number 49. 

50. What is your judgment of the author's knowledge of 
this subject matter?  Assign a rank of from 1 (very 
little knowledge) to 9 (very complete knowledge). 
Write your assigned rank as the answer to question 50. 

51. What time is it? Write the time as the answer to 
this question, number 51. 
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52. What time is it? '.'/rite the time as the answer to 
number 52 and then proceed to read the document. 
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53. What time is it? Write the time as the answer to number 
53 and then ansv/er the rest of the questions. 

5^-. Cotter pins should: 
A. Not be retained after removal. 
B, Not be removed, 
C, Be retained for reinstallation. 
D. None of the above, 

55. For removal, the trim actuator should be: 
A. Removed by the assistant, 
B. In neutral position, 
C. In any position other than neutral, 
D. Removed with control sticks, 
E. A and C. 

56. Actuator ground wires should be: 
A, Disconnected from actuator. 
B, Disconnected by removing the splice. 
C, Disconnected from the ground stud, 
D, Disconnected from the aircraft in 2 nlaces, at 

each clamp, 
57. Neutral length is: 

A, Dimension A. 
B, Dimension B, 
C  8,7 - 8,9 inches, 
D. 7.79± 0,05 inches, 
E. None of the above, 

58. When installing actuator, it should be: 
A, In neutral position, 
B, At fully retracted position, 
C, At fully extended nosition, 
D, B or C, 
E, B and C, 

59. If the actuator does not meet stated trim dimensions: 
A, Proceed, the numbers are for information only, 
B, Obtain a new actuator. 
C, Repair the actuator by adjusting trim length 

through adjustment of the attach bolts, 
D, Dimension will always meet reouired distances. 
E, None of the above, 

60. T.O. 1F-5S-2-12 should be used for: 
A, Safety procedures needed to denressurize the 

hydraulic system. 
B, Instructions for removal and installation of 

aileron trim actuator, 
C, Recommended warning placard design. 
D, A and C, 
E, A, B, and C. 
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61. During installation of the actuator, the assistant: 
A.  Will help by disconnecting the actuator wir 

wiring. 
3.  7/ill make sure no one is accidentally moving 

the control stick. 
C. Is to assist the electrical 
D. Will move the control stick 

trical specialist says to. 
E. A and C. 

specialist. 
when the elec- 

62. This Drocedure: 
that the hydraulic system be pres- 

both hydraulic systems to be depres- 

A. Requires 
surized. 

B. Requires 
surized. 

C. Requires that a warning placard should always 
be placed conspicuously on the control being 
worked on. 

D. Requires electrical power to be used in the 
aircraft to adjust the trim actuator to fully 
extended position. 

E. C and D. 

63. 

64- 

65. 

66. 

Connection of trim actuator wiring will be done: 
A.  After installation of attach bolts. 

Before installation of attach bolts. 
During installation of attach bolts. 
Before removing access door. 
A and D. 

B. 
C. 
D. 
■p 

What is your judgment of the author's competence as a 
writer? Assign a rank of from 1 (very low competence) 

Write your assigned rank to 9 (very high competence), 
as the answer to number 64. 

What is your judgment of the author's knowledge of 
this subject matter?  Assign a rank of from 1 (very 
little knowledge) to 9 (very complete knowledge). 
Write your assigned rank as the answer to question 65. 

What time is it? Write the time as the answer to this 
question, number 66. 
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